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ABSTRACT 

Utilising data from a sample of UK HEI students, this study investigates  factors 

that influence informational interventions for energy saving. It makes an original 

contribution by developing an original method for testing theory and explaining 

how known persuasion and behavioural variables can interact to influence 

behavioural outcomes. It achieves this by integrating two empirically established 

theories—the Theory of Planned Behaviour and the Elaboration Likelihood 

Model—and using these, develops an agent-based model based for explaining 

behavioural response to an energy saving intervention.  In a first phase, 

questionnaire surveys based on the stated theories are used to elicit essential 

information relating to energy use among students. Findings demonstrate that 

both theories can be used successfully as a framework for understanding how 

information-based interventions influence energy use. The second phase 

involving agent-based modelling demonstrated that although the adoption of 

energy saving behaviour is time-dependent, it is neither proportional to population 

size nor to time. Further findings show that subjective norms such as the opinions 

of important others, significantly influence students’ intentions to save energy; 

and maximum levels of peripheral cues, personal relevance and cognitive ability 

are individual factors which determine the highest levels of aggregate energy 

saving.  Interrelationships observed among variables indicate that the degree to 

which cognitive, social, environmental, and situational factors etc. interact in the 

face of persuasive information, may be more instrumental to achieving desirable 

energy behaviours than the communication of useful information or even, the 

information itself.  Ideas and findings from the study will be useful for informing 
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the design of behavioural interventions. Further research to investigate the 

affective tendencies of subjective norms and any effects on attitude and the 

intention-behaviour gap will be useful for gaining more insight which may help 

extend the Theory of Planned Behaviour.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 Background and Rationale 

Despite the continued use of information campaigns to create awareness and 

encourage energy saving behaviours, significant levels of success are often not 

achieved even where attitude change and increase in knowledge are recorded 

(Costanzo et al., 1986). Unfortunately, an incomplete understanding of barriers 

to desired behavioural change frustrates the potentials of these interventions 

(Stokes et al., 2012). The thought that information availability and educating are 

enough to cause targeted changes in attitudes and consequently behaviour is 

simplistic and flawed; especially where targeted changes are in the collective 

behaviour of a group or system.  Consumer behaviour is complex, even at the 

level of the individual; therefore, simplistic recommendations for change should 

be carefully considered (Jackson, 2005).  The provision of information, though 

necessary is only one of a wide range of factors that can influence pro-

environmental behaviour (Stokes et al., 2012). 

  What problem does this study seek to solve? 

This study seeks to explain the problem of informational interventions designed 

to reduce energy use not achieving success. 

 The Problem Statement 

An informational intervention is the use of information or education to promote a 

target behaviour. Informational interventions depend on persuasion and 
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knowledge to succeed.  It is assumed that persuading people about the need to 

save energy and providing information on how to do so will motivate the desired 

behaviour change. Delmas et al. (2013) suggests that there is no concrete 

empirical evidence as to whether information-based interventions are effective or 

ineffective.  However, other studies show that informational campaigns are 

mostly unsuccessful (Ramos et al., 2015; Staats et al., 1996) with the awareness 

of the need to save energy, changed attitudes and having the intention to act, 

often not resulting in energy saving behaviour (Godin et al., 2005). This is known 

as the attitude/intention-behaviour gap (e.g. Carrington et al. 2010; Bhattacherjee 

& Sanford 2009; Mohiyeddini et al. 2008; Froehlich 2009; Abrahamse et al. 2005)  

Identifying variables that play a potentially significant role in this disconnect and 

studying the significant relationships among them are important for energy saving 

interventions—for evaluation, understanding success/failure and creating lasting 

tailored solutions. In this study, these will be achieved by using two established 

behavioural theories— the Elaboration Likelihood Model and the Theory of 

Planned Behaviour.  From a methodology perspective, this is beneficial because 

such theories have a standard set of constructs which have been tested in 

different contexts and used by researchers to provide insight in various fields of 

study (Dale et al., 2001). More so,  as asserted by Lewin (1951), “there is nothing 

as practical as good theory.” Unfortunately, the use of “theory, pre-testing or the 

measurement of impacts” are deemed scant  in existing evaluation methods for 

energy-related behavioural interventions (Matthies and Trondheim, 2009; Wilson, 

2014).  
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Furthermore, Abrahamse et al. (2005) points out a need to go beyond showing 

the degree to which interventions have been successful to offering insights into 

why. As a contribution towards filling these research gaps, agent-based 

modelling will also be used to support the theoretical approach.  This modelling 

approach is used because it can subject theories to the pressure of different 

scenarios and create phenomena that can emerge from the microlevel 

relationships being investigated within the system.  This level of information will 

be useful for making deductions based on the dynamics of both individual and 

collective behaviour within a system and provide explanations for salient issues 

such as the attitude/intention-behaviour gap in energy saving.  Figure 1.1 

illustrates the approach used to achieve the study’s aim and objectives.  
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Figure 1.1 The study's approach to investigating the topic 

 

 Justification for a theory-based approach  

Behavioural theories help us understand decision making by providing 

explanations for behaviour and identifying the significant drivers for such 

behaviours.  Where interventions have been designed to target specific 
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behaviours, theories can also provide a framework within which their impact can 

be empirically investigated.  These characteristics are especially applicable for 

understanding decision making and behaviours in relation to environmental 

conservation (Jackson, 2005). 

In using a theory-based approach, this study exceeds typical evaluation (e.g. 

effective vs. ineffective) to understanding reasons and contexts behind decisions 

and actions for energy saving or the lack of it.  

 

 Justification for using the Elaboration Likelihood Model and the 

Theory of Planned Behaviour over other theories of behaviour.  

When deciding or making a choice to act in a certain way, several factors play a 

role. Some more strongly than others. Important factors to consider when seeking 

to understand how people make decisions include: information and knowledge 

about the decision, individual level factors such as attitudes, contextual factors 

that could act either as a driving force or a limitation, the effect of cues, and the 

influence of others i.e. normative factors (Olson and Jacoby, 1972; Stern, 2000).  

In understanding success factors for informational energy saving interventions, it 

could be argued broadly that there are two streams of investigation—the 

message of the intervention and the target behaviour.  

Considering that environmental communication is essentially about persuasion, 

the message component of this research is investigated using a known 

persuasion theory, the Elaboration Likelihood Model (Petty and Cacioppo, 
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1986a). It is a message-oriented theory of attitude change and deemed well 

suited for the study because it gives insight into the effect of information on 

attitude by addressing not only core variables such as motivation in the recipient 

but also external factors such as the quality of the argument and rating of the 

communication source (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986b; Wilson, 2014). These 

attributes could be extremely useful in explaining interventions in which 

knowledge acquisition did not result in the desired change in attitudes and 

behaviour. Other theories of persuasion which were considered are the cognitive 

dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957) and inoculation theory (McGuire, 1962).  

Cognitive dissonance theory was developed by Leon Festinger in 1957 (Aronson, 

1969; Stone and Cooper, 2000). It “is a negative, unpleasant state that occurs 

whenever a person holds two cognitions that are psychologically inconsistent” 

(Aronson, 1968). When faced with choices, people often struggle with conflicting 

thoughts and when a decision is made, there might be a feeling of dissonance at 

thoughts of either disadvantage(s) associated with the choice made or missing 

out on the benefit(s) of the rejected option. Examples of methods used to alleviate 

this inner discord are playing down choices made and suppressing thoughts of 

any problems associated with the decision and sticking to it (Perloff, 2003).  An 

example from marketing is dieters being offered sugar-free versions of foods and 

drinks (Dainton & Zelley, 2004) 

In an environmental context, cognitive dissonance may be used by introducing 

ideas that contradict environmentally unfavourable thought patterns. Although 

people may reduce cognitive dissonance in several ways, attitude and behaviour 

change are not guaranteed choices (Klöckner, 2015). 
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In terms of the theory’s relevance to this research, cognitive dissonance can be 

used to explain contradictions in environmental attitudes and behaviours 

(e.g.Thøgersen 2004). However, because its focus is more on attitudes and 

behaviour and less on individual elements that influence their formation, it is likely 

to be a less useful tool for understanding the “why” behind attitude and behaviour 

formation.  

Inoculation theory (McGuire, 1962) is based on the idea of protecting existing 

beliefs and attitudes from undesirable persuasion by providing weak arguments 

from the undesirable position. The logic is that by refuting these weak arguments, 

recipients are prepared for stronger arguments and can resist contrary 

persuasion. Although, this theory can be tested and has proven to have good 

predictive power in marketing and health-related fields, only limited support is 

found for it in the sphere of environmental studies (Klöckner, 2013). In terms of 

providing explanations for understanding energy saving intervention success, the 

theory’s focus on attitudes and beliefs is likely to be more valuable for testing 

attitude certainty. Also, it does not allow for the assessment of new information 

provided by an intervention unlike the Elaboration Likelihood Model.   

 

The target behaviour—energy saving, is considered largely rational as it is being 

investigated in response to an intervention, and this requires conscious effort. 

However, it is understood that non-rational factors also play a role in the making 

of such choices. Choosing to reduce energy demand is a decision often based 

on an evaluation of outcomes such as personal economic gains e.g. lower energy 
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bills, or the “feel-good” factor of helping the environment (altruism).  The TPB 

ticks the boxes as a theory well suited for investigating rational behaviours. This 

has been criticised as a limitation of the theory which has been extended by 

adding on other constructs, in some studies (e.g. Chan and Bishop, 2013; 

Filatova et al., 2013; Klöckner, 2013; Manstead and Parker, 1995). For example, 

adding habits to account for habitual behaviours (Conner and Armitage, 1998). 

However, it is well supported empirically and has been used successfully to 

identify and investigate determinants of pro-environmental behaviours (Conner 

and Armitage, 1998; Greaves et al., 2013a). 

In many aspects of life, it is common to find individuals behaving contrary to their 

stated attitudes. The area of energy use is not left out and could be attributed to 

the energy attitude-behaviour relationship not being a straightforward one. There 

are often other mediating factors to consider. The Theory of Planned Behaviour 

explains this by showing an inter-relationship between antecedent beliefs, 

attitudes, social norms, perceived behavioural control, intention and behaviour 

(Ajzen, 1991). 

Another theory that can provide useful explanations for the study is the norm 

activation Model (Onwezen et al., 2013; Schwartz, 1977). This theory explains 

altruistic behaviour highlighting personal norms as a direct predictor of behaviour. 

In this regard, it is favoured for describing the moral contexts of environmentally 

significant behaviours over the TPB. However, the norm activation theory lacks 

the straightforwardness of the TPB and has been criticised for not being 

formalised (Han, 2014). These factors have brought about considerable 

differences in the methods by which it has been applied and tested, leading to 
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less conclusive results than the TPB (Klöckner, 2013). Attention has been drawn 

to the norm activation theory not being very capable of explaining environmental 

behaviours. Studies show that when personal norm was added to the TPB to 

explain environmental behaviours, contrary to the posit of the norm activation 

theory, the influence of personal norms on behaviour was mediated by intention 

(Klöckner 2013b; Bamberg & Möser 2007; Bamberg & Schmidt 2003). In terms 

of explaining the effects of informational interventions on behaviour, the NAM 

does not clearly consider the role of new information on personal norms neither 

does it have any clear links with other message-oriented persuasion theories 

unlike the TPB which shares the attitude construct with the ELM. 

 Other theories that have been used in environmental studies to explain 

behaviour include the theory of interpersonal behaviour (Triandis, 1977), goal 

framing theory (Lindenberg and Steg, 2007), value-belief-norm theory (Stern, 

2000). However, the Theory of Planned Behaviour was deemed most suited for 

the study not only because of the empirical support it has received, but also 

because of its potential to extend the ELM via its attitudinal element while also 

considering normative and control factors.    

  

  Justification for using modelling  

To understand how interrelationships among the theoretical variables may 

influence energy saving behaviour in response to persuasive information, it is 

vital to explore how various combinations of the theoretical variables being 

studied can produce useful outcomes.  Mathematical/statistical methods such as 
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correlation and multiple regression analyses are often used for this purpose (e.g. 

Corradi et al., 2013; Lynne et al., 1995; Miniard and Cohen, 1981; Park, 2000; 

Peng et al., 2015; Thondhlana and Kua, 2016) and are  initially applied in the first 

phase of the study. Although the value of such methods is not being reduced, 

certain considerations leading to the additional use of modelling (simulation) were 

made.  These include the fact that mathematical/statistical analysis mainly 

depicts a point in time compared to modelling which can be dynamic.  Also, 

varying multiple parameters can easily become complicated and muddled up 

during mathematical/statistical analysis (Jager and Mosler, 2007; Law, 2015). 

Being able to create a representation of a real system, modelling is a valuable 

tool that can be used to gain some understanding of possible ways the system 

can behave in different scenarios.  Although there are several types of models 

e.g. physical, mathematical, simulation models etc., models are generally made 

up of assumptions depicted as mathematical or logical relationships.  Where 

these relationships are simple enough, mathematical methods such as algebra, 

calculus or probability theory may be sufficient for rigorously extracting answers 

to questions of interest.  However, such analytic solutions are not always 

adequate for understanding the complex nature of real-world systems.  For real-

world complex systems, computer simulation can be used to numerically evaluate 

a model and generate data which can be used to estimate and make inferences 

about the required attributes of the model (Law, 2015). However, a model is only 

as good as its design  (Azar and Menassa, 2014; Jager and Mosler, 2007). 

Simulation modelling is used in this study to support the initial findings from 

mathematical methods used i.e. correlation (to determine straightforward 
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relationships) and regression (to determine causality).  Due to the advantage of 

being able to represent real and complex systems without associated risks, 

simulation experiments can be conducted flexibly and repeatedly to investigate 

and understand structures and behaviours of the target system, under different 

conditions (Borshchev Andrei, 2013). Therefore, the expectation is that this will 

generate  information on some characteristics of interest e.g. heterogeneity in 

target populations and behavioural outcomes which are critical for understanding 

the impact of interventions designed for energy saving and efficiency  (Jager and 

Mosler, 2007; Wilson and Dowlatabadi, 2007) but cannot be explained using 

mathematical methods (Law, 2015). This way, the use of simulation modelling 

adds value that cannot be achieved using mathematical methods alone. 

Three popular methods in simulation modelling are discrete event modelling, 

system dynamics and agent-based modelling (Marshall et al., 2015). Discrete 

event  modelling is best used to model a system as a process with a sequence 

of operations (or events) as typically represented in a flowchart (Borshchev, 2013; 

Eldabi et al., 2002). This type of simulation modelling on its own may not be well-

suited for studies such as this one, where relationships can be indirect and non-

linear.  However, it could be combined with other simulation methods in a multi-

method model.  

Central to system dynamics are the feedback loops within a system.  These 

feedback loops account for circular causal dependencies within the system.  This 

method takes a top-down approach to modelling a system in that it looks at a 

system from an aggregate level (Law 2015; Sterman 2000). These characteristics 

imply that it may be useful for investigating dependencies that produce energy 
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saving behaviour or the lack of it within a system.  However, unlike agent based 

models which are more accommodating of random or probabilistic components, 

system dynamic models tend to be more deterministic in nature (Law, 2015). 

 

Agent based modelling (ABM), a more contemporary modelling approach than 

systems dynamics and discrete event, is a bottom-up modelling approach and 

can provide deeper insight into systems that cannot be adequately depicted by 

traditional modelling methods (Law, 2015; Wilensky and Rand, 2015). The 

modelling method of choice in this study is ABM because it is useful for modelling 

heterogeneous systems, where interactions between members are important and 

social learning is expected or believed to occur (Gilbert, 2008).  While a single 

universal language for ABM does not exist, features such as state charts and 

object oriented programming often characterise ABMs and are used when 

defining agent behaviours and interactions within a model (Borshchev, 2013). 

ABMs have successfully been used in energy behaviour studies.  Published 

ABM-energy research include Azar and Menassa (2014)―a model of the impact 

of interventions on occupants’ behaviour in commercial buildings in the United 

States and Jensen et al. (2015)―the impact of feedback devices on household 

heating use and diffusion of such devices. UK based examples include Snape et 

al.'s (2011) model on examining the effect of individual behaviour and social 

learning on energy use patterns and Natarajan et al.'s (2011) work on modelling 

UK domestic energy and carbon emissions.   

Sometimes, the three approaches discussed are used within a model to best 

capture different aspects of a system.  This is known as a multi-method model.  
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Also, internal dynamics of agents in an agent based model may be depicted using 

the discrete event or system dynamics approach (Borshchev, 2013).  

 

 Why Agent Based Modelling? 

The aim of using ABM in this study is to integrate agents and environments in 

settings representative of the real world.  This will enable an experimental study 

of the social processes that can influence energy behaviours and an investigation 

of 1) how and 2) the extent to which macro energy saving behaviours emerge 

over time and across different scenarios.  The outcome will provide decision 

support for policy and intervention designers.  

Achieving these involves testing the theories of interest by analysing their 

independent variables which are also the same as the micro-drivers; so, rather 

than just accepting these variables as model inputs that lead to certain 

behaviours, focus is also directed at these variables.  This is vital for improving 

or developing theories of energy use that will contribute towards providing 

adequate explanations for complex energy systems.  

To successfully exploit the opportunities that exist in consumer behaviour for 

managing the energy resource and achieving climate change related goals, it is 

important to understand the reasons behind consumer choices, how they 

respond to information about the advantages and disadvantages of those choices 

and how energy related interventions influence behaviour individually and 

collectively (Rai and Douglas Henry, 2016).  
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A good understanding of these will contribute towards the design and creation of 

policies and programmes that will reduce climate change without negatively 

affecting human wellbeing.  However, the complexity of consumer energy 

behaviours poses a limitation to conventional methods such as system dynamic 

models, which have been used considerably to investigate energy systems. 

ABM is useful for demonstrating the complexities of consumer behaviour in ways 

that can improve the understanding of energy demand and its management 

(Natarajan et al., 2011). It is also practical for testing theories (Smaldino et al., 

2015) and experimental modelling of energy demand systems (Jager and Mosler, 

2007). 

Economic modelling approaches—such as systems dynamics and dynamic 

discrete choice—used for understanding consumer energy choices and demand 

tend to assume that consumers are rational actors (Rai and Douglas Henry, 

2016). However, behavioural research shows that this is not quite the case 

(Wilson and Dowlatabadi, 2007). The assumption of rationality in modelling 

consumer choice can pose problems.  For example, dynamic discrete models 

often equate collective agent expectations to actual market outcomes (Sargent, 

2008). However, in real life, various factors could influence expectations e.g. 

consumers may lack prior knowledge or experience on which to base their 

expectations and this could invalidate predictions for actual market outcomes 

(Rai and Douglas Henry, 2016). In cases like this, social networks and 

interactions are valuable for transferring information and in the process, can 

shape beliefs, opinions and in due course behaviour.  Regarding energy 

behaviours, social networks can play a significant role as a provider of energy 
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related information such as new technologies and interventions for conserving 

energy.  Furthermore, they can influence the adoption of energy saving 

behaviours by influencing normative beliefs about energy saving, its advantages 

and any perceived disadvantages. 

Empirical studies (e.g. Carrico and Riemer, 2011; Costanzo et al., 1986; 

McMichael and Shipworth, 2013; Nolan et al., 2008) have highlighted either the 

potential or actual importance of networks and peer influence on energy saving 

and other environmental behaviours. This recognition suggests that energy-use 

and related models should begin to dig deeper into the social aspects of energy 

use by investigating and/or integrating real social networks or realistic 

representations, and the processes happening within them (Dennis et al., 1990). 

However, it has been suggested that the typical systems dynamics 

representation of innovation diffusion cannot fully capture the social processes 

through which energy behaviours may be influenced within a network (Kiesling et 

al., 2012; Zsifkovits, 2013). 

The ABM approach on the other hand has the advantage of being flexible enough 

to accommodate the micro details of complex systems like low-level social 

interactions, different environments and different types of agent behaviours 

(Bruch and Atwell, 2015; Jager and Mosler, 2007; Twomey and Cadman, 2002).  

In ABMs, agents could be individuals or a group of individuals and represent 

discrete decision makers.  As such, agent decisions and how they vary among 

agents and over space and time are a core focus of the approach.  Rather than 

agent behaviour being specified or controlled from a common source, simple 
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decision rules are programmed into the model and as agents interact with 

themselves and their environment over time, they make decisions endogenously 

(Gilbert, 2007). This is vital to achieving emergence—for which ABM is known—

and understanding the extent to which different behaviours can occur.  

A relevant example from the developed ABM are the simple decision rules 

specified to govern attitude formation (see Table 4.5).  Here, one of the rules 

are that when an agent comes across information about energy saving, the 

following agent properties: motivation, ability to process and cognitive 

processing must all be present in an agent to achieve long-term attitude change 

in favour of energy saving. 

ABMs have been used across different fields to investigate a variety of related 

behaviours.  In the environmental and energy domain, there has been an 

increase in ABM studies on consumer behaviour especially in relation to the 

uptake of sustainable energy options and new efficient technologies (An, 2012; 

Kiesling et al., 2012; Macal and North, 2010). In contrast, the focus of this study 

is energy-saving behaviour in response to informational interventions where 

economic costs and benefits are not necessarily considered a key motivation.  

However, not many references to using ABM to investigate energy saving in 

response to informational interventions are available in the literature.  

Considering the role of information as foundational to other energy 

interventions—e.g. energy efficient technologies—in addition to the benefits ABM 

can offer by integrating elements of both theory and practice for understanding 

energy behaviours, this study uses the ABM approach to further investigate how 

informational interventions influence energy saving. It does this by incorporating 
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primary data obtained from a survey conducted in the first phase of the study into 

the agent-based model. Variables from the Elaboration Likelihood Model and 

Theory of Planned Behaviour are represented as model parameters. The values 

given to the parameters were obtained from survey data using hypotheses testing 

which also served as input validation. This is further discussed in sections 4.3.7 

and 5.2.1. Using survey data in the model enables a virtual demonstration of ways 

in which identified variables interact to influence behaviour within the survey 

sample and context studied. It also allows an appreciation of how the variable 

characteristics present in the sample can influence behaviour in a larger 

population.  

 

  Rationale for studying the Student Switch Off campaign 

Financial benefits have been shown to incentivise energy saving. However, this 

tactic may be crowding out intrinsic motivation which is likely to be more beneficial 

for energy saving in the long run (Frey and Oberholzer-Gee, 1997; Sweeney et 

al., 2013). 

Students motivation to save energy is likely to stem from other sources because 

with students there tends to be a lack of financial incentive to do so since energy 

bills are not borne directly; in many cases, having been pre-paid in 

accommodation charges.  In light of this, the UK HEI student switch off campaign 

was chosen as the campaign of focus.  

The Student Switch Off campaign is not-for-profit and encourages students to 

take actions to combat climate change. It organises competitions for energy-
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saving and recycling within halls of residence at universities in the UK, Bulgaria, 

Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, Lithuania, and Romania. More details on the campaign 

are provided in 3.3.1 and can also be found on their website — 

http://studentswitchoff.org/. 

 

 Motivation: Research gaps identified 

Research gaps ( 

Table 7.1) identified from the literature provided the motivation for the study.  

Some of these have also been alluded to by other researchers.  Although all the 

identified gaps are not addressed exhaustively, the study makes contributions to 

lessen the identified gaps.  These contributions are highlighted (in italics) within 

the thesis and are also summarised in  

Table 7.1. 

Available information on how individual-level factors contribute to the impact of 

behavioural interventions for energy saving at a group level is limited (Dixon et 

al., 2015; Lo et al., 2012; Scherbaum et al., 2008; Staats et al., 2000). This 

shortage is addressed in this research by using agent-based modelling (ABM) to 

obtain behavioural outcomes from interactions between individual level factors 

theorised to influence behaviour in the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) and 

the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB).  These factors comprise constructs from 

both theories.  These were measured through a questionnaire survey which 

formed the basis for the findings from the first phase of the research.  
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Janssen & Ostrom (2006) and Fagiolo et al. (2007),  draw attention to the need 

for innovative empirical testing methods that allow for more generalisable agent-

based models. The model developed in this study was tested using both theory 

and real data.  Agent decision rules are based on established theories (ELM & 

TPB) and model output were evaluated using survey data.  Therefore, the extent 

to which the model re-produces a known outcome from specific input provides a 

means of empirically testing the model and applying it in different contexts.  

Currently, there is limited use of theory and measurement of impacts for 

evaluating energy use behavioural change projects (Wilson, 2014). Furthermore, 

agent-based modelling literature on energy saving interventions is scant.  The 

first phase of this research work demonstrates how the TPB can be extended by 

the ELM as a framework to understand factors that impact on the success of 

informational interventions for energy saving.  Agent based modelling as used in 

this project provides an up-to-date means of measuring the impact of contributory 

factors on an energy saving intervention while providing insights useful for 

extending the theories of focus.  As  Rai & Douglas Henry (2016) put it “The real 

opportunity is at the intersection of theory and applications—models that help 

refine theories of behaviour, while also offering practical insights for low-carbon 

energy system design.”  

Nearly two decades ago, Wilhite et al. (2000) observed that compared to the 

eighties, there had been a substantial decline in researching the social science 

perspective of energy demand, with the focus shifting to technological aspects of 

energy consumption. Recently, a summary on the UKERC website (2016) 

pointed out that the attention paid to social aspects of energy use has been 
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sporadic over the years, thereby not establishing societal changes alongside 

technological solutions. This research therefore contributes an additional 

information resource for demonstrating factors that could influence energy saving 

from a social perspective. 

There is a vital policy need for relevant information required for the planning and 

design of successful interventions (Wilson and Chatterton, 2011). The first set of 

findings from the study links communication, attitudes and behaviour.  This 

demonstrates that the ELM-TPB framework can expose interactions which offer 

explanations for different processes of behavioural choices.  This is useful for 

targeted planning and design of successful interventions.  In the second phase, 

the application of theory through agent-based modelling produces behavioural 

outcomes which provides further information on influences to consider during the 

planning and design of informational interventions aimed at energy saving. 

 

 Research Aims, Questions and Objectives 

 Research Aim 

The aim of this study is to understand how persuasive and behavioural factors 

influence the success of informational interventions for energy saving using 

established theories and agent-based modelling, thereby providing explanations 

for achieving favourable attitudes and behaviours towards energy saving. 
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 Research Questions 

1. In what way can the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) and the 

Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) be jointly used to understand energy   

a. What relationships can be observed between the core constructs of 

the Theory of Planned Behaviour and the Elaboration Likelihood 

Model for reducing energy demand? 

b. Which constructs are potentially most significant in influencing 

intervention success? 

c. Under what conditions do different elements of the TPB and ELM 

produce energy saving behaviours? 

2. Within the context of agent-based modelling, what outcomes or trends can 

be observed from using the TPB and ELM to explain energy saving 

behaviour and intervention success in the long term?  

3. What are the different types of responses to informational interventions for 

energy saving and how do these affect intervention success? 

4. How do informational interventions influence energy-saving behaviour? 

 

  Research Objectives 

1. To understand factors that affect intentions and energy saving behaviour 

among HEI students. 
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2. Determine the relationships between core constructs of the TPB and the 

ELM from data to demonstrate how both theories can jointly serve as a 

useful tool in understanding energy use behaviours as a response to 

interventions. 

3. Understand how variability and inter-relationships between TPB and ELM 

constructs can influence behavioural responses to energy saving 

information. 

4. Develop an ABM to model and simulate factors that influence collective 

energy-saving behaviour in response to informational interventions in a 

social system. 

 Structure of the thesis. 

The remaining aspects of the thesis are presented in two distinct phases.  The 

first phase—chapters two and three—describes the direct use of theory to 

understand and explain the success of energy saving interventions with the aid 

of mathematical methods.  The second phase comprises chapters four to six, 

covering the development, evaluation and simulation aspects of the agent-based 

model built using data obtained from the first phase of the study.  A synthesis of 

findings from both phases are presented in the seventh chapter along with a 

discussion of the thesis’ contribution to knowledge.  The thesis also concludes in 

the same chapter with a summary of the research, practical implications and 

recommendations for future research.  See Figure 1.2 for a pictorial outline of the 

thesis. 
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Figure 1.2 The Thesis’ structure                                                                                                                                                 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Introduction 

With over 30 million people in employment (Office of national statistics, 2014) and 

more than 2,266,000 students in UK Higher Education Institutions (Higher 

Education Statistics Agency, 2016), the non-domestic demand for energy is 

significant. Indeed, the priority for reductions in consumption and environmental 

impact is evident in many organisational strategies and examined in several 

studies (e.g. Herrmann et al. 2011; Cagno et al. 2015; Etzion 2007). Altan (2010); 

Lo et al. (2012) and Ward et al. (2008) have looked at a range of issues which 

could surround environmental performance within HEIs and trends show that 

reducing energy use in this sector must become a necessity.  However, factors 

at the individual-level and how these contribute to changing energy saving 

behaviour in non-domestic settings have received little attention (Dixon et al., 

2015; Lo et al., 2012; Scherbaum et al., 2008; Staats et al., 2000). 

Wilson (2014) highlights the need to use theory-based approaches for evaluating 

energy behaviour schemes, having observed weaknesses in this area especially 

those relating to the measurement of impacts.  As a contribution to filling this gap, 

this phase of the research is a theory-based study conducted to understand the 

effects of individual-level factors on behavioural interventions for energy saving.  

In addition to reviewing relevant literature, it uses statistical analyses to examine 

an energy saving intervention— “student switch off”—in the light of the 

Elaboration Likelihood Model and the Theory of Planned Behaviour.  It focuses 

on dynamics which influence persuasive communication, examining the impact 
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of an information-based energy saving initiative on the attitude and behaviour of 

individual students. 

Energy is generally regarded as being abstract and invisible.  Although its effects 

can be observed, it is not tangible (Froehlich, 2009). This characteristic makes it 

susceptible to wastage, especially because people are unable to immediately see 

or quantify the effects of their routine actions.  

In today’s world, innovative methods of promoting reduction in energy demand 

have been developed (e.g. smart feedback technologies).  These may seem to 

relegate conventional behavioural interventions like information campaigns; 

However, in a recent survey of 50 organisations, 80% regarded communication 

as being “influential” in promoting positive energy use behaviours, with 30% of 

these alluding to it being “greatly influential” (Clarity Sustainability, 2015).  

This literature review sheds light on topics that inform the understanding of how 

intervention success may be achieved, particularly in an environmental context. 

The term “energy saving behaviour” is used interchangeably with others such as 

“environmental behaviour”, “conservation behaviour”, or pro-environmental as 

deemed appropriate considering that the target behaviour―energy saving―is 

embedded in broader themes of environmental and conservation behaviours.  

 Environmentally Significant Behaviour (ESB) 

The terminology “environmentally significant behaviour” seems to be generally 

accepted as any behaviour that is pro-environmental in nature as opposed to 

behaviours that significantly harm the environment (e.g. Gatersleben et al., 2002; 
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Stern, 2000) Environmentally significant behaviour can be direct or indirect when 

considered in terms of impact. Certain behaviours (such as recycling household 

waste) can have direct impact on the environment (landfill) whereas others 

influence the context in which environmentally relevant choices are made and 

therefore have indirect but significant impact e.g. petitioning on green or 

conservational matters can influence policies which in turn can bring about 

individual and collective positive behavioural change simultaneously. 

With environmental protection now a current priority issue around the globe, it is 

common to find that behaviours viewed as environmentally significant are those 

that are carried out with the intention of benefitting the environment, particularly 

from the doer’s point of view.  This could be regarded as consistent with Ajzen’s 

(1991) Theory of Planned Behaviour (broadly speaking); however, according to 

Stern (2000), this intent-oriented perception of environmentally significant 

behaviour focuses on environmental intent as an independent precursor or 

reason for behaviour; however, such behaviour may not necessarily translate to 

environmental impact (Bhattacherjee and Sanford, 2009). Take for instance not 

using aerosol sprays because of the belief that this will help protect the ozone 

layer.  Today, such behaviour has no impact because as of September 2009 a 

unanimous agreement was reached unanimously to protect the earth’s ozone 

layer by phasing out chlorofluorocarbons and other ozone depleting substances 

from production (United Nations, 2016) 

Whereas impact-orientation is useful in identifying and targeting ESBs, defining 

these behaviours from an intent orientation helps in understanding people’s 

beliefs, objectives and driving forces with respect to the target environmental 
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behaviours, thus helping in the creation of effective behavioural interventions.  

Although distinct in focus, both definitions of environmentally significant 

behaviours can each contribute to making considerable difference to the 

environment (National Research Council, 2005; Stern and Gardner, 1981).  

Direct energy-saving behaviours as investigated in this work, are largely impact 

orientated; although, it could be argued that they are also intent-orientated when 

the action itself is targeted towards influencing others to engage in energy saving 

as is the case in interventions with strong peer influence undertones like the SSO 

campaign. 

 Current trends in environmental/energy saving intervention 

research and practice.  

Environmental issues are known to have been regarded as an added cost in the 

past, particularly in organisational settings where these were largely considered 

a mere distraction which reduced business profits (Adams, 1990; Simpson et al., 

2004). However, environmental good practice is now known to foster competitive 

advantage in the business world with considerable financial savings associated 

with preventing resource wastage (Carmona‐Moreno et al., 2012; D’Souza and 

Taghian, 2017; Simpson et al., 2004). Although, it may be argued that if the driver 

for energy conservation and related behavioural practices is solely monetary, 

benefits achieved could be short term, considering that employees may not feel 

motivated if they do not directly benefit from advantages gained.  For example, 

competitive advantage implies job security for employees but does not promise 

bonuses or salary increments.  
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In general, consumers are becoming more aware of green issues and committing 

to environmental causes (Green et al., 2000; Shrivastava, 1995).  As such, a 

reliable approach may be to build on intrinsic motivational factors (Chai and 

Baudelaire, 2014; De Young, 1996; Kals et al., 1999; Turaga et al., 2010); 

Examples are  the satisfaction that comes from feeling useful or of participating 

in a worth-while venture and a love of nature. This way people can relate to the 

cause (De Young, 1996; Widman et al., 1984), leading to greater likelihood of 

favourable and long-term behaviour change. To achieve this, however, 

underlying dynamics of the desired behaviour need to be understood.  Evidence 

from research shows several underlying factors in different combinations that 

determine various types of pro-environmental behaviour.  In a study carried out 

by (Stern et al., 1999), a factor analysis was performed on data from a national 

environmental survey. Items evaluating self-reported behaviours and intentions 

were analysed, exposing three factors namely consumer behaviours, 

environmental citizenship, and policy support.  These factors each had a separate 

pattern of predictor norms, beliefs and values.  Their findings correlated with 

those from a previous research in which a factor analysis was also carried out on 

data from the environmental component of a General Social Survey (Dietz et al., 

1998). Similarly, several factors (behavioural types) with a unique set of 

predictors were identified.  

Although environmentally significant behaviours (ESB) such as energy saving are 

increasingly becoming the focus of many interventions—for sustainability and 

economic reasons—many of these have been implemented with different levels 

of success (Abrahamse et al., 2005). While interventions may create awareness 
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about energy saving, there is no guarantee that the desired behavioural changes 

will occur especially in the long term.  For instance, where rewards have been 

used to induce energy savings, it has been shown that these can be counter-

productive (Frederiks et al., 2015). This indicates that there are other factors at 

play in determining energy use and savings. 

In the energy efficiency domain, several types of interventions are used as policy 

tools.  Initiatives centred on engineering investments, enforcement as well as 

voluntary behaviour have been used at both organisational and domestic levels.  

However, voluntary behaviour change interventions, particularly at individual 

consumer level are likely to be more acceptable and produce faster results 

especially considering that engineering-based interventions may be inhibited by 

the consumer’s way of life (Delmas and Kaiser, 2013; Wilson, 2014) 

In a longitudinal study carried out by Staats et al (2000) on energy saving 

informational interventions in 384 offices, some improvements were observed in 

energy saving two years after implementation.  However, the targeted energy 

saving behaviour was only partially present two years later despite augmenting 

the intervention periodically to sustain behavioural changes.  In another study 

carried out by Abrahamse et al. (2007), there was evidence that tailored 

interventions were effective in achieving energy savings in households.  Here, 

the information regarding energy saving measures was adapted for each 

household and they were encouraged to save 5% of their normal energy 

consumption.  They also received information on how much could be saved as 

well as feedback on actual savings.  When compared to a control group, these 

households saved more energy and were more knowledgeable about energy 
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saving measures.  A major observation was that Energy savings seemed to be 

mainly associated with individual influences like perceived behavioural control.  

This suggests that seeking to understand individual factors that affect energy use 

decisions and behaviours is a useful starting point for designing successful 

energy saving interventions.  

 Popular interventions for reducing energy demand 

Generally, energy saving behaviours can be classed as either curtailment 

behaviour or investment behaviour (Han et al., 2013). Curtailment involves 

making behavioural changes to save energy e.g. switching off lights when not in 

use.  Investment behaviour on the other hand involves investing in technology to 

achieve energy savings e.g. buying more energy efficient equipment.  In creating 

interventions to tackle both categories of energy saving behaviour, various 

strategies are known to have been adopted.  Some examples are economic 

methods, regulations and policies, and structural and technological methods.  

These are discussed below. 

Economic methods: Pricing  and financial rewards as strategies for reducing 

energy consumption appears to be well utilised in attempting to influence 

consumer energy usage (Faruqui and Sergici, 2010; Sweeney et al., 2013). 

Studies carried out as far back as the eighties show consumer receptiveness to 

economic strategies at both individual and collective levels (Winkler and Winett, 

1982). Although such strategies cannot be regarded as ineffective, certain 

studies suggest that they may not be as effective as presumed.  In cases of 

monetary rewards, it has been noted that these can supersede other motives and 

in the long run backfire e.g. where the cost-benefit analyses support the 
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undesirable behaviour (Frederiks et al., 2015; Handgraaf et al., 2013).  Also, there 

is evidence that people adjust to  increased prices, initially making efforts to 

reduce energy consumption and then in the long-term default to their previous 

habits (Allcott, 2011; Geller et al., 1982). Also, Market forces alongside 

associated consumer response tend to react more often to short term returns 

than to longer term collective results (Heilbroner and Thurow, 1982). Worth 

mentioning also, is that pricing does not necessarily guarantee that consumers 

are correctly informed about simple, effective methods of reducing energy use at 

minimal cost, neither does it mean it is a strong enough motivator for consumers 

to seek out such methods (Steg, 2008). In a study on crowding out effects of 

pricing, Frey & Oberholzer-Gee (1997) suggest that pricing can crowd out civic 

duty and in areas where intrinsic motivation can be shown as important, pricing 

should not be used. However, in situations where intrinsic motivation is lacking, 

pricing holds promise. 

Regulations and Policies:  Energy use regulations and standards, while aimed 

at safeguarding resources and increasing innovation and productivity levels, may 

be erroneously seen as capital intensive.  Obligated by law to conform, recipients 

may have a less than keen attitude; thus, slowing the progress and effectiveness 

of this approach.  Building regulations were shown to be effective at reducing 

energy demand in newer buildings, according to a study carried out in Denmark 

between 1984 and 1995 (Leth-Petersen and Togeby, 2001). However, this was 

not the case for older buildings.  For such regulations to be fully effective, it is 

important that consumers have a good understanding of associated issues such 
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as building heat loss, reasons to invest in energy efficient technologies and the 

significance of consumer role in maximising these factors.  

Structural and Technological methods: This approach entails measures like 

designing energy efficiency into an item, insulating buildings, using energy saving 

devices, retrofitting existing technology to use less energy etc.  The downsides 

associated with this method include high monetary costs of replacing or 

upgrading existing facilities, the time associated with seeing a product through 

concept to delivery/implementation as well as the time required to fully replace 

existing technologies at different levels and so on.  In cases of retrofitting, there 

is a possibility that underlying causes of problems with the original system may 

be overlooked (Costanzo et al., 1986; Goodland, 1995) e.g. replacing the heating 

system of a building with a more efficient one without considering its insulation 

level. Also, availability of energy efficient technologies does not mean consumers 

are going to adopt them even if affordable.  Most energy efficient technologies 

require some human for operation and ultimately, the consumer makes the 

decision to identify, purchase, set up and use the technologies in question (Adua, 

2010; Siero et al., 1996; Winett and Ester, 1983). In a study of retrofitted 

commercial buildings in the U.S, a significant percentage of tenant’s energy use 

(estimated at 70%) was through equipment settings and patterns of use (Talbot 

and Love, 2014). This shows that focusing predominantly on technology is a 

limited strategy for energy conservation as it ignores the potential for significant 

further energy savings through changes in behaviour. Steg and Vlek (2009)  

observe that regardless of widespread efficiency efforts, energy demand still 

tends to surmount any resulting benefits.  Notwithstanding, where people-
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oriented interventions have been implemented, there is also little evidence to 

show that such interventions achieve maximum potential and will continue to do 

so in the long run (Delmas et al., 2013; RAND Europe, 2012) 

In discussing the limitations of the methods above, the intention is not to trivialise 

their value but to highlight the need for additional approaches that firmly 

incorporate behavioural inputs in understanding and reducing energy demand 

(Lorenzoni et al., 2007; Winett and Ester, 1983).  

Energy conservation may be achieved by using devices that consume less 

(energy efficiency) or using devices less (energy saving behaviour).  Although the 

behavioural approach is particularly useful in situations where options for the 

technology counterpart are limited e.g. old buildings with poor insulation (Azar 

and Menassa, 2014), a combination of both methods will achieve better and more 

sustained results (Scherbaum et al., 2008). In most cases, behaviour change only 

happens as a result of interventions which target people’s e.g. by promoting 

energy saving, educating about the causes of climate change etc. (Bull et al., 

2015).  

 

 Behavioural interventions for energy saving 

Behavioural studies relating to energy use and savings have largely been 

directed by psychology research in the past decade (Lopes et al., 2012). This is 

understandable as a vital feature of sustainability is “widespread behaviour 

change”(McKenzie-Mohr, 2000).  
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Several concepts have been researched and proposed in environmental 

psychology; the attitude construct being one which has repeatedly been used as 

a predictor of conservation behaviour (Kaiser et al., 1999). However, 

methodological factors such as not measuring attitude and behaviour with the 

same level of specificity and not considering how situational influences impact on 

a given behaviour can affect the effectiveness of the attitude concept in the 

environmental context  (M. Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). Nonetheless, Kaiser et al. 

(1999) affirm that these limitations can be overcome by using the probabilistic 

measurement approach proposed by Ajzen in the Theory of Planned Behaviour, 

when assessing ecological behaviour.  Over the years, attitude change research 

has evolved. In seeking to explain attitude change as an outcome of persuasion, 

different ideas, assumptions and theories (sometimes conflicting) have been 

formed successively by researchers in the field.  Ranging from variables having 

only one influence on an outcome to there being only one explanation for why 

such an outcome is produced. 

Early research on persuasion appeared to be centred on principles of learning 

theory where attitude change was linked to the extent to which the substance of 

a message could be learned or understood.  In such instances, distractions would 

interfere with understanding, lessening the chances of persuasion (Hovland et 

al., 1953; Petty, 1997). Moving forward from this, researchers like Festinger and 

Maccoby (1964) researched persuasion from a resistance perspective and 

hypothesized that attitude change depended on whether recipients disagreed 

with the arguments contained in the message presented. Their reasoning was 

that since people would normally provide counter arguments if they disagreed 
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with a message, any distraction while the message was being communicated 

could sway in favour of persuasion unlike in the learning theory where distractions 

are more likely to prevent learning and therefore decrease chances of 

persuasion.  Following on from these two separate ideologies, (Petty et al., 1976) 

theorised that distractions could work either for or against persuasion depending 

on what recipients were thinking and not only in the presence  counter-

arguments, suggesting that even if recipients had been thinking positive thoughts 

about a message, distraction would still disturb these thoughts, resulting in less 

persuasion compared to if there were no distractions at all. Results from 

experiments conducted to test this thought disruption premise suggested that 

when arguments where strong, distractions worked against persuasion and when 

arguments were weak, distractions worked in favour of persuasion (Cacioppo and 

Petty, 1989; Petty et al., 1981). Other studies also buttress that many variables 

originally believed to have a single effect on persuasion could produce dual 

effects subject to the strength of the argument contained in the message (e.g. 

Johnson and Eagly, 1989; Petty and Cacioppo, 1986; Updegraff et al., 2007) 

Subsequent research based on learning theory showed that repeating messages 

(previously believed to increase the likelihood of persuasion due to increased 

opportunities to pay attention to and understand a message) but varying the 

message quality supported the position that a variable could have dual effects on 

persuasion or attitude change. Cacioppo and Petty  (1989) demonstrated that 

repeated exposure to a weak message resulted in less persuasion while 

repeating a strong message resulted in more persuasion.   
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These earlier distraction and learning streams of research on persuasion may be 

regarded as birthing dual process theories of persuasion like the Elaboration 

Likelihood Model being applied in this study (Cacioppo et al., 1985; Petty and 

Cacioppo, 1983). The figure below gives an example of how ideas have evolved 

in the area persuasion.  

 

Figure 2.1 An illustration of progression in persuasion theory 

There is empirical evidence that amongst groups of people, behavioural 

interventions can be a cost-effective way to reduce energy consumption and 

associated negative consequences, comparing positively to other traditional 

methods when successful (Allcott and Mullainathan, 2010). Generally, 

behavioural interventions can be categorised as informational or structural.  

Informational approaches aim to improve the knowledge base of recipients with 
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a view to changing beliefs, norms, attitudes and ultimately behaviour e.g. 

awareness campaigns.  Structural approaches on the other hand, focus on 

creating a setting conducive for making desired behavioural decisions (Dixon et 

al., 2015) e.g. providing recycling facilities to encourage recycling. As the focus 

of this study is informational interventions, structural strategies will not be further 

discussed.  

The use of information to encourage energy saving behaviours can be a key 

strategy particularly when combined with the methods earlier discussed in 2.4 

(Clarity Sustainability, 2015). It is also considered appropriate when trying to 

induce behaviour change voluntarily at the individual-level (Abrahamse et al., 

2005). Typically, informational interventions aim to increase consumer 

knowledge of energy conservation options, to inspire a reduction in use and can 

be classified into two groups based on their underlying dynamics and 

characteristics (Azar and Menassa, 2014). The first are those delivered at a set 

point in time e.g. adverts and training to achieve energy savings.  The underlying 

dynamics of the second group are more on-going in nature and aim to 

continuously influence recipients’ decision making.  Providing consumers with 

their real-time energy usage via smart meter monitors and using peer influence 

to consistently promote energy saving behaviours, are good examples in this 

group.  

Popular informational strategies used in the environmental domain include 

education/ enlightening, feedback, prompting, goal setting and commitment (Steg 

et al., 2012). Given the direct relevance to the intervention studied (i.e. the 
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“student switch off”), the discussion below is limited to education and feedback. 

(Klöckner, 2015) gives a succinct overview of other informational strategies. 

Educating: This type of strategy is founded on the theory that there is a 

deficiency in knowledge about a problem and/or possible solutions and targets 

correcting this.  In a study by Staats et al. (1996), a global warming awareness 

campaign increased people’s knowledge about global warming without any 

resultant behaviour changes. Several other studies have also shown educating  

to be limited in motivating behaviour change (e.g. Lorenzoni et al., 2007; 

Whitmarsh et al., 2011), indicating that it may be more effective when used 

alongside other initiatives. It may be inferred from combined results of several 

studies that the effectiveness of this approach as an intervention strategy also 

depends on the method or style of delivery. For example, tailoring information to 

a specific audience has been shown to be a more productive approach to 

providing information (Abrahamse et al., 2007; Dixon et al., 2015; Winett and 

Ester, 1983). Another tactic based on the social learning theory (Bandura, 1977), 

is to get other people (separate from the target population) to perform the 

behaviour being promoted, suggesting that new behaviour can be learned by 

directly observing others perform the same behaviour. 

Feedback: This strategy involves providing people with information about results 

of their environmentally related actions e.g. energy savings.  By offering some 

insight into the cause and effect relationship between certain behaviours and their 

consequences, links can be made between desirable outcomes and the 

behavioural changes required to achieve them.  Feedback interventions can be 

quite varied in outcomes and although it can be effective in motivating behaviour 
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change (Geller et al., 1982; Kluger and DeNisi, 1996), features such as style and 

frequency of delivery have been shown to be strong determinants of effectiveness 

(Fischer, 2008). In a review of intervention studies by Abrahamse et al.(2005), 

continuous or daily frequency of feedback achieved higher energy savings than 

control groups or irregular (monthly) feedback.  

The feedback intervention theory proposed by Kluger and DeNisi (1996) 

recognises the role of moderators in feedback effectiveness. These include task 

(i.e. energy-saving related) familiarity, presence of knowledge enhancing cues 

(e.g. those that help in understanding or learning the result of inconsistencies in 

performing the stated task) and absence of cues that focus on the feedback 

receiver.  Together, these moderators are likely to yield substantial effects.  

However, these by themselves do not guarantee the success of feedback 

interventions due to factors such as the possibility of performance reversal when 

the feedback is stopped.  

 Communication and persuasion in a pro-environmental 

context 

Communication, though a vital aspect of human behaviour can be perceived in 

different ways by different people.  This indicates that there are various sides to 

communication.  More wide-ranging than speech, finding a singular definition of 

communication has shown to be out of the question.  The inclusion or exclusion 

of different elements (such as observation, intentionality, judgement etc.) 

characterise the many definitions that exist.  These differences underlie the 

various communication theories that exist.  Although potentially confusing, having 

multiple definitions offer researchers a double opportunity to focus on distinct 
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perspectives while enabling them to compare or merge their findings with those 

from other perspectives (Littlejohn and Foss, 2010).   

Communication can influence values, beliefs, attitudes and consequently 

behaviour.  Applying human communication in an environmental context, 

Klöckner (2015) outlines three categories of communication: 

 Direct communication: between people in the same situation and place.  

Here communication is interactive and flexible with advantages of 

feedback and opportunities to adapt information and delivery to suit the 

recipient(s).  However, this form of communication cannot be repeated in 

exactness, as each opportunity is one-off, happening at a given moment 

in time.  Being first-hand, recipient understanding is likely to be more 

established with a heightened chance for persuasion and attitude change.  

Direct persuasion, less prone to being overlooked is likely to produce a 

peripheral attitude change based on initial trust built from the word-of-

mouth feature of person-to-person contact (Costanzo et al., 1986). 

However, this communication style is susceptible to being regarded as 

social pressure and some people may find it bothersome, leading to a 

rebound effect (Bandura, 2001; Festinger et al., 1951). The benefits of 

direct communication make it seem an attractive option for environmental 

communication; however, its cost in terms of human and time resources, 

alongside inadequacy to reach a large target audience, detract from its 

overall usefulness.  Environmental campaigns involving donations or 

petitions often use direct communication methods. 
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 Mediated person to person communication: Modern technology 

provides several means of communicating between two or more people.  

From telephone-based to computer-based channels, mediated 

communication offers all parties the opportunity to be actively involved in 

the communication process.  However, unlike in face to face 

communication, certain aspects are often missing e.g. body language or 

facial expression missing in telephone conversations, emails and text 

messages.  It can be argued though, that text functionalities such as 

emotional icons (emoticons) may be used to enhance the emotional tone 

of written communication (texts, e-mails) by conveying features of face to 

face communication such as confusion, embarrassment, happiness etc. 

(Klöckner, 2015); However, emoticons are subject to misinterpretation or 

being taken out of context by the receiver. It may also be used 

inappropriately especially where the sender lacks precise understanding 

of potential effects on the recipient.  Whereas body language and 

intonation tend to be purely spontaneous, the use of emoticons is a 

conscious act―this implies that the receiver is more likely to reflect on the 

motive behind the symbol when interpreting the message than if it were 

body language in a face to face communication (Wang et al., 2014).  

In using mediated person-to-person communication for environmental 

purposes, pro-environmental campaigns can be tailored to recipients to a 

considerable extent, offering the opportunity to reach out individually to 

people through personalised emails or telephone calls.  The costs of such 
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campaigns are generally lower than face-to-face campaigns (Illingworth et 

al., 2002).  

 Mass media communication: This method of communication reaches a 

large audience simultaneously from a central source and is the most cost-

effective method for environmental communication.  Channels of mass 

communication include television, internet, books, newspapers, 

magazines, art, radio etc. Though cost-effective and able to reach a large 

audience, this communication style lacks the advantage of interaction 

present in the two methods discussed above (arguably, except for social 

media).  The consequence here is that there is a lesser likelihood of 

achieving the desired behaviour change and an increased chance of 

causing an undesirable response among recipients resulting in a rebound 

effect (European Environent Agency, 2016; Klöckner, 2015). 

Persuasion often underlies communications to bring about desired behaviour 

change and according to Klöckner (2015) “environmental communication is 

essentially persuasion.”  

Persuasion has been defined by communication experts in many ways. Dainton 

and Zelley (2004, p.104) adopt the definition of persuasion as “human 

communication that is designed to influence others by modifying their beliefs, 

values, or attitudes”.  It is generally accepted that persuasion has certain 

attributes namely: it is a process (i.e. it is not accidental), its purpose is to sway 

a recipient in favour of a specified subject by means of communication, and the 

recipient must have a freedom of choice.  Although persuasion cannot always be 

disengaged from negativity, the freedom to choose distinguishes it from 
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uncivilized mechanisms such as coercion, placing the responsibility for decisions 

taken on the recipient.  Unfortunately, not all approaches to persuasion are ethical 

and senders of persuasive messages must make decisions on appropriate 

means of reaching out to their audience. Understanding inherent processes, 

effects and associated ethical considerations will help in using persuasion 

mechanisms more productively (Perloff, 2003).  

The European Environent Agency (2016) has identified some emerging 

approaches that might be useful for persuading people to be pro-environmental 

in their choices. These include nudging e.g. visual signs suggesting the desired 

behaviour, social innovations e.g. car sharing schemes, eco-labelling, social 

marketing e.g. offering competitive offers in favour of pro-environmental choices 

and using social media as platforms for encouraging interaction on environmental 

issues among people and communities. 

Several theories of persuasion have been proposed by scholars in the field.  

Examples of these are cognitive dissonance theory, the Elaboration Likelihood 

Model, social judgement theory and the narrative paradigm among others 

(Dainton and Zelley, 2004). The ELM is used in this study and justification for this 

choice is discussed below.  

 The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) 

The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) is a dual process theory of attitude 

change (Petty et al., 1991; Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). It was proposed in 

response to a need for consistent and generalizable principles of effective 

communication in an era where existing theoretical explanations and research 
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findings appeared to be mostly inconsistent and contradictory (Petty and 

Wegener, 1999).  The aim was “to integrate the many seemingly conflicting 

research findings and theoretical orientations under one conceptual umbrella” 

(Petty and Cacioppo, 1986, p.125). Being message-oriented, the ELM is suitable 

for understanding information-based interventions, providing an integrative 

framework through which processes fundamental to the effectiveness of 

persuasive communications can be organised, categorised and understood.  The 

ELM provides insight on the effects of communication on attitudes by not only 

addressing core variables such as motivation (often used interchangeably with 

“involvement”) in the information recipient but also external factors such as the 

perceived quality of the argument and rating of the communication source 

(Wilson, 2014). Integrating these factors has good potential for explaining 

complicated results such as interventions in which knowledge acquisition does 

not result in the desired change in attitudes and behaviour.  In such scenarios, 

ELM variables can be measured in the context of the intervention being assessed 

i.e. by gathering relevant information from recipients and analysing this to 

understand relationships which may explain lack of success.  

In an exploratory study, Kerr et al. (2010) sought to examine the ELM’s 

applicability in the 21st century by replicating an original study conducted by Petty 

and Cacioppo (1983). Although their findings largely differed, those linked to 

peripheral cues were consistent.  It is worth noting that although attempts were 

made to replicate the study as closely as possible, important features like the 

original advertising environment and relevance of the advertised product could 
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not be replicated for obvious reasons.  It is believed that these factors (and maybe 

others) could have influenced outcomes of the study.  

Despite criticisms like the model’s failure to account for the possibility of the 

central and peripheral routes affecting attitudes in a similar manner (Stiff, 1986; 

Stiff and Boster, 1987), it has proved valuable for  consumer research (Lien, 

2001)—featuring in numerous studies over the years (e.g. Chen and Lee, 2008; 

Park et al., 2007; Susan et al., 1998; Wilson and Stuart, 2013). Its authors have 

also provided support by responding to critiques and adapting the model where 

deemed necessary (Petty et al., 1987a, 1987b; Petty and Wegener, 1999). 

However, Kitchen et al. (2014) notes that compared to its application, there is 

noticeably less empirical testing of the model in the literature. 

Figure 2.2 is an illustration of the Elaboration Likelihood Model.  It shows that a 

person’s level of motivation is fundamental to the success of any communication 

aimed at inducing long-term change(s) in attitude.  It argues that if a person feels 

motivated about a message, they are inclined to think more deeply about it i.e. 

cognitive processing.  Conversely, the ELM also considers that recipients may 

not feel motivated or be able to adequately review a given message for various 

possible reasons.  Take for instance, a situation where a potential buyer comes 

in contact with an advert for an equipment with high-end technical specifications.  

Being able to understand the pros and cons of such features become necessary 

for considering the ad’s argument effectively.  Where the buyer lacks the technical 

ability to do this, peripheral cues like the brand name, social norms, etc. may help 

guide the decision to buy (Krcmar et al., 2016). 
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Figure 2.2 The Elaboration Likelihood Model (Petty et al., 2002) 

When assessing motivation in an intervention, participants are asked to rate how 

they feel, in terms of relevance and how involved they regard themselves in 

relation to the concepts contained in the intervention.  This is known as issue 

involvement.  The quality of arguments in a persuasive message is typically 

evaluated using criteria such as clarity, ease of understanding, authenticity and 

the extent to which it is stamped on participants’ memory (Park et al., 2007; 

Updegraff et al., 2007). Source credibility (or peripheral cues) on the other hand 

is the extent to which the message source is perceived to be credible, consistent, 

knowledgeable and dependable (Hu and Shyam Sundar, 2010; Jones et al., 

2004; Pegels et al., 2015) 

Being a linear model, the ELM allows for a more convenient application in the 

design and evaluation of environmental behavioural programmes by policy 
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makers (Wilson, 2014). Organisations looking to inspire environmentally 

significant behaviours such as energy saving often look for cheap but high 

yielding options.  In such situations, theories like this one, which explain 

persuasion and give indicators of behaviour are applicable and useful (Abelson 

et al., 2003). 

 The Theory of Planned Behaviour. 

The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) is a social psychological theory 

developed to predict and explain human behaviour in specific contexts (Ajzen, 

1991). It can be beneficial in devising strategies for developing desirable or 

constructive behaviour (Ajzen, 2002a; Francis et al., 2004). Simply, the TPB 

concept is used to postulate that intention is the main antecedent of behaviour 

and an individual’s intention to behave in a certain way is jointly fuelled by three 

variables namely; attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control.  

These variables regarded as the core constructs of TPB, each have underlying 

beliefs as key determinants (see Figure 2.3).  The TPB has been used 

successfully to examine motivations for pro-environmental behaviours especially 

in domestic settings (Conner and Armitage, 1998; Greaves et al., 2013a). 

However, it assumes that behaviour is a rational choice which occurs from 

weighing the pros and cons of available options (Ajzen, 1991). 

In many daily scenarios, it is common to find individuals behaving contrary to their 

stated attitudes.  This may be because the attitude-behaviour relationship is not 

straightforward as there are other mediating factors to consider.  The Theory of 

Planned Behaviour explains this by showing an inter-relationship between 

antecedent beliefs, attitudes, social norms, perceived behavioural control, 
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intention and behaviour (Dermody and Hanmer-Lloyd, 2011). Its core constructs 

are briefly described below. 

Attitude: Simply put, this is how a person feels about a targeted behaviour in 

terms of possible outcomes and how they view the effects of such outcomes.  In 

other words, this construct shows a person’s overall evaluation of a specified 

behaviour, based on the expectancy that the behaviour will result in certain 

outcomes and the value attached to such outcomes (e.g. worthwhile or worthless, 

good or bad) (Francis et al., 2004). “Extensive research indicates that attitudes 

are a reliable indicator of behavioural intention; hence they are a very tangible 

and readily measurable variable in helping to explain why employees do and do 

not adopt energy saving behaviour in the workplace.” (Dermody and Hanmer-

Lloyd, 2011).  However, changing people’s attitude is not singularly an effective 

way of changing behaviour and should not be incorrectly targeted as a proxy for 

behaviour change.  The TPB and several other behavioural theories show that 

additional factors (e.g. circumstances and priorities) may pose as strong drivers 

or barriers of behaviour change and consider the extent to which attitudes predict 

behavioural change in the light of these.  

Subjective norm: The extent to which a person feels the need to conform their 

behaviour to the behaviour or expectations of other people or groups they 

consider important i.e. social influence.  People may be motivated to conform to 

social pressure for different reasons for example if they feel that others are better 

informed on a subject or simply because they do not want to stand out from the 

crowd (Allcott and Mullainathan, 2010).  
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Perceived behavioural control (PBC): Referring to the feeling of control a 

person has about his/her behaviour in a given context, this construct also 

measures the degree to which a person feels able to behave in a certain way 

(Ajzen, 1991). The TPB model implies that in addition to having a direct influence 

on intention, PBC can directly predict behaviour in cases where it parallels actual 

control (Sheeran et al., 2003) or where actual control diminishes (Armitage and 

Conner, 2001). This is plausible as behaviour is partly influenced by situational 

and personal factors (ibid.) 

Intention: According to the Theory of Planned Behaviour, intention to engage in 

any behaviour depends on three variables— Attitude, subjective norms, and 

perceived behavioural control.  These have been found to predict intentions 

across various types of behaviours with considerable precision (Ajzen, 1991); 

however in a meta-analysis by Armitage and Conner (2001), subjective norms 

were found to be weak predictors of intention, possibly due to issues surrounding 

interpretation of subjective norms and perhaps, measurement quality. 

Generally, the extent to which these three variables are present determines the 

strength of intention as well as the certainty of behaviour (Ajzen, 2002a).  

However, there are no givens when it comes to predicting behaviour (Armitage 

and Conner, 2001); findings from several studies suggest that attitude, subjective 

norm and perceived behavioural control do not share equal power in determining 

the strength of intention (Godin and Kok, 1996; Sheppard et al., 1988). 
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Figure 2.3 The Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen,2002) 

Attitude, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control are each reinforced 

by antecedent beliefs—behavioural beliefs (for attitude), normative beliefs (for 

subjective norms) and control beliefs (for PBC).  These represent specific factors 

and may be responsible for inconsistencies or variations in behaviours (Ajzen, 

1985; Ajzen, 1991). Being able to identify specific factors that could affect energy 

saving behaviours on campus is of interest as it enables the identification of 

behavioural barriers and driving forces (Greaves et al., 2013), which could be 

useful in designing targeted intervention programmes. Although not depicted 

visually in the TPB model, each antecedent belief is accompanied by another set 

of beliefs which evaluate the consequences of the belief.  Take for instance the 

behavioural belief, “I believe recycling is good for the environment”.  Although the 

individual holds this belief, he/she may also feel (evaluate) that, “sorting 

household waste for recycling is time wasting”.  This evaluation plays a significant 

role in determining if the antecedent belief turns to behaviour (Ajzen, 1991; Martin 
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Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). However, research studies of environmental 

behaviour that take into account antecedent beliefs are few; typically, the focus 

is on the three core constructs, in seeking explanations for variance in 

behavioural intentions (de Leeuw et al., 2015; Greaves et al., 2013)  

The TPB has been utilised extensively by researchers in a wide variety of fields 

including; medicine (e.g. Araujo-Soares et al. 2013), commerce (e.g. Shah Alam 

& Mohamed Sayuti 2011),  health education (e.g. Abraham et al. 2011) and 

transportation (e.g. Abrahamse et al. 2009). It has also been employed in 

researching environmental conservation-related behaviours to some degree and 

as stated by Greaves et al. (2013), “The Theory of Planned Behaviour is well 

supported empirically as a theoretical foundation to investigate environmental 

behaviours and furthermore provides a suitable basis for the investigation of such 

behaviours at work”. However, some meta-analyses (e.g. Bamberg and Möser, 

2007; Klöckner, 2013; Rivis et al., 2009) across various behavioural domains, 

including the environmental domain, have results that contest the TPB’s scope. 

These support Gifford's (2014) position that the TPB could benefit from having 

additional personal and social factors that could boost its predictive and 

explanatory validity. An example from one of the meta-analyses cited above is 

moral norms as a direct predictor of intention (Rivis et al., 2009).  In response to 

evidence-based concerns such as the above, Fishbein & Ajzen (2010) made a 

case for what could be regarded as formal updates to the TPB in recent years. 

For example, they argue that moral norms should be included as a core variable 

in the TPB model when investigating behaviours that have a clear moral element.  

Also, descriptive norms have formally been added on as a component of 
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subjective norms which was  previously only explained in terms of injunctive 

norms (de Leeuw et al., 2015). This is a valuable addition, in light of several 

extensive studies which have been published on the significant effects of 

descriptive norms on behaviour (e.g. Allcott, 2011; Cialdini et al., 2006; Manning, 

2009; Nolan et al., 2008; Rivis and Sheeran, 2003). 

The overall aim of any energy saving intervention transcends short term success 

to sustained positive change that can be measured by tangible energy savings.  

However, it may be said that despite the insights that the TPB provides, measures 

of its key constructs are largely by means of self-reports, and these may not 

always capture actual states, particularly in the long-term (Gifford, 2014). 

However, the reliability of the TPB and its constructs may be strengthened by 

using multi-item scales i.e. by using more than one question to extract manifest 

indicators of a particular construct and calculating the internal consistency (Ajzen, 

2002). Also, any data obtained from observations may be used in conjunction 

with self-reports to further lend reliability to these measures (Stuart et al., 2013). 
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3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, ANALYSES AND 

RESULTS 

This chapter outlines and discusses the design, data collection, analysis and 

results of the first phase of the study.  The framework, intervention and 

questionnaire survey are also discussed.  In section 1.2,  research gaps were 

identified.  One of which relates to the limited use of theory and measurement of 

impacts for evaluating energy use behavioural change projects.  To this end, the 

Theory of Planned Behaviour and the Elaboration Likelihood Model are being 

used as a joint framework to understand motivations for energy saving among 

HEI students and factors that influence informational strategies for reducing 

energy demand.  The rationale for this design is further explored below. 

  The basis for the theoretical design 

Methods used to study energy use behaviours vary in many ways; from 

observational, e.g. case studies, to self- reports, e.g. surveys, to experiments, 

e.g. laboratory and modelling/simulation, and so on.  These methods may or may 

not be firmly grounded on theory and could be designed to explain and/or predict 

behaviour.  In the seventies and eighties, exploratory methods without firm 

theoretical influences were commonly used in environmental studies (Bamberg 

and Schmidt, 2003). Perhaps, because these were the early days for research 

on environmental behaviours.  Similar lines of research conducted in the nineties 

and subsequent years tended to be more theory driven than before (e.g. 

Abrahamse et al., 2005; Gatersleben et al., 2002; Staats et al., 2004; Stern et al., 

1999). This leaning towards theory could be an offshoot of numerous foundational 

studies conducted in the preceding decades as these have resulted in the 
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availability of more empirically proven theories.  It could also have been due to a 

realisation that many established theories could be applied to the study of 

environmental behaviour. 

While all these methods are beneficial in providing useful information for different 

purposes and stakeholders, none is without limitations.  For example, a key 

consideration in designing a theory-driven method is that theories are confined to 

the ideas they carry; therefore, no single theory gives a holistic explanation for 

any type of behaviour.  In this case, the challenge becomes choosing the theory 

most appropriate for the goals of the study.  However, the use of theory lends 

structure to the understanding of how choices and behaviours are formed.  As 

pointed out by Wilson and Dowlatabadi (2007), applying theory helps to 

understand how energy use choices and behaviours are made. A recognised 

energy efficiency gap—where attitudes and intentions do not always lead to 

behaviour—is proof that no single theory or even combination of theories 

embodies all influencing factors or offers exclusive explanations for energy-use 

behaviours, as each theory or model tends to be limited by its peculiar 

assumptions (Lopes et al., 2012). However, theories and models are beneficial 

because of the ability to link behaviours with underlying motivations within the 

sphere of respective rationales.  Thus, they can offer different means by which 

interventions can be tailored.  Furthermore, the extent to which the objectives of 

interventions are achieved can be evaluated using theoretical methodologies 

(see Wilson 2014; Scherbaum et al. 2008; Dixon et al. 2015).  
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 The ELM-TPB Framework 

Having recognised a deficiency in the use of theory, pre-testing or  measurement 

of impacts  for assessing behaviour change energy conservation projects across 

the EU, Wilson (2014) proposes a framework to evaluate information or 

communication based energy saving interventions. The framework consists of 

constructs that could offer useful theoretical support for assessing relevant 

behaviour change projects.  A fusion of the Elaboration Likelihood Model and the 

Theory of Planned Behaviour, it is considered to have the potential to evaluate 

interventions at various stages of its life cycle.  Past studies have shown that both 

theories are independently able to predict behaviour at significant levels (see 

Sections 2.7 and 2.8).  Figure 3.1 shows how the theories have been linked for 

use in this study. 

The relevance of mixing approaches to understand behaviour change was 

highlighted in a review of behaviour change evaluations by the House of Lords’ 

science and technology committee (House of Lords, 2011). Likewise, Wilson and 

Chatterton (2011) buttress this and suggest considering four factors when 

choosing models to explain emissions related behaviour change—1) actor, e.g. 

individuals or communities? 2) scope, e.g. isolated or interrelated behaviour?  3) 

durability, e.g. one-off or routine behaviour? and 4) domain, e.g. technological or 

psychological?  In line with these and further grounded on earlier work done by 

Wilson (2014), this research draws on the Theory of Planned Behaviour and the 

Elaboration Likelihood Model as a combined framework to offer insights into the 

type and context of behavioural change targeted by the intervention. 
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In using the combined framework to evaluate the information-based intervention, 

measured ELM variables were used to investigate factors that might increase or 

lessen the chances of careful deliberation, allowing an explanation of how 

variables linked with people’s reasoning are changed.  Measured TPB variables 

on the other hand helped  to assess any subsequent changes in beliefs, attitudes, 

intentions and behaviour by explaining when or under what conditions behaviours 

are altered. Conner & Armitage (1998, p. 1450 ) in a review regarding extending 

the Theory of Planned Behaviour convey that “a dual-process model of attitude-

behaviour relationships” (e.g. The ELM-TPB framework) may provide wide-

ranging, useful explanations of how behaviour is influenced by attitudes.  They 

submit that motivation and opportunity allowing, attitude may affect behaviour 

through intentions as put forward by the TPB.  In the absence of the stated 

antecedents, however, they suggest that attitudes may affect behaviour more 

spontaneously (perhaps via the peripheral route of the ELM?).   
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Figure 3.1 Connecting the ELM and TPB 

In research conducted by Wilson (2014), the TPB-ELM framework’s suitability 

was tested across a range of communication activities which included some 

simple curtailment behaviours such as routinely switching off unused pieces of 

equipment, one-off energy saving investment, e.g. loft insulation and offering 

personalised environment-related behavioural advice.  Two surveys were carried 
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out at different times after the communication activity.  Results showed that 

communication variables influenced behaviour via TPB independent variables; 

attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control.  Although her work 

showed that using the ELM-TPB framework in the design, monitoring and 

evaluation of energy conservation interventions is a promising approach, she 

called for further research as, “repeated use of the framework would confirm more 

detail about the relationship between the two theories and highlight differences in 

communication acceptance according to situation and context” (p. 307). This 

study may be regarded a response to that call.  

 The Empirical Study  

Given that questionnaire surveys have been used successfully in several studies 

to elicit measures for the theoretical constructs being researched (e.g Icek Ajzen, 

1991; Chen and Lee, 2008; Francis et al., 2004; Ozawa-Meida and Fleming, 

2016), the appropriate first steps in tackling the research questions and objectives 

involved conducting a survey. These steps are outlined below and illustrated in 

Figure 3.2.  

1. Identification of relevant information-based energy saving intervention for 

the study i.e.  The “student switch off” (SSO) campaign which runs in 

Cranfield University and several UK universities.  Questionnaire items 

were tailored to directly assess the impact of the campaign using 

constructs of the Elaboration Likelihood Model and the Theory of Planned 

Behaviour.  
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2. Two sets of questionnaires were developed based on questionnaire 

construction literature specifically relevant to the theories being studied 

(Ajzen, 2002; Francis et al., 2004). This stage entailed several processes. 

a. Identification of reliable measures of variables from literature. 

b. Creation of first drafts of two sets of questionnaires.  The first 

questionnaire measured awareness of the SSO campaign and ELM 

variables (motivation, ability to process, argument quality and 

peripheral cues).  The second measured the TPB dependent 

(intention and behaviour) and independent variables (attitude, 

subjective norms and perceived behavioural control)  

c. Ethics approval.  Authorisation was received from Cranfield 

University’s ethics committee, CURES before questionnaires were 

distributed.  See appendix A.1 for a screen shot of the approval 

email.  

d. A pilot study was conducted to trial the first draft of questionnaires.  

15 respondents trialled the first questionnaire and 9 respondents the 

second.  The length of the first questionnaire was 14 questions and 

the second, 16 questions.  The output of this stage provided data for 

a reliability analysis using Cronbach’s alpha as a measure of internal 

consistency for questionnaire items (see Table 3.2).  This stage also 

exposed issues relating to clarity of questions, questionnaire length, 

completion time etc.  Suggestions for improving the questionnaire 

from respondents’ perspective were also received and incorporated 

in the final draft.  A factor analysis of first draft of questionnaire items 
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was also carried out.  A significant use of factor analysis at this 

stage, in addition to the test of internal consistency was to condense 

or eliminate questionnaire items (See Factor Analysis (FA)).  

e.  Final drafts of questionnaires were prepared and distributed 

electronically using Qualtrics, the recommended survey tool by 

Cranfield University.  The links to both surveys are as follows: 

https://cranfielduniversity.eu.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_55sTle4Q

8VSbqND and 

https://cranfielduniversity.eu.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_0Nwau3S

s1TPRgtD 

3. Distribution of the first questionnaire which was 12 questions long with 

estimated 10 minutes completion time.  Initial response was poor (10 

participants) so the response window was increased, and attempts made 

to reach a wider audience.  Total response window was approx. 1 month 

with 32 respondents. 

4. Distribution of a second questionnaire which had 15 questions and 

approximately 10 minutes completion time.  This was originally planned 

for four weeks after the first questionnaire.  However, due to time 

constraints, it was sent out with the second distribution of the first 

questionnaire.  Response window was 3 weeks and 14 responses 

obtained.  

(The original aim of a four-week interval between distributing the first and 

second questionnaires was to prevent bias that could originate from 

respondents’ awareness of the link between the two questionnaires which 

https://cranfielduniversity.eu.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_55sTle4Q8VSbqND
https://cranfielduniversity.eu.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_55sTle4Q8VSbqND
https://cranfielduniversity.eu.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_0Nwau3Ss1TPRgtD
https://cranfielduniversity.eu.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_0Nwau3Ss1TPRgtD
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could hinder objective responses to the behavioural items in the second 

questionnaire).  

5. Analysis of data and evaluation of results. 

 

Figure 3.2 A summary of the data collection and analyses in the 1st phase of the 

research. 

 The Intervention — The Student Switch Off campaign. 

Broadly speaking, students do not bear direct costs for additional energy use; 

most live in rented accommodation where energy costs tend to be estimated or 

inclusive with the rent.  This is likely to rule out the motivation that could come 

from direct financial benefits of energy saving (Lo et al., 2012) and helps to 

appreciate the “Student Switch Off” (SSO) campaign, an initiative designed to 

encourage energy conservation behaviours in students living in halls of 

residence. Raising energy saving awareness by engaging students in an inter-

hall energy saving contest and other competitions, it relies largely on peer 

influence for spreading the message while giving them a chance to win prizes.  

Students are also encouraged to upload photographs of themselves doing an 

energy saving activity on social media (Facebook).  Key messages provided are: 

 Switch off lights and appliances 
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 Do not overfill the kettle 

 Take short showers 

 Put a lid on it (when cooking) 

 Put a layer on, not the heating (when feeling cold) 

Focused on making energy conservation pleasurable and attractive, the SSO has 

recorded notable achievements.  In 2012, the campaign won the prestigious 

Ashden Award and in the 2014-15 academic year, the initiative prevented more 

than 1,300 tonnes of CO2 emissions by reducing an average of 6% electricity use 

across participating halls of residence. 

 Questionnaire development 

3.3.2.1 Objectives 

Objectives were formulated to provide a means for gauging that the 

questionnaires achieved the original intent.  These are as follows.  

1. To elicit and record energy saving views on a bipolar rating scale as a 

measure of the attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioural 

control, source, message and receiver variables of the above theories 

and to determine combined effects on reducing energy demand among 

students in UK HEI. 

2. Understand the type of message elaboration suited to informational 

energy saving interventions by collecting information on associated 

attitudes, attitude certainty and thoughts 
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See appendix A.1 for an explanation of the SMART elements of these 

objectives. 

 

3.3.2.2 Defining questionnaire constructs  

(Ajzen, 2002) recommends defining the behaviour under investigation according 

to four elements: target, action, context and time (TACT).  Defining the behaviour 

in this manner prevents ambiguity and makes it easier to adhere to the Principle 

of compatibility which requires that other Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) 

constructs be described in exact terms as the behaviour e.g.     

Target: Energy 

Action: Saving 

Context: on campus 

Time: at every opportunity  

According to the TACT elements specified above, the behaviour definition is 

saving energy on campus, at every opportunity.  The attitude being investigated 

is therefore attitude towards saving energy on campus, at every opportunity.  The 

subjective norm is the perceived social pressure to do so; the perceived 

behavioural control is the control an individual has over behaving as defined and 

the intention to be assessed will be that of performing the defined behaviour.   The 

population of interest is students in UK Higher Education Institutions 

Theory of Planned Behaviour predictor variables (attitude, subjective norms and 

perceived behavioural control) can be measured directly or indirectly. Ajzen, 
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(2002) and Francis et al. (2004) suggest using both methods in a TPB 

questionnaire. For indirect measurements, beliefs relating to the variables (i.e. 

behavioural, normative and control beliefs) are elicited from respondents during 

a pilot work.  Responses are then used to identify personal and modal beliefs.  

Modal beliefs serve as a basis for constructing belief-based questions used in 

questionnaires. 

3.3.2.3 Scaling questionnaire items  

In scaling belief-based measures, the convention used by Francis et al. (2004) 

may be followed, where unipolar scales are used for unidirectional (probability-

type) questions and bipolar scales for bidirectional (evaluation-type) questions. 

Direct measures on the other hand, are often drawn on bipolar scales.  Where 

bipolar scales are used, responses would be evaluating an action or attribute as 

opposed to rating feelings or opinions about an item which is given as true.  The 

advantage of this method is that the total score for each variable reflects the 

influence level of the variable on the behaviour e.g. for attitudes, depending on 

the type of scoring adopted, a score of zero will represent a neutral attitude, a 

positive score implies a favourable attitude and a negative score, an unfavourable 

attitude.  Q1 and Q2 in 3.3.2.3.1 (below) show examples of both styles of 

measurement and scoring. 

Due to response rate difficulties encountered during the data collection phase, 

only direct measures were used in this study.  See appendix A.3 for A.4 the first 

and second questionnaires respectively.  Summaries of key words and phrases 
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used to elicit measures in the questionnaires are presented below in  Figure 3.3 

and Figure 3.4. 

Combined, both questionnaires had 39 items measuring 10 constructs.  33 of 

these items were measured on a seven-point scale, 1 on a six-point scale, 2 on 

a four-point scale, 1 on a three-point scale and 1 on a two-point scale.  According 

to Krosnick and Fabrigar (1997), longer scales can communicate information that 

may be more useful. However, they also warn that too many scale points may 

also hamper clear understanding of response options leading to reduced 

consistency of responses.  Based on reliability studies conducted, they suggest 

that an ideal scale could be expected to be 5 to 7 points in length, for attitude and 

related constructs.  In addition to items measuring ELM and TPB constructs, one 

item was included to measure attitude certainty because Rucker and Petty, 

(2006) highlighted this variable as a potential key influence on the outcomes of 

communication based interventions. 

3.3.2.3.1 Examples of measures, scaling and scoring used for 

questionnaire items  

Q1.  Direct measurement of the Attitude construct  

Saving energy in the workplace is: 

Good                           1          2         3           4       5        6      7   bad 

Convenient (for me)    1          2        3         4         5       6       7   Inconvenient (for 

me) 

Appealing                   1          2        3         4         5       6       7 Unappealing 
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*Worthless                 1          2        3         4         5       6       7   Worthwhile 

Mean score = 3 (*reverse coding applied because wording is in opposite 

direction i.e. 6 becomes 2) 

Q2.  Indirect measurement of the Attitude construct 

[Attitude (A) = Behavioural belief strength (b) x Outcome evaluation (e) 

Assume one of the beliefs generated is “saving energy at work will reduce carbon 

emissions” 

 Behavioural belief strength (b) 

When I save energy at work, I reduce carbon emissions. 

Strongly disagree   1          2        3         4         5       6       7   Strongly agree 

Outcome evaluation (e) 

Reducing Carbon emissions is  

Extremely undesirable   -3       -2       -1        0         +1       +2      +3   Extremely 

desirable 

Scoring: A= b x e= 21; Range =-21 to +21 (The higher the score, the more 

positive the attitude and vice versa).  Here, attitude is extremely positive. 
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Figure 3.3 Summary of words used to elicit measures for variables in the first 

questionnaire 

 

Figure 3.4 Summary of words and phrases used to elicit measures for variables in 

the second questionnaire 
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 Data analysis and results 

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 22 for Windows was used 

to perform relevant statistical tests.  See appendix A.5 for the survey data in 

SPSS.  Analyses performed on data collected from the survey included data 

screening, factor analysis, multiple regression analysis and bivariate correlation 

analysis. 

 Pre-analysis screening of the data indicated that linear relationships existed 

among the variables.  To understand these relationships in terms of strength and 

direction, correlation coefficients (r) were obtained.  Of the various correlational 

methods, Spearman’s correlation was chosen to reduce possible effects of 

deviations from normality in the data (Field, 2013). The correlation was two-tailed 

because no particular hypothesis was being tested; therefore, no direction was 

being suggested (Hanna and Dempster, 2012). The primary objective was to 

understand any existing relationships among variables.  Regression analysis was 

also carried out on the survey data to further explain relationships between 

dependent and independent variables in the ELM-TPB framework and to explore 

the possibility of predicting the dependent variables in the framework. 

 Demographic data 

Data from a total number of 21 respondents was used in this study.  Participants 

were students from higher education institutions (HEIs) in the United Kingdom; 

11 were from Cranfield University while 10 attended other universities in North-

West England.  33.3% were male and 66.7% were female.  Nearly half of the 

respondents were in the age group 20-24.  61.9% of respondents were African, 
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28.6% European; Asians and North Americans each 4.8%.  81% of respondents 

lived on campus while the remaining lived off-campus.  Only 40% of the 21 

participants had knowledge of the “student switch off” campaign prior to the 

survey; however, there was a link in the questionnaire to direct people to the 

campaign website before continuing with the survey.  Table 3.1 shows the number 

of responses received for each variable studied. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Bar charts showing frequencies of gender, age group, cultural 

background and residence 
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Table 3.1 Number of responses against variables measured in the questionnaire 

 

 Questionnaire Reliability 

The primary measurement instrument for this study was the questionnaire.  

Consequently, it is essential to establish that it was valid and reliable.  To achieve 

this, a reliability analysis of questionnaire items was performed on data obtained 

from the pilot study as well as from the actual study.  Validity refers to the 

questionnaire measuring what it is designed to measure while reliability ensures 

consistent measurement of a construct (Field, 2013; Tavakol and Dennick, 2011). 

Question No of responses  

What is your gender?  21 

What is your age group?  21 

Do you live on campus?  21 

What is your cultural background?  21 

Awareness of student switch off campaign  20 

Knowledge of sponsor  21 

Peripheral cues  5 

Perceived behavioural control  21 

Motivation 21 

Subjective norms 21 

Intention 17 

Elaboration 18 

Argument quality  21 

Attitude 21 

Ability to process  21 

Behaviour 19 
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To be valid, the instrument (questionnaire) must first be reliable (Deniz and 

Alsaffar, 2013). Reliability may be assessed by getting the same group of people 

to complete the questionnaire twice; a reliable instrument will produce similar 

scores at both times.  This is called test-retest reliability (Field, 2013).  

A more practical method may be to perform a test of internal consistency e.g., 

Cronbach’s alpha.  Cronbach’s alpha can be used to ascertain if a group of 

questionnaire items measure the same underlying construct.  For this reliability 

test to be valid, items must be coded the same way i.e. values across all the items 

must reflect the same levels of the construct e.g. high values reflecting high levels 

of the construct across all items and so on (Field, 2013; Pallant, 2013). Generally, 

Cronbach alpha (α) scores of above 0.8 are considered preferable while values 

of 0.7 to 0.8 are acceptable.  Values below 0.7 may imply the scale is unreliable. 

 
A Cronbach alpha test of internal consistency was carried out on initial results 

from the pilot questionnaires and some questionnaire items were excluded from 

the main questionnaire as a result.  Reliability results for constructs measured 

with multiple items are summarised in Table 3.2 . 
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Table 3.2 Summary of reliability results  

 

Questionnaire items measuring respective constructs motivation, ability to 

process, argument quality, peripheral cues, elaboration, attitude, subjective 

norms all had reliabilities ranging from satisfactory (Cronbach’s α = .753) to high 

(Cronbach’s α = 1). These results suggest that each of these constructs was 

adequately measured by the questions and scales used to elicit and measure its 

underlying characteristics.  However, items measuring perceived behavioural 

control had just below high reliability (Cronbach’s α = 0.69). Although this result 

may suggest a lack of homogeneity in the items used to elicit and measure the 

construct,  Kline (2000) advises that psychological constructs may realistically 

produce values below 0.7 due to variability of constructs being measured. Also, 

Hinton et al. (2004) deem Cronbach’s α = 0.6 as moderately reliable. 

Furthermore, it is advised that other considerations such as number of items in a 

Construct No of Items No of responses based on 
Cronbach's Alpha 

(α) 
Reliability 

Motivation 7 19 0.905 Excellent 

Ability to 

process 4 19 0.93 Excellent 

Argument 

quality 7 19 0.867 Very good 

Peripheral cues 3 4 1 Excellent 

Elaboration 3 17 0.753 Acceptable 

Attitude 3 18 0.779 Acceptable 

Subjective 

norms 4 21 0.754 Acceptable 

Perceived 

behavioural 

control 4 21 0.69 Acceptable 
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scale and correlation between items, should be made when interpreting α scores 

before rejecting items due to low scores (Field, 2013). Based on these assertions, 

the questionnaire items used to elicit perceived behavioural control were not 

changed. 

 Factor Analysis (FA) 

Factor analysis is a means of understanding correlations between variables. It 

may be used to test the construct validity of questionnaire  items (Rattray and 

Jones, 2007). Similar to  regression analysis but different as variables are not 

assigned dependent or independent status. As part of the analysis, a correlation 

matrix (R-matrix) is computed and clusters of highly intercorrelated variables can 

be seen. Here, factors are theoretical constructs based on underlying variables, 

created to account for the intercorrelation among variables and which replace the 

original set of variables. This is particularly useful when dealing with very large 

sets of variables as the number of factors are fewer than that of the original 

variables while preserving as much original information as possible. Also during 

the formation of measures and scales e.g. in a questionnaire, factor analysis 

assesses the degree to which items measure the same variables (through 

intercorrelation strength) or the relationship between responses to different 

questionnaire items. 

Factor analysis is characteristically used as an exploratory tool (exploratory factor 

analysis) for summarising variables and understanding interrelationships among 

them as opposed to being used to find out variables which have a significant 

effect on others.  To be applicable, the number of respondents should be more 
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than the number of variables, with a recommended ratio of 5:1. On the other 

hand, factor analysis can also be used for confirmatory purposes but this is 

differentiated as ‘confirmatory factor analysis’. Confirmatory factor analysis is 

particularly useful in situations where the aim is to check the degree to which the 

outcome matches a known or  hypothesized model or relationship (Robson, 

2005).   

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) reduces a large group of correlated variables 

by accounting for the pattern of correlations in variables. This reduction is 

expressed in terms of a fewer number of latent variables or factors which could 

be viewed as “condensed variables”. A variable is considered latent when it 

cannot be measured directly but is understood to be related to a number of 

observable and measurable variables termed manifest indicators (Ajzen, 2002). 

For instance, to obtain information about attitude (latent variable) towards a 

certain product , questions could be asked relating to how much a people enjoy 

using the product, how often they use the product, if they would recommend the 

product to a friend and so on (manifest variables). 

In this study, a factor analysis was performed with mean scores of constructs as 

variables, rather than with each questionnaire item score. This was done to align 

closer with Robson (2005) recommended respondent to variable ratio of 5:1. 

Outputs from the analysis performed on elaboration, Theory of Planned 

Behaviour variables and attitude certainty are presented and discussed below.  

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (KMO) and Bartlett’s Test of 

Sphericity are preliminary tests which are run as first steps in a factor analysis.  
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They determine if the FA is worth performing and jointly serve as a minimum 

standard to be passed prior to performing a factor analysis i.e. gauging the 

factorability of the data (Pallant, 2013; Williams et al., 2010). Table 3.3 is the 

SPSS output table for both tests. 

Table 3.3 SPSS KMO and Bartlett’s Test output 

 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (KMO) can range from 0 to 

1.  If partial correlations are small, the values are closer to one.  A minimum value 

of 0.6 is recommended for a good factor analysis.  The KMO is a ratio of the sum 

of squared correlations to the sum of squared correlations plus the sum of 

squared partial correlations (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007). The KMO value for 

the data (i.e. 0.637) is just above the minimum recommended level, so at this 

stage, it is safe to assume that the data will provide a good factor analysis. 

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity (BTS) tests a null hypothesis that all off-diagonal 

correlations in a correlation matrix are zero.  Since this hypothesis cannot be 

accepted, the desired significance value should be zero.  It is reputed to be very 

sensitive and tends to be significant in large sample sizes.  For this reason, it is 

recommended only for use in samples of less than 5 cases per variable 

(Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007). This is ideal as the data to be factor analysed 

contains 21 cases and 7 variables, resulting in 3 cases per variable.  The BTS for 
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the sample is statistically significant at p = 0.001 which means the null hypothesis 

(stated above) is false and can be rejected. 

The Scree Test.  This is a plot of eigenvalues against factors.  Eigenvalues 

represent variance.  An eigenvalue is the total of squared factor loadings for a 

specific variable on the factor with which the eigenvalue is associated.  By default, 

SPSS uses an eigenvalue of one to determine the number of factors which will 

best represent the pattern of correlations in the data.  However, the decision to 

use eigenvalues as determinants of optimum factors is for the researcher to make 

(Williams et al., 2010), particularly where there is prior knowledge of the expected 

number of factors from theory (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007). The factors 

computed are observable from the scree plot.  The number of points in line with 

higher eigenvalues denotes the number of factors which can often be clearly 

distinct from other factors. 

When factors were extracted using the “eigenvalue above one” setting (Figure 

3.6a) only two factors were extracted i.e. the first two points on the scree plot in 

Figure 3.7. However, based on theoretical knowledge of latent variables present, 

in addition to the number of factors observed from the scree plot (above and just 

below the bend), the extraction determinant was then specified as a fixed number 

(Figure 3.6b).  Four factors were successfully extracted with the fixed number 

specified as four.  These are highlighted in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.6 SPSS Factor Analysis extraction windows 

 

Figure 3.7 Scree plot showing factors 

                      

 

                 (a)                                                                   (b) 
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From the cumulative figures of rotation sums of squared loadings in Table 3.4, it 

can be deduced that the four factors extracted account for 79% of the variance.  

This implies that 79% of the questionnaire items load on the first four factors. 

Table 3.4 Explanation of total variance 

  

Factor Matrix: Table 3.5 shows the factor matrix for questionnaire items.  This title 

is regarded as slightly misleading, as this is not the matrix used to interpret the 

factors (Field, 2013). However, it gives an idea of how variables load on factors 

and is consistent with the percentage of variance each factor accounts for in 

Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.5 Factor Matrix for questionnaire items 

 

Rotated Factor Matrix: The purpose of rotating factors is to aid ease of 

interpretation (Costello and Osborne, 2005). This is achieved by distributing 

factor loadings such that each variable loads highly on only one factor (Pallant, 

2013).  In Table 3.6, Intention, Elaboration, and Behaviour correlate highly with 

each other and load on Factor 1.  Attitude, Attitude certainty and Perceived 

behavioural control load on Factor 2 because they correlate highly with each 

other and so on.  The relevance of rotated factor loadings to a questionnaire 

survey is that it verifies if the items measure the intended constructs (Osborne, 

2014). For example, the results show that there is a relationship between 

Elaboration and Behaviour, which is expected, as implied in the theoretical 

framework.  Perhaps more importantly, a possible problem is also exposed with 

Intention and Behaviour which contrary to theory are negatively correlated; 

however, the smallness of the sample size may be responsible for the 

inconsistency. 
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Table 3.6 Rotated Factor Matrix for questionnaire items 

  

3.4.3.1 Summary of factor analysis results 

A principal axis factor analysis was carried out on 7 items with orthogonal rotation 

(varimax).  The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure verified the sampling adequacy for 

the analysis, KMO = 0.637, p = 0.001. An initial analysis was run to obtain 

eigenvalues for each factor in the data.  Four factors were extracted by specifying 

a fixed number of 4 and altogether explained 79.9% of the variance.  Two of these 

factors had eigenvalues above Kaiser’s criterion of 1 and together explained 54% 

of the variance.  The scree plot showed inflexions that can explain retaining either 

2 or 4 factors.  4 factors were retained based on theory.  The item groupings 

suggest that Factor 1 relates to outcomes; Factor 2 appears related to personal 

viewpoint; Factor 3, social and Factor 4 control oriented.  This interpretation 

indicates that on a high level, expected outcomes, personal perspectives, social 

influence and perceived behavioural control are factors that determine 

intervention success in the context of energy saving.  
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 Data Screening   

Careful screening of data prior to analysis is an important step, necessary to 

prevent problems during the main analysis.  It is also vital to the reliability of 

results obtained from the analysis.  The screening process includes checks for 

accuracy, missing data, outliers, normality, linearity, homoscedasticity, 

multicollinearity and so on (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007). Some of these have 

been applied to the data collected and are discussed below. 

3.4.4.1 Normality check 

While the requirement that data is normally distributed is not always mandatory 

during data analysis, checking data for normality when dealing with multiple 

variables can be vital in early stages of analysis, especially when the purpose of 

the analysis is to draw inference from a sample to a population.  One reason for 

this is that if variables are not normally distributed or show extreme differences in 

any non-normality present (e.g. some positively and some negatively skewed), 

outcomes or inferences reached will be less reliable (Tabachnick and Fidell, 

2007).  

The normality check can be done for skewness (i.e. symmetry of distribution) or 

kurtosis (i.e. how peaked a distribution is).  In a perfectly normal distribution, 

skewness and kurtosis have values of zero.  However, the absence of kurtosis in 

a distribution can be given a value of 3, where a statistical package is not used, 

as statistical packages subtract 3 during computation to give an expected value 

of zero (Field, 2013; Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007).  
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Skewness in the data distribution is checked either visually from a histogram or 

box and whisker plot, or by means of a skewness statistic.  As a general guideline, 

a data distribution is regarded to significantly differ from a symmetrical distribution 

if the skewness statistic is twice its standard error (Hanna and Dempster, 2012).  

Kurtosis can also be assessed graphically or by means of a kurtosis statistic, 

where positive kurtosis (values above zero) indicate a distribution that is too 

peaked, and values below zero, one that is too flat.  The presence of kurtosis in 

a distribution implies an underestimation of its variance. 

The skewness statistics (see Error! Reference source not found.) for all 

variables except ability to process were less than twice the respective standard 

error of skewness, with  ability to process having a skewness statistic of 1.038 

and a standard error of skewness of 0.501 (0.501x2=1.002). With only one 

variable as an exception, the skewness of the overall data set is deemed  

acceptable.   
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Table 3.7 Skewness and kurtosis statistics for Elaboration Likelihood Model and Theory of Planned Behaviour variables 
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Figure 3.8 Histogram showing skewness in Ability to process 

Kurtosis statistics showed negative kurtosis for variables motivated, ability to 

process, argument quality, elaboration, perceived behavioural control, intention, 

behaviour and attitude certainty,  implying that these distributions are slightly 

flatter than normal. Peripheral cues, attitude and subjective norms on the other 

hand have more peaked distributions than normal with positive kurtosis values. 

Overall, standardised (z) values for skewness and kurtosis of the variables  

(except for skewness of ability to process) fall within the range of +/- 1.96. This 

implies that values are within 95% confidence interval of a normal distribution. . 

See Table A.2  in appendix A.6 for the z values obtained by dividing each statistic 

by  their respective standard errors. 
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3.4.4.2 Linearity 

 This is a check for a linear relationship between two variables and can be 

assessed visually on a scatterplot. If a linear relationship exists between two 

variables, which also have normal distributions, the scatter plot will be oval-

shaped. However, if one of two linearly related variables does not have a normal 

distribution,  the  scatterplot obtained will not be oval.  

Correlational analysis such as Pearson’s r only captures linear relationships 

among variables, while overlooking sunstantial non-linear relationships among 

variables. Hence, the importance of a linearity check (Tabachnick and Fidell, 

2007). 

In checking for linearity, outcome variables (in this case, elaboration, attitude, 

intention and behaviour respectively)  should be linearly related to the respective 

predictor variables.  

Based on the framework being tested, three sets of dependent variables with their 

respective predictors have been created. The first TPB dependent variable is 

Intention with predictor variables attitude, subjective norms, and perceived 

behavioural control. The second TPB dependent variable Behaviour has Intention 

as it’s direct predictor while ELM variables elaboration, motivated, ability to 

process, argument quality and peripheral cues act as predictor variables for the 

outcome variable attitude (which is a predictor variable in the TPB). If an 

information-based intervention results in a positive change in attitude towards the 

desired behaviour, it is implied that persuasion was achieved, therefore the 

attitude variable can be a measure of persuasion and serves as the link between 
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the Elaboration Likelihood Model and the Theory of Planned Behaviour in the 

suggested framework. The scatterplots below show the linearity in these 

relationships.  

SET 1: Outcome variable – Intention, Predictor variables – Attitude, 

Subjective norms, and Perceived behavioural control 

 

Figure 3.9 Scatterplot showing relationship between outcome variable, intention 

and predictor variable, attitude 
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Figure 3.10 Scatterplot showing relationship between outcome variable, intention 

and predictor variable, subjective norms 

 

Figure 3.11 Scatterplot showing relationship between outcome variable, intention 

and predictor variable, perceived behavioural control. 
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Figure 3.9 shows a clear positive linear trend in the Intention-Attitude relationship, 

indicating that positive attitudes strengthen the intention to save energy. However 

the spacing out of the data points suggest that the relationship is not very strong. 

With the sample size (N=17) being small, this is understandable.   

Figure 3.10 also shows a positive linear relationship between intention and 

subjective norms. This suggests that social norms inspires the intention to save 

energy on campus.  A higher number of points are closer to the line suggesting 

a stronger relationship than Intention-Attitude. .   

The Intention-Perceived Behavioural Control scatterplot in Figure 3.11 shows a 

negative trend, implying that a higher level of perceived behavioural control does 

not strengthen the intention to save energy.  
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Set 2: Outcome variable – Attitude; Predictor variables – Motivated, Ability 

to process, Argument quality, Peripheral cues, Elaboration  

 

Figure 3.12 Scatterplot showing relationship between outcome variable Attitude 

and predictor variable Ability to process 
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Figure 3.13 Scatterplot showing relationship between outcome variable Attitude 

and predictor variable Peripheral cues 

 

  

Figure 3.14 Scatterplot showing relationship between outcome variable Attitude 

and predictor variable Elaboration 
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Figure 3.15 Scatterplot showing relationship between outcome variable Attitude 

and predictor variable Argument Quality 

 

 

Figure 3.16 Scatterplot showing relationship between outcome variable Attitude 

and predictor variable Motivated 
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Figure 3.12 suggests a  negative relationship between Attitude and Ability to 

process, implying that students’ ability to understand the information given in the 

‘student switch off’ campaign does not result in a more positive attitude towards 

energy saving on campus. 

Figure 3.13 shows a very mild positive, arguably neutral linear relationship 

between Attitude and Peripheral cues.Only 5 respondents were familiar with the 

sponsors of the student switch off campaign, hence limiting the number of data 

points.  

Attitude-Elaboration linear relationship in Figure 3.14 is a positive one, indicating 

that a deeper understanding or rationalisation of the intervention improves 

attitudes towards energy saving among the sample population.  Similarly, a rise 

in Argument Quality is  seen to improve energy saving attitudes (Figure 3.15). 

The scatterplot in Figure 3.16 suggest that being motivated about the student 

switch off campaign has a clearly positive effect on energy saving attitudes 

among the sample population. 
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SET 3: Outcome variable – Behaviour, Predictor variable – Intention 

 

Figure 3.17 Scatterplot showing relationship between outcome variable Behaviour 

and predictor variable Intention 

The Behaviour-Intention relationship shown in Figure 3.17 above does not look 

linear; however, this may be expected as Behaviour is a dichotomous variable, 

having only two possible values —“yes”or “no” (Hanna and Dempster, 2012). 

3.4.4.3 Multicollinearity 

This refers to a state of perfect correlation among variables. This check tests the 

extent to which predictor variables correlate highly with each other. Even though 

some correlation could be expected among  predictor variables,  very high  

correlations mean that the distinctive effect of a predictor on the outcome cannot 

be singled out as the predictor variables may just be measuring similar  attributes. 

SPSS gives two measures  of multicollinearity namely Tolerance and Variance 

Inflation Factor (VIF). These measures are  inverted forms of one another i.e. 

Tolerance=1/VIF and VIF=1/Tolerance. It is generally accepted that a Tolerance 
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and VIF value of 1 means the absence of multicollinearity (which is ideal) and the 

lesser than 1 the Tolerance values are, the higher the multicollinearity. Values 

below 0.2 are indicative of problems with the slope of the regression line 

(meaning that the predictor variable will not adequately predict the outcome). 

Conversely, VIF values above 1 indicate higher levels of multicollinearity and 

values above 5 are deemed problematic. 

The collinearity figures in Table 3.8 and Table 3.9 show that all predictor variables 

have acceptable multicollinearity. The variable—peripheral cues—was left out of 

set 2 (Figure 3.15) because with only 5 data points, it will distort the real state of 

multicollinearity. Therefore, holding all other influences constant, it should be  

possible to determine the effect of each predictor variable  on respective outcome 

variables – Intention and Attitude.  

Collinearity statistics are not computed for Intention (the direct predictor of 

Behaviour) as it is a single predictor variable.
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Table 3.8 SPSS Collinearity statistics for SET 1 predictor variables 

 

Table 3.9 SPSS collinearity statistics for SET 2 predictor variables 
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3.4.4.4 Homoscedasticity 

This refers to homogeneity of variance between the output variable and  all 

predictor variables. In other words, the variance of the output variable should not 

change irrespective of the number of data groups. Checking for homoscedasticity 

helps in choosing the right type of analysis especially where linear regression is 

being considered as the analysis of choice. If this criterion is absent, linear 

regression is not the appropriate type of analysis.  The absence of a 

homoscedastic relationship among data is called heteroscedasticity and may be 

the result of a variable not having a normal distribution, the transformation of a 

related variable or a significant error in measurement of predictor variables. 

Formal tests for homoscedasticity include Levene’s test, which is a one-way 

ANOVA of the deviation scores to test that variances across all groups of data 

are equal. Another is the variance ratio (a.k.a. Hartley’s Fmax) test. In Hartley’s 

Fmax, the ratio of the largest variance to the smallest is matched against critical 

values in a table published by Harley; however, this method is not commonly 

used. 

A fairly simple and more up-to-date method of assessing homoscedasticity is to 

fit a model e.g. a straight line, to the data on a scatterplot and subsequently 

generate a second plot of residuals against predicted outcomes (both in 

standardised formats) or vice versa. If the data is homoscedastic, the generated 

plot should be a random array of dots with  no “systematic relationship” observed 

(between errors and predicted values). Conveniently, this yardstick also holds 

true for linearity.  (Field, 2013).  
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Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 are scatterplots of standardised predicted outcomes 

vs. standardised residuals of Set 1 and Set 2 variables respectively.  In both 

cases, points are randomly spaced out with no specific pattern and so the data 

are deemed as being homoscedastic.  

 

 

Figure 3.18 Scatterplot of predicted outcomes vs. residuals (standardised) for 

dependent variable Intention 
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Figure 3.19 Scatterplot of predicted outcomes vs. residuals (standardised) for 

dependent variable Attitude 

Outliers: No outliers by distance for Sets 1 and 2, evidenced by the absence of 

a “casewise diagnostics” output table from SPSS.  No outliers by influence; 

maximum value for Cook’s distance is less than 1 in both cases.  Maximum 

centred leverage value for both sets is less than 3 times the mean (Table 3.10 

and Table 3.11).  For Set 3, behaviour - intention, there are no outliers by distance 

and maximum value for Cook’s distance is less than 1 (Table 3.12).  However, 

the maximum centred leverage value is marginally higher than 3 times the mean.  

Looking at the leverage values and Cook’s distances (N=17) generated by SPSS 

in the data file, there are 3 cases with the maximum centred leverage value 

(0.204).  However, the corresponding Cook’s distances are low (0.366).  These 

data points were retained for analysis. 
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Table 3.10 Set 1 Residuals statistics table showing Cook’s distance and Centred 

Leverage Value 

 

Table 3.11 Set 2 Residuals statistics table showing Cook’s distance and centred 

leverage value 
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Table 3.12 Set 3 Residuals statistics table showing Cook’s distance and centred 

leverage value 

 

 Correlational Analysis 

Bivariate correlation analysis performed on survey data are presented in this 

section.  Pre-analysis screening of the data indicated that linear relationships 

existed among the variables.  To understand these relationships in the light of 

strength and direction, correlation coefficients (r) were obtained.  Of the various 

correlational methods, Spearman’s correlation was chosen to reduce any 

potential effects of deviations from normality in the data (Field, 2013). The 

correlation was two-tailed because no hypothesis was being tested; therefore, no 

direction was being suggested (Hanna and Dempster, 2012). The primary 

objective was to understand any existing relationships among variables.  

Correlation coefficients range from +1 to -1.  The sign is indicative of direction (0 

means no relationship) and the number, strength.  As a guide, (Cohen, 1988) 
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stipulates that +/-0.1 represents a small effect; +/-0.3, medium and +/-0.5 is a 

large effect. However, it is recommended to always interpret correlation 

coefficients in the context of the study being done (Field, 2013). In a written 

commentary, Hemphill (2003) argued that it is overly simplistic to have only a set 

of guidelines for interpreting the magnitudes of correlation coefficients, especially 

as the current guidelines (above) were formed by splitting the distribution into 

lower, upper and middle thirds. He maintained that other cut offs could have been 

used and different sets of guidelines produced.  This inference was made from 

reviewing two meta-analytic studies on psychological assessment (Lipsey and 

Wilson, 1993; Meyer et al., 2001). Findings from the review indicated that Cohen's 

(1988) guideline for a large effect size (+/- 0.5) was hardly observed in many 

significant psychology research studies; rather a lower value seemed to be more 

typical. Table 3.13 shows correlations at 1% statistical significance, while Table 

3.14 shows correlations at 5% statistical significance.  

Table 3.13 Variables that correlated at 1% significance with Spearman’s 2-tailed 

correlation 

 

 

 

 

Variables

r R2 N r R2  
N r R2

N r R2
N

Attitude 0.56 0.31 21 0.67 0.44 21

PBC 0.58 0.34 21

Attitude Certainty 0.78 0.60 21 0.56 0.31 21 0.75 0.57 21 0.61 0.37 21

ATP 0.57 0.33 21

Attitude Motivation Perceived Behavioural control Subjective Norms
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Table 3.14  Variables that correlated at 5% significance with Spearman’s 2-tailed 

correlation 

 

To further understand the relationship between correlated variables, each r was 

squared to produce a coefficient of determination (R2).  R2 “is a measure of the 

amount of variability in one variable that is shared by another” (Field, 2013).  

Presenting R2 as a percentage may make it more meaningful and although it helps 

to explain shared variances between variables, it does not imply causality.  All 

statistically significant correlations at the p = 0.01 level were strong and positive, 

ranging from 0.56 to 0.78. At p = 0.05, r ranged from 0.49 to 0.59. Outcomes of 

the analysis at 1% statistical significance levels are discussed below: 

Attitude and Attitude certainty 

There was a strong, positive, statistically significant relationship between attitude 

and attitude certainty; r (19) = 0.78, p = .000 

With a shared variance of 60%, this indicates that people with positive energy 

conservation attitudes were more convinced that their attitudes were correct.  

Attitude certainty lends strength to the attitude construct and together, both 

constructs could serve as a measure of attitude strength (Kokkinaki, 1999). 

However, this may be too simplistic a measure as other dimensions of attitude 

strength have been identified by researchers which together improve the 

measurement of the attitude construct (Raden, 1985). Attitudes borne with high 

levels of conviction are known to be more resistant to change, longer lasting and 

Variables

r R2
N r R2

N r R2
N

Elaboration 0.51 0.26 18 0.56 0.31 18

Argument Quality 0.53 0.28 21

Motivation 0.53 0.28 21

Intention 0.59 0.35 17 0.54 0.29 17

PBC 0.52 0.27 21 0.49 0.24 21

Argument Quality Subjective Norms Ability to Process
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more influential in causing behaviour change (Bassili and N., 1996; Fazio and 

Zanna, 1978; Tormala and Petty, 2002).  

Attitude certainty and Perceived behavioural control; Attitude and Perceived 

behavioural control 

The relationship between Attitude certainty and Perceived behavioural control 

was strong and positive r (19) = 0.75, p = .000, having a shared variance of 57%, 

implying that respondents who felt they could exercise the self-control required 

to save energy, were more certain that saving energy was the right thing to do.  

Being underpinned by the role of “self”, this outcome is consistent with research 

findings on paradigms of perceived self-efficacy which plays a significant role in 

people’s thoughts, feelings, motivations and ultimately behaviour (Bandura, 

1993).  

The relationship between Attitude and Perceived behavioural control was also 

strong and positive; r (19) = 0.67, p = .001, having a shared variance of 44% and 

suggests a link between being positive about energy saving and the feeling of 

being able to apply self-discipline to prevent wasting energy.  Going by the TPB 

and considering attitude strength (discussed above), both outcomes indicate an 

increased likelihood of energy saving behaviour among the sample, especially if 

subjective norms are positive as well.  

Attitude certainty and Subjective norms 

The relationship between Attitude certainty and Subjective norms was strong and 

positive; r (19) = 0.61, p = .004, having a shared variance of 37%.  This outcome 

implies that the influence of important relationships on energy saving is more 

effective where an individual has firm convictions that energy saving is justified.  
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Thus, where the target behaviour is deemed unnecessary by an individual, social 

influence may be less effective.  This suggests that a focus on attitude change 

will be necessary to fully harness the potential strength in social influence to 

achieve energy saving among HEI students.  

Another interpretation could be that an individual is more certain of his/her attitude 

towards energy saving when important people in their lives share the same 

convictions, which also implies being certain of their subjective norm.  This inter-

relationship potentially benefits energy conservation and is consistent with a 

study by (Trafimow, 1994) where certainty mediated the relationship between 

subjective norms and intention.  

Perceived behavioural control and Motivation 

The relationship between Perceived behavioural control and Motivation was 

strong and positive, r (19) = 0.58, p = .005, with a shared variance of 34%.  This 

suggests that being motivated about energy saving may strengthen an 

individual’s self-perception of being able to save energy.  It may also suggest the 

reverse, where the feeling of being able to achieve energy saving motivates an 

individual to engage in the behaviour.  Considering that perceived behavioural 

control on its own can predict behaviour in situations where it reflects actual 

control (Sheeran et al., 2003), this outcome lends relevance to motivation as a 

potential precursor to behaviour in the context of this study at the least. 

Ability to process and Motivation 

The relationship between Ability to process and Motivation was strong and 

positive, r (19) = 0.57, p = .006, with a shared variance of 33%.  This outcome 

suggests that people that were motivated were able to process the messages in 
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the intervention.  This result is consistent with the ELM for achieving the desired 

attitude change.  Considering that information availability does not guarantee 

attitude or behaviour change, the above correlation is regarded as encouraging 

because it suggests that the intervention did not result in de-motivation caused 

by being confused or overwhelmed from excessive information (e.g. thoughts that 

the problem is too complex and  cannot be resolved by small contributions from 

individuals)(Prager, 2012) 

Attitude and Motivation; Attitude certainty and Motivation 

Motivation correlated in the same way with Attitude and Attitude certainty, 

respectively.  The relationships were strong and positive r (19) = 0.56, p = .009, 

with a shared variance of 31%.  This suggests that respondents who had a 

positive attitude towards energy saving felt motivated and were sure that saving 

energy is worthwhile.  Instead of viewing motivation simply as a trigger for 

elaboration (thinking) on a message, these results suggest that motivation could 

be directly linked to attitudes and certainty.  It is reasoned that (perhaps) indirectly 

and depending on the context, motivation could be viewed as an outcome of the 

message (motivating positive attitudes) rather than a determinant of how a 

message is received or processed. 

 Regression Analysis 

Regression analysis is a statistical tool for exploring relationships between 

variables.  It is often used to determine the causal effect of one or more variables 

(predictor or independent variables) on another (response or dependent 

variable).  In regression analysis, the relationship between variables is expressed 
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as an equation for a line or curve.  Different types of regression analysis exist, 

however linear regression (simple linear regression and multiple linear 

regression) is used in this study as the variables fulfil the assumptions of this 

method. 

Linear regression calculates the way variations in the dependent variable relate 

to changes in the independent variable.  Significantly, by design, regression 

controls for all variables included in the model i.e. the effect of each independent 

variable is computed holding constant all other predictors in the model. 

A simple linear regression equation is as follows:  

y = a + bx        

Where:  

y=Dependent variable 

a=y- intercept or constant 

b=Slope or regression coefficient 

x=Predictor variable 

 

The equation for multiple linear regression is: 

y = b0 + b₁x₁ + b₂x₂ + … +bnxn + ε 

Where: 

y = dependent variable 

xn = independent variables 

b0 = intercept or constant 

bn = regression coefficients 
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ε = error 

Having carried out relevant pre-analysis checks in section 3.4.4 regression 

analyses are carried out on the data sets.  The purpose of this is twofold:  

1) To explain relationships between dependent and independent variables in the 

ELM-TPB framework. 

2) To explore the possibility of predicting the dependent variables in the 

framework. 

To understand possible effects of ELM and TPB variables on one another, 

several sets of regression analysis were performed1.  

3.4.6.1 Regression Set 1: Intention vs. Attitude, Subjective Norms, and 

Perceived Behavioural Control 

In the Theory of Planned Behaviour, Intention is suggested to be antecedent to 

Behaviour.  A combination of attitude, subjective norms and perceived 

behavioural control are in turn antecedent to Intention.  A multiple regression 

analysis was carried out to determine the effect of these core variables on the 

intention to save energy among students.  There were no outliers by distance; 

however, 3 probable outliers by influence were identified.  These were retained 

because the corresponding Cook’s distances were acceptable (see Table 3.10) 

having been examined using SPSS casewise diagnostics, Cook’s distance test 

                                            

1 Only 5 respondents were conversant with the sponsors of the student switch off campaign, therefore 

only 5 responses were obtained for the variable peripheral cues. Therefore, some of the analyses were 

performed omitting peripheral cues to prevent limiting the data set.  
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and centred leverage values.  The data showed acceptable normality, assessed 

by inspection of a histogram and statistics for skewness and kurtosis.  

Mild but acceptable collinearity was observed among variables on inspection of 

computed Tolerance and VIF values.  The requirement for homogeneity of 

variance was met, assessed by inspection of the scatter plot for standardised 

predicted values and residuals.  The model showed that the probability (p value) 

that R2 occurred by chance is 12.1 % (F (3, 13) = 2.340, p = 0.121).  The adjusted 

R2 indicated that only 20% of the variance in Intention could be explained by the 

variances in the three predictor variables.  Subjective norms (β=0.619) was the 

most influential predictor, followed by attitude (β=0.473).  Perceived behavioural 

control had no positive influence on the intention to save energy on campus (β= 

-0.552; see Table 3.15a, b, c and Table 3.16 for the output tables from SPSS). 

Going by the generally accepted p value for statistical significance (p<0.05), only 

Subjective norms (t = 2.23; p = 0.04) was shown to be a statistically significant 

predictor of Intention.  

From the coefficient values given in 
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Table 3.16, the regression model for intention is: 

Intention = 1.240 + (0.528 * Attitude) + (1.146 * Subjective norms) + (-0.965 PBC) 

                                                                                                                                   (3.1)   

The model suggests that among the student sample, every unit change in attitude 

affects the intention to save energy b y 0.528 points.  Similarly, a unit increase in 

the influence of subjective norms strengthens Intention by 1.146 points.  A unit 

increase in perceived behavioural control however, weakens the intention to save 

energy.  Overall, the model implies that perceived behavioural control does not 

inspire the intention to save energy on campus.  However, subjective norms and 

attitude positively influence energy saving intentions.  
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Table 3.15 a, b, c Set 1 SPSS regression output tables for variables entered, model 

summary and ANOVA. 

 

 

a 

b 

c 
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Table 3.16 Set 1 regression coefficients’ table 
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3.4.6.2 Regression Set 2: Attitude vs. Motivated, Ability to process, 

Argument quality2. 

Attitude, a dependent variable in the ELM and an antecedent in the TPB, is the 

link between both theories.  Accordingly, multiple regression analysis was 

carried out to determine the influence of ELM variables ability to process, 

motivation and argument quality on attitudes toward energy saving among 

participants.  There were no outliers in the data, examined using SPSS 

casewise diagnostics, Cook’s distance test and centred leverage values.  The 

data showed acceptable normality, assessed by inspection of a histogram.  Mild 

but acceptable collinearity was observed among variables on inspection of 

computed Tolerance and VIF values.  The requirement for homogeneity of 

variance was met, assessed by inspection of the scatter plot for standardised 

predicted values and residuals. The model showed that the probability (p value) 

that R2 occurred by chance is 7.3% (F=2.775, p=0.073). The adjusted R2 

indicated that only 21% of the variance in Attitude could be explained by the 

variances in the three predictor variables. Motivated (β=0.464) was the most 

influential predictor and Ability to process (β=-0.221), the least influential 

predictor in the model. SPSS output tables of the analysis are shown below in 

Table 3.17a, b, c and Table 3.18. 

 Going by the generally accepted p value for statistical significance (p<0.05), 

none of the independent variables were shown to be statistically significant 

predictors of Attitude. The regression model for attitude is shown in (3.2) below. 

                                            

2 Elaboration and Peripheral cues excluded 
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Attitude = 0.235 + (0.526* motivated) + (-0.264 * Ability to process) + (0.403 * 

Argument quality)  

(3.2) 

The unstandardized coefficients show that among the student sample, variables 

motivated and argument quality strengthened Attitude towards energy saving. 

For every unit increase in feeling motivated, attitudes are strengthened by 0.526 

points. Similarly, a unit increase in argument quality strengthens Attitude by 0.403 

points. The ability to process information given in the student switch off campaign 

however weakens attitudes towards energy saving by 0.264 points. Overall, the 

model suggests that being motivated and the quality of the message argument 

have greater influence on energy saving attitudes than the ability to process the 

intervention.  
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Table 3.17 a, b, c Set 2 SPSS regression output tables for variables entered, model 

summary and ANOVA. 

 

 

 

a 

b 

c 
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Table 3.18 Set 2 regression coefficients 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P values above 0.05; deemed not 

statistically significant 
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3.4.6.3 Regression set 3: Behaviour vs. Intention 

Behaviour is the outcome variable in the Theory of Planned Behaviour. Having 

Intention as its direct antecedent, this may be used as a proxy where measures 

of behaviour are unavailable. With both variables having fulfilled the assumptions 

of regression, a simple linear regression was performed to determine the 

influence of the intention to save energy in halls of residence on the focal 

behaviour—energy saving among students.  There were no outliers in the data, 

examined using SPSS casewise diagnostics, Cook’s distance test and centred 

leverage values. The data showed mild skewness in distribution but did not 

violate normality, assessed by inspection of a histogram alongside skewness and 

kurtosis statistics. The model was statistically significant (F (1, 14) = 6.162, p < 

0.05(p = 0.026)). The adjusted R2 shows that 25.6% of the variance in Behaviour 

can be explained by the variance in Intention. Intention was shown to be a 

statistically significant predictor of Behaviour (t = 2.482, p < 0.05 (p =0.026)). 

Output tables from SPSS are presented in Table 3.19 a, b, c and Table 3.20 

From the coefficient values derived (see Table 3.20), the regression equation for 

the model is:  

Behaviour = 7.26 + 0.142 * Intention. 

 (3.3)  

The model suggests that a unit increase in Intention was related to an increase 

of 0.142 units in behaviour, contributing to an improvement in behaviour albeit 

mild. The model is therefore deemed consistent with the TPB. 
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Table 3.19 a, b, c Set 3 SPSS regression output tables for variables entered, model 

summary and ANOVA. 

 

 

 

 

a 

b 

c 
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Table 3.20 Set 3 SPSS regression coefficients 
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 Summary of results 

Key results from the analyses presented in the preceding sections are 

summarised in the bullet points below. 

 A strong, positive, statistically significant relationship between attitude 

and attitude certainty with a shared variance of 60% suggests that 

people with positive energy conservation attitudes were more convinced 

that their attitudes were correct. 

 A strong, positive, statistically significant relationship between Attitude 

certainty and Perceived behavioural control with a shared variance of 

57%, implies that respondents who felt they had control of their energy 

use behaviours, were more certain that saving energy was the right thing 

to do. 

 The relationship between Attitude and Perceived behavioural control was 

also strong and positive with a shared variance of 44%, suggesting a link 

between being positive about energy saving and the feeling of being in 

control of the behaviour. 

 A strong, positive and statistically significant relationship between 

Attitude certainty and Subjective norms with a shared variance of 37% 

implies that the impact of important relationships on energy saving is 

more effective where a person’s attitude toward the behaviour is 

resolute. 

 The relationship between Perceived behavioural control and Motivation is 

strong, positive and significant. It suggests that being motivated about 
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energy saving may strengthen an individual’s self-perception of being 

able to save energy. The reverse could also be the case, where the 

feeling of being able to achieve energy saving motivates an individual to 

engage in the behaviour 

 The relationship between Ability to process and Motivation suggests that 

people that were motivated were also able to deliberate on the 

intervention’s message. 

 Motivation correlates with Attitude and Attitude certainty in the same 

way—strong, positive and significant.  

 The regression model implies that perceived behavioural control has a 

negative effect on the intention to save energy on campus. However, 

subjective norms and attitude positively influence energy saving 

intentions. Also, it suggests that motivation and argument quality have 

greater influence on energy saving attitudes than cognitive ability i.e. 

ability to process
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4 AGENT-BASED MODELLING FOR UNDERSTANDING 

INFORMATIONAL ENERGY SAVING INTERVENTIONS.  

In the past two decades, agent-based models have been widely used across 

various fields to study the interactions of various types of agents and resulting 

effects over time.  Examples of these are in economics (Boero, 2015; Morini and 

Pellegrino, 2015), healthcare (Barnes et al., 2013), policy analysis (Berger and 

Troost, 2011) and so on. As opposed to reductionist methods where the 

aggregate is used to provide information about individual components, ABM 

provides a bottom-up approach for understanding aggregate phenomena such 

as behaviour. Typically, an agent-based model is built from simple behavioural 

or decision rules at the level of individual agents and can be used to explore 

collective behaviour which cannot be determined from the simplest level but can 

emerge as a result of many interactions and possibly, complexities among 

individual elements of a system (Barnes and Chu, 2010; Bianchi et al., 2007).  

 An overview of current energy saving intervention studies 

containing agent-based modelling.  

This section summarises selected studies that have used agent-based modelling 

in an energy-saving context. The purpose here is to highlight the diversity of ABM 

approaches that have been used in the energy saving domain. This study’s 

justification for using ABM has been provided in section 1.1.6. 

Azar and Menassa (2014) used ABM to simulate the effect of energy saving 

interventions (peer pressure, training and green social marketing) on total energy 

consumption of a standard commercial building with different companies.  The 
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aim of the study was to “develop a framework to evaluate the energy saving 

potential of occupancy interventions in commercial buildings by using real data 

to simulate a typical commercial building environment in the United States while 

accounting for its social subnetworks (i.e. companies)” (p. 65).  To achieve this, 

peer pressure was studied within the context of sub-networking to understand 

how social interactions affect interventions. Comparable to this,  Bale et al. (2014) 

used  ABM to investigate diffusion of energy innovations in a real-world social 

system (city) while  Jensen et al.(2015) identified ways by which behaviour 

diffusion spread the effects of feedback devices from adopters to non-adopters 

and boosted the rate of behaviour change among households.  

Studies like these can offer insight into how social networks and subnetworks 

respond to interventions for energy demand reduction, guiding decision and/or 

policy makers in designing interventions that are more effective.  In a similar vein, 

Savarimuthu et al. ( 2012) employed agent-based modelling to investigate social 

norms as a promoter of energy saving with particular focus on the respective and 

combined effects of descriptive and injunctive norms. Three agent-based models 

were developed, and a meta-norm based intervention approach proposed and 

explored based on their initial findings. This was done in a household context as 

opposed to organisational, where the influence of these norms was already being 

harnessed for marketing.  

With a focus on identifying model features most critical for predicting typical 

patterns of  the technology adoption process of residential solar photovoltaics, 

Robinson and Rai (2015) developed four adaptations of an agent-based model 

with varying levels of empirical characteristics and complexities. Their findings 
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indicated the importance of defining attitudes and social interactions in agents for 

accurately predicting spatial and demographic adoption patterns.  

Tran, (2012) built an agent-based model to investigate effects of individual 

behaviours and network influence on energy innovation diffusion.  His findings 

indicated that risk-averse behaviour can counter network influence in quickening 

the diffusion of new energy innovations. However, larger populations can have a 

greater effect on an individuals’ adoption of energy innovations than direct 

personal interactions. 

 

In ABM, agents can represent a diverse range of entities. The key characteristic 

to note is that agents are the component of the model that act dynamically or 

make decisions in the  simulated system (Barnes and Chu, 2010; Borshchev, 

2013). For example, in Azar and Menassa (2014), agents were occupants (with 

specified energy use characteristics) in different companies within a commercial 

building; in Jensen et al. (2015) and Natarajan et al. (2011), households 

consuming energy; and office occupants in Zhang et al. (2011). 

Real life data is mostly favoured over assumptions for defining ABM 

characteristics such as behaviour, environments and interactions. This has the 

obvious advantage of capturing any significant complexities present in the real 

system that could be missed if simplistic assumptions are made, thereby 

strengthening the applicability of the model.  However, a key issue often 

overlooked is the continued relevance of the “real life” data for future purposes 

(Natarajan et al., 2011). Since most data are often collected in a snap-shot of 

time e.g. surveys, issues surrounding how to account for any changes to the 

original data may arise. For example, Azar and Menassa (2014) used real life 
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data from a U.S. Energy Information Administration (2003) survey on commercial 

buildings energy consumption  to define characteristics of their model built about 

a decade later.  This could compromise the model’s likelihood of predictive 

success and raise questions of validity for any assumptions deduced from the 

model output for present and future purposes. Nonetheless, it does not 

necessarily detract from the robustness of the framework itself. Several studies 

have highlighted that the effect of interventions on energy saving behaviour tend 

to wane in the long run (Abrahamse et al., 2005; Peschiera and Taylor, 2012; 

Staats et al., 2004, 2000). These underscore the importance of up-to-date real-

life data in simulating energy intervention effects on behaviour.  

 

Agent rules, states and decision processes typically govern the way agents 

choose between behavioural alternatives (Jager and Mosler, 2007). In 

developing these, some studies—e.g. this one—employ behavioural theories 

while others do not (see Table 4.1). An observed benefit of the theoretical 

approach is that it gives a clear hypothetical context to the agent-based model 

within the area being studied. In addition, agent based models can be indirectly 

useful for testing the applicability of the theories being used (Epstein, 1999; 

Smaldino et al., 2015). So far, theories have commonly been tested using 

methods such as survey results, case studies or experiments (e.g. (Ajzen, 1991; 

Cacioppo et al., 1985; Miniard and Cohen, 1981; Petty et al., 2009a). While these 

may be suitable for some theories, it may not be appropriate or beneficial for 

others. For example, behavioural theories in which contextual factors influence 

outcomes would have to be tested in many case studies before reliable 

conclusions can be drawn. This is a limitation of the case study approach which 
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agent based modelling can overcome (Janssen et al., 2014). Other approaches 

that have been used in characterising agent states and decision processes 

include empirical analysis of the subject and logical assumptions (Janssen and 

Ostrom, 2006; Tran, 2012). Table 4.1 shows input characteristics of some 

identified ABM studies in the energy domain. 

 Table 4.1 Input characteristics of agent-based models in some energy behaviour/ 

intervention studies 

Authors  Data source Age of data 

source 

Use of 

behavioural 

theory 

Azar and Menassa 

(2014) 

Survey >10 

years 

  

Chen et al. (2012) Experiment <2 years   

Snape (2011) Inference from 

another study 

3 years   

Bale et al. (2014) Survey 

Assumptions 

2-3 years   

Jensen et al. (2015) Existing ABM 

Assumptions 

1 year 

5 years 

  

Natarajan et al. (2011) Survey 

 

>10 years   

Zhang et al. (2011) Survey 

Estate 

management 

<1 year   
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Authors  Data source Age of data 

source 

Use of 

behavioural 

theory 

Savarimuthu et al. 

(2012) 

Government 

data 

Not specified   

Robinson and Rai 

(2015); Rai and 

Robinson (2015)  

 

Survey 

Energy provider 

Local authority 

2-11 years   

Tran (2012) Empirical 

analysis 

Not specified   

 Developing the agent-based model 

As previously expressed in sections 1.1.6 and 1.3.1, this study uses agent-based 

modelling to integrate elements of theory and practice in a simulated environment 

for understanding energy behaviours.  

In addition to the rationale already provided, the uniqueness of this approach as 

used herein is twofold. Firstly, at the heart of the model are two theories which 

have been around for a long time and have been tested and proven to be 

empirically sound by numerous studies (Alt and Lieberman, 2010). This means 

that the validity of the simulation and its exploratory worth can be more readily 

assessed within the existing research area as opposed to if a new 

theory/framework was being produced or tested (Mosler et al., 2001). Therefore, 
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implying the potential of the approach as an explanatory method suitable for 

theory testing, development and perhaps, formation.   

Secondly, even though the two theories—the Theory of Planned Behaviour and 

the  Elaboration Likelihood Model—have been jointly but sparsely used to 

understand several types of behaviours including energy saving (Bae, 2008; 

Beale and Bonsall, 2007; Brown et al., 2010; Wilson, 2014), they are not known 

to have previously been jointly integrated in a computer simulation—particularly 

in an agent-based model—for understanding energy saving or other behaviours. 

By applying agent-based modelling within this context, the study contributes an 

original approach. 

Survey data obtained from the first phase of the study were adapted for use as 

input parameters in the agent-based model. The development of the agent-based 

model consists of two main steps which are: designing and evaluating the model. 

This chapter focuses on describing the design aspects of the model development 

process. Figure 4.1 shows a summary of the complete modelling process and 

where this chapter fits in.   
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Figure 4.1 The modelling process 

 

 Model-specific Research Questions 

In addition to the 2nd research question posed in 1.3.2 and as an offshoot of the 

4th objective in 1.3.3, model-specific research questions were formulated to guide 

the development and application of the model. These are outlined below and the 

extent to which these questions are answered are discussed in section 7.2 

Key Question: In view of the Theory of Planned Behaviour and the Elaboration 

Likelihood Model, how do informational interventions influence energy-saving 

behaviour in a social system? (Objective 4) 
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Sub-Questions:  

1. What outcomes or trends can be observed from using the TPB and 

ELM to explain energy saving behaviour and intervention success?  

2. To what extent do the constructs of the TPB and ELM influence 

energy saving behaviour? 

3. Under what conditions do elements of the TPB and ELM produce 

energy saving behaviours? 

 Describing the model 

Figure 4.2  summarises the various elements of the developed model. One of the 

challenges faced in agent-based modelling is in describing the model. This is 

possibly because of the absence of generally acknowledged standards on how 

to do so (Rand and Rust, 2011). Nonetheless, this aspect is crucial to the use of 

agent-based modelling as a scientific tool because replicability can only be 

possible if the model is adequately described. Many published ABM studies are 

impossible to replicate because of incomplete or disorganised information 

(Altaweel et al., 2010; Grimm and Railsback, 2012; Groeneveld et al., 2012; 

Müller et al., 2013). Also, where agent-based models are developed to support 

decision making in the real world, it is important that clear descriptions of model 

structure and assumptions are available for those decision makers.  To tackle this 

issue (Grimm et al., 2006) proposed a standard protocol for describing individual-

based and agent-based models called the ODD protocol which consists of three 

main parts: Overview, Design concepts, and Details.  
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Figure 4.2 Schematic showing different elements of the agent-based model 
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Over the years, the , ideas from the ODD protocol have been implemented across 

ABMs in several disciplines and refined (Grimm et al., 2017, 2010; Grimm and 

Railsback, 2012; Polhill et al., 2008). Ideas from the ODD protocol are used to 

further describe the model in succeeding sections.  

 Purpose 

1)  To provide a means of integrating and simulating concepts and variables 

within the ELM-TPB framework and research methodology. 

2)  To support the understanding of how informational interventions can 

produce favourable attitudes and behaviours towards energy saving in a social 

system.  

3) To generate new data for understanding possible long-term effects of 

interventions for energy saving.    

 

4.3.1.1 Scope and limitations of the model 

The scope of the model is mainly descriptive. The intent is to use it for exploring 

and understanding, thereby providing explanations for energy saving behaviour 

(or the lack of it) within the joint context of the Elaboration Likelihood Model and 

the Theory of Planned Behaviour.  However, it can also be used for research and 

learning e.g. the model can be applied to other behaviours apart from energy 

saving to study emergent patterns that could occur because of interactions 

between model parameters in a virtual, agent world.  Also, to further understand 
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the scope of applicability of the TPB and ELM, model results could be compared 

across different behavioural contexts.   

The model also has the potential to be used beyond the scope of the current 

experiment—for predicting responses to planned interventions. In such 

scenarios, surveys or interviews will first need to be conducted among the target 

population, to measure the relevant theoretical variables. Values obtained from 

the measurement exercise can then be converted for use as model parameters. 

For example, in this study, all model parameters except intSpread have their 

origin in the ELM and TPB variables (Ajzen, 2002a; Petty and Cacioppo, 1986b). 

The parameter intSpread, has its origin in Rogers' (2003) diffusion of innovations 

theory. Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.7 provide more details on these.  

Model output from simulation runs can then be analysed to provide some 

guidance on possible responses to the intervention within the population 

sampled.  

 Within the model, individual agent characteristics such as age, gender etc. are 

not defined. Also, although agent to agent interaction is modelled, social network 

structures not detailed. Although regarded as limitations of the model, these do 

not stand in the way of the model achieving its purpose (as outlined in Error! 

Reference source not found.). 

The primary survey data used as an early phase input for validating the model 

was from a small sample (n=21). This is also considered a limitation to the model. 

However, secondary data from a larger sample i.e. n=199 was obtained from 

Wilson (2014) and used to further validate the model (See section 5.2.2). The 

depth of survey responses also poses a limitation to the model as contexts to 
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survey questions were not provided in the questionnaire. Contexts were not 

provided in order to prevent wordiness which could discourage recipients from 

completing the questionnaire. However, SMART objectives created for 

developing the questionnaire together with guidance from Ajzen (2002a) and 

Francis et al. (2004) provided confidence in questionnaire items being able to 

elicit sufficient levels of information on the theoretical constructs, especially as 

the main purpose of the model is to provide explanations. 

 Entities, State variables and scales 

The model’s layout is arbitrarily allocated, and there is no defined network for 

agents. The model consists of one type of entity i.e. individuals, called 

energyUsers. There are two agent types: Main and energyUser. Main is the 

environment which contains energyUsers. The model is populated with agents of 

the same agent type (energyUsers) which are characterised by 10 state variables 

(subsequently referred to as states): Unaware, Aware, Motivated, Unmotivated, 

Resistant, TempAttChange, Thinking, Persuaded, Committed, Saving.  

 Process overview, scheduling 

The model consists of people (agents) who have the potential to save energy but 

initially do not do so and are assumed to be unaware of energy saving methods. 

However, the energy saving intervention and interaction e.g. word of mouth will 

attempt to persuade them to adopt energy saving. 

The first step in the adoption process is initiating awareness. People’s awareness 

of the intervention is modelled in the context of the rate at which the intervention 
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reaches agents by setting a specific percentage of agents to receive the message 

per day. IntSpread is the parameter responsible for this and is set to an assumed 

default of 0.01 i.e. 1% of agents will be reached by the intervention daily. The 

idea for this parameter comes from the diffusion of innovations theory which 

establishes that innovations have a rate at which they spread in a social system  

(Rogers, 2003). 

A state chart describes event and time driven behaviour. In the model, it is used 

to define the behaviour of an energyUser. The states depict the stages a person 

goes through before and after receiving persuasive information and are based on 

the Elaboration Likelihood Model and the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 

1991; Petty and Cacioppo, 1986b). At any given time, an agent can only be in 

one state and each state is depicted by a colour. An agent’s change into each 

state is controlled by a code which assigns the state’s colour to the agent e.g. 

when an agent enters the aware state, the entry action 

(shapeBody.setFillColor(dodgerBlue) is performed.  The entry action is 

written in java code and simply means an agent’s colour animation changes to 

‘dodger blue’ when they enter that state. All the other states have similar entry 

actions defined. The colours representing the different states can be seen in the 

state chart shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Model screen showing the state chart 
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Transitions connect one state to another. Agent states are updated when a 

transition is executed. In some cases, state changes are further determined by 

written java code. Table 4.2 presents a summary of how and when agents 

transition from one state to another in the model. 

Time is modelled as a continuum over which both continuous and discrete events 

can occur. Each time step is one day, and each model run is set to a default of 0 

to 365 days as it is assumed that one year is enough time for the intervention to 

spread and yield some results. For simulation experiments done to understand 

behaviour over time, the time was adjusted accordingly.  

Another assumption the model makes relates to the starting point of the model 

where it is assumed that agents are unaware of energy saving information or 

have not previously come across the intervention.  This assumption is made 

because it prevents complication of the model’s structure and is not considered 

to detract from its main purpose of understanding the effect of individual level 

variables on collective behaviour (An, 2012; Sun et al., 2016).  
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Table 4.2 Model transitions and their triggers 

 

Transition name
Transition from 

state to state 
Triggered by Code

Information Unaware to Aware Rate; IntSpread per day

Relevance Aware to Motivated
Rate; PersonalRelevance per 

day

NoRelevance
Aware to 

Unmotivated

Rate; 1-PersonalRelevance per 

day

Yes
Unmotivated to 

TempAttChange

Rate; PeriCues per day  

Condition; 

randomTrue(PeriCues)

randomTrue(PeriCues)

No
Unmotivated to 

Resistant

Rate; PeriCues per day   

Condition; if default i.e. 

randomTrue(PeriCues) is 

--
TempAttChange to 

Motivated
Timeout; 1 day

-- Motivated to Thinking Rate; CognitiveAbility per day

Reject Thinking to Resistant

Condition; 

randomFalse(ArgumentQual

ity)

randomFalse(ArgumentQuality)

Accept
Thinking to 

Persuaded

Condition; 

randomTrue(ArgumentQuali

ty)

randomTrue(ArgumentQuality)

SNorms
Persuaded to 

Committed
Rate; socialInfluence per day

SNorms2
Persuaded to 

Committed
Message; "save energy" randomTrue(SocialInfluence)

BeControl
Persuaded to 

Committed
Rate; PBC per day

Interact Within Committed Rate; Interaction per day Action; sendToRandom("save")

SNorms3 Committed to Saving Message; "save energy"
Guard; 

randomTrue(SocialInfluence)

Intention Committed to Saving Rate; Intention per day
Guard; 

randomTrue(IntentionFactor)

Interact1 Within Saving Rate; Interaction per day
Action; sendToRandom("save 

energy")
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 Design concepts 

Basic principles: The core concepts built into the model are from the Elaboration 

Likelihood Model and the Theory of Planned Behaviour. The variables from these 

theories were included in the model as parameters governing the model’s state 

variables. These occur in sequence, with ELM elements first, followed by the 

TPB.  

Output: The magnitude of behaviour for and against energy saving among the 

population is the main output emerging from various interactions between agents 

and elements of the central theories used. 

Adaptation: The adaptive traits agents possess are limited to the ability to become 

convinced by other agents who are in the committed and saving states to take on 

their respective states. These are governed by the rate of interaction between 

these committed/saving agents and random agents  

Interaction: This is predetermined by an arbitrarily chosen parameter value of 1, 

implying that each agent interacts with one other agent. The aspects of the model 

where interaction plays a role are those transitions governed by social influence 

such as transitions between Persuaded and Committed and Committed to 

Saving.  

Stochasticity: The transition from Unmotivated to either Resistant or temporary 

attitude change (TempAttChange) is randomly determined. From Thinking to 

either Persuaded or Resistant is randomly chosen. The transition from 

Persuaded to Committed guided by social norms is randomly chosen. Transitions 
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between Committed and Saving are also randomly chosen. Agents in the 

committed and saving states can send a message to save energy to a randomly 

chosen recipient who subsequently changes to the state of the sender. 

Observation: The model output can be visualised via four mediums: a time stack 

chart, a pie chart, a time plot and a 2D pictorial chart. Although the output data of 

interest are the end states (Saving and Resistant), the number and percentage 

of agents in all other states are also available at the end of each simulation run.  

 Initialisation 

At time t=0, the model contains a given number of agents, specified by the user.  

This was sometimes chosen arbitrarily or obtained from existing data depending 

on the purpose for which the simulation was being run. For the analysis aspects, 

1000 agents were specified. At t=0, all agents are assumed unaware of energy 

saving information. Initialisation is always the same for each simulation run 

except where a random seed is used for the number generator e.g. during model 

validation where outputs of random multiple runs needed to be assessed.    

 Input data 

“The model does not use input data from external sources to represent time 

varying processes” (Grimm et al., 2010, p.11).  

 Sub models 

The model contains two main processes, which may be regarded as sub models. 

The first, comprises of ELM variables and the second, TPB variables. These 
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variables are translated to model parameters which are assigned values obtained 

from survey data. To obtain parameter values, hypotheses testing was used in 

converting survey data. This process also doubled as a form of input validation 

and is discussed in the validation section (5.2.1). Table 4.3 describes the 

theoretical variables used and shows how they are represented as parameters. 

Table 4.4 summarises how parameter values were obtained from survey data. 

Table 4.3 A description of theoretical variables used as model parameters 

 

Variable Parameter in model Description

Peripheral cues PeriCues
Cues separate from the 

strength of the message

Personal relevance PersonalRelevance

This is the perceived 

relevance of the message 

to a recipient.

Cognitive ability CognitiveAbility

 Mental aptitude or 

capacity to understand the 

message.

Argument quality ArgumentQuality

How well a case is made 

for the intervention and its 

subject

Perceived 

behavioural control
PBC

An individual’s opinion of 

how difficult or easy it is to 

perform a behaviour.

Subjective/social 

norms
SocialInfluence

Influence of close or 

important people

Intention IntentionFactor
Intent to perform the target 

behaviour
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Table 4.4 Converting survey data to parameter values 

 

Variable Parameter

Survey 

mean 

score ( )

Standard 

deviation

Null 

hypothesi

s (H0)

Alternate 

hypothesi

s (HA)

Considerations 

for hypotheses

t 

statistic

Responses 

used to 

calculate 

parameter 

value

Paramete

r value

Motivation PersonalRelevance 2.62 1.166 µ=4  µ<4

Scoring of 1 - 3 

= relevance;                  

4 =  indifference

-5.4245 16 out of 21 0.76

Peripheral cues PeriCues 1.7619 0.4364 µ=1  µ>1

1=familiar with 

sponsors; 2=not 

familiar with 

sponsors

8.0032 4 out of 20 0.2

Ability to 

process
CognitiveAbility 1.86 1.10871 µ=4  µ<4

1=Good; 

4=neutral; 

7=poor

-8.8466 17 out of 21 0.81

Argument quality ArgQuality 2.62 0.92269 µ=4  µ<4
1=strong; 4= 

neutral; 7= weak 
-6.8513 17 out of 21 0.81

Subjective norms SocialInfuence 4.7619 0.98513 µ=4  µ>4

1= no influence; 

4= neutral; 7= 

strong influence

3.5442 14  out of 21 0.67

Perceived 

behavioural 

control

PBC 5.4643 0.86706 µ=4  µ>4 7.7391 17 out of 21 0.81

Intention IntentionFactor 3.2941 1.53153 µ=4  µ>4

1= no intention; 

4=neutral; 

7=strong 

intention

-1.9004 11 out of 21 0.52
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4.3.7.1 The ELM sub model 

When the model is run, agents first go through ELM aspects i.e. from becoming 

aware of the intervention to either becoming persuaded or resistant to the 

intervention’s message. Decision making rules guiding agents in the ELM sub 

model are summarised below in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5 Decision table for the ELM sub model 

 

 

When an unaware agent encounters the intervention, the next state, Aware 

becomes active and its entry action 

(shapeBody.setFillColor(dodgerBlue) is performed. Awareness is 

modelled in the context of the rate at which the intervention spreads (parameter: 

IntSpread). The idea for this parameter is supported by the diffusion of 

innovations theory (Rogers, 2003), which highlights initial contact with a message 

as a first step in adopting an innovation. Other possible metrics are percentage 

exposure to or percentage engagement with the information. 
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From Aware, agents can transition randomly to either Motivated or Unmotivated. 

This transition is triggered by the relevance of the message as perceived by the 

agent. In the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), motivation is explained by 

perceived relevance or how involved a recipient feels in the context of the 

message.  If agents feel that the energy saving message is directly relevant to 

them, they transition to Motivated. This transition is determined by the rate at 

which the parameter PersonalRelevance occurs daily.  

When agents transition to Unmotivated, a stochastic process occurs where 

agents look for the presence of peripheral cues such as credibility of the message 

source. At this stage agents can either have a short-term attitude change or 

remain unmotivated, in which case they are deemed resistant to the intervention. 

This is driven by a condition code—randomTrue(PeriCues) 

If agents have the mental ability to understand the message (controlled by the 

parameter CognitiveAbility), they transition from Motivated to Thinking, where 

they can either agree with or reject the message. 

If agents agree with the message, they transition to Persuaded or else become 

Resistant to the message. The parameter ArgumentQuality randomly triggers the 

acceptance or rejection of the intervention message. This is controlled by 

condition codes; randomFalse(ArgumentQuality) for rejection and 

randomTrue(ArgumentQuality) for acceptance of the message. 

The Persuaded state represents both long-term attitude change in the ELM and 

the attitude construct in the TPB. As is commonly known, attitude alone does not 

guarantee behaviour change (Bhattacherjee and Sanford, 2009; Carrington et al., 
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2010; Mohiyeddini et al., 2008; Steg et al., 2005). Therefore, to achieve energy 

saving behaviour in the model, other factors need to be considered. This is the 

rationale for the second sub-model which is based on the TPB. 

4.3.7.2 The TPB sub model 

A summary of the decision-making rules guiding agents in the TPB sub model 

are presented in the table below. 

 Table 4.6 Decision table for the TPB sub model 

 

According to Ajzen’s (1991) Theory of Planned Behaviour, Subjective norms and 

Perceived behavioural control are key variables to consider alongside Attitude. 

Together, these three are predictive of Intention which is a direct predictor of 

Behaviour. In some contexts, actual behavioural control could also directly predict 

behaviour.  

In this sub model, subjective norms are modelled as three separate transitions. 

The first of these is SNorms which is triggered by the rate of SocialInfluence per 

day.  The parameter SocialInfluence represents an agent’s influence on other 
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agents and is expressed as the percentage of agents who will become committed 

to saving energy because of social influence. The rationale is that people close 

to each other exert some amount of influence on one another’s decision making. 

This reasoning is supported by the focus theory of norms (Cialdini et al., 2006; 

Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004).   

An agent in the Committed state is set up with an internal transition (interact). 

Every time this transition takes place, it sends a random agent a “save energy” 

message. This action is enabled by a code—sendToRandom("save"). This 

models the peer-to-peer communication aspects of the intervention. At this stage, 

if the receiving agent is in the Persuaded state, it will become Committed.  

However, realistically, a persuaded agent will not always become committed. To 

accommodate this, an additional external transition SNorms2 is used to model 

commitments made in response to peer influence and assigned a guard 

randomTrue(SocialInfluence), which will allow for randomness, thereby 

preventing agents in Persuaded from always transitioning to Committed on 

receiving a message from a committed agent.   

 The third core variable of the Theory of Planned Behaviour—Perceived 

behavioural control—is modelled via a transition (BeControl) from Persuaded to 

Committed which is triggered by rate at which parameter PBC occurs daily.  PBC 

determines the number of agents that feel able to perform the target behaviour. 

Typically, situational factors contribute to this variable.  

The Saving state represents the target behaviour—energy saving—and is set up 

with an internal transition (interact1) which allows agents in Saving to randomly 
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send any agent a message to save energy. Here, agents in Committed, will 

become Saving. This models the nudge to take the final step that can come from 

peer-to-peer communication. A transition SNorms3 also sends committed agents 

a message to save energy but prevents agents in the preceding Committed state 

from always transitioning to Saving on interaction with an agent in Saving.  This 

is achieved by assigning a guard—randomTrue(SocialInfluence).    

The Intention variable from the Theory of Planned Behaviour is modelled as a 

transition from Committed to Saving. The rate at which parameter 

“IntentionFactor” occurs daily is the trigger for this transition. IntentionFactor is 

the percentage of agents who have the intention to save energy. This transition 

is assigned a guard—randomTrue(IntentionFactor) to model the reality 

that not all agents with the intention to save energy do so. 
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5 MODEL EVALUATION 

 

Figure 5.1 Showing how evaluation fits into the modelling process 

As illustrated in the figure above (Figure 5.1), after the model design (and 

building) stage, a detailed evaluation is done. This provides answers to 

questions surrounding simulation accuracy and model behaviour e.g. how does 

the model react to variations in simulation settings?(Smith and Smith, 2007). In 

addition to on-going adjustments typical of model development, this type of 

information provides much needed guidance during the process. Model 

evaluation may be regarded as iterative, exposing any issues with the model 

and ultimately provides feedback for improving the model design or structure. 

For example, initial verification of this study’s agent-based model exposed an 

inconsistency which led to a seemingly small but vital amendment in the 

model’s structure (see Appendix B).  
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A model whose correctness (within a realistic boundary of error) is unknown is 

limited in its usefulness (Barnes and Chu, 2010). Model evaluation can involve 

analysing the model in many ways. In this study, the methods used for 

evaluation are broadly categorised into verification and validation.  

 Verification 

Parameter variation and sensitivity indices were used to verify the model. This 

involved changing the input parameters of the model to observe any associated 

effects and checking that these conform to the concept on which the model was 

built (Ormerod and Rosewell, 2009; Xiang et al., 2005). Effects may be 

considered either quantitatively—magnitude and direction— or qualitatively—

direction only (Sargent, 2013). Parameters that have significant effects on model 

behaviour would have to be deemed sufficiently accurate for any useful 

deductions to be made from the model. In addition to assessing that the model 

output is consistent with its concept, varying parameters help to understand how 

the model responds to small changes in parameter values. Figure 5.2 shows a 

range of effects obtained by varying each model parameter on the number of 

agents performing the target behaviour. A key observation is that energy saving 

is highest when peripheral cues is at the maximum. This is consistent with the 

model’s theoretical concept and suggests that in the presence of strong 

peripheral cues, energy saving is achieved via the peripheral route. The model’s 

response to varying other parameters also shows consistence with its concept 

i.e.  higher levels of energy saving are observed with high to maximum levels of 

personal relevance, cognitive ability, argument quality, perceived behavioural 
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control and social influence.  As parameter variations were also done as part of 

the simulation experiments, these are further discussed in 6.1.3.1.  

 

Figure 5.2 Chart showing effects of varying the values of model parameters. 

To further verify the model and to understand the extent to which the model is 

sensitive to changes in parameter values, a simple and tested formula proposed 

by Hoffman & Gardner (1983) was used to calculate the sensitivity indices for 

model parameters with respect to the two outputs: Saving and Resistant. 

𝑺𝑰 = 𝟏 − 
 𝑷𝒎𝒊𝒏

𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒙
                                                                                                                                                  

Where:  

Pmax = Output obtained when the parameter under consideration is at its 

maximum value. 

Pmin= Output obtained when the parameter under consideration is at its minimum 

value. 
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SI= Sensitivity Index. 

Tables 5.1a and b below show the sensitivity indices, ranked according to 

magnitude for all parameters.  

Tables 5.1 a and b: Ranked sensitivity indices 

Saving 

  

Resistant 

Parameter 

 Sensitivity 

Index  

  

Parameter 

 Sensitivity 

Index  

PersonalRelevance 1 

  

CognitiveAbility -2.5 

CognitiveAbility 1 

  

ArgumentQuality -1.333 

ArgumentQuality 1 

  

PersonalRelevance -1.333 

IntentionFactor 1 

  

IntSpread 1 

IntSpread 1 

  

PeriCues -1 

SocialInfluence 0.636 

  

PBC -0.8 

Interaction 0.583 

  

IntentionFactor 0.125 

PBC 0.25 

  

SocialInfluence -0.1 

PeriCues 0.19 

  

Interaction 0 

                                  a                                                                                        b 

Overall, the magnitudes and direction of the sensitivity indices all correspond to 

the theoretical concept of the model. According to the ELM, variables Motivated, 
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Ability to process and Cognitive Processing are significantly deterministic in the 

formation of desirable attitudes i.e. persuasion.  These variables represented 

respectively by the model parameters PersonalRelevance, CognitiveAbility and 

Argument quality, all have a sensitivity index of 1 for the target behaviour—energy 

saving. Based on the range of parameter variation values, this is the highest 

sensitivity index possible, suggesting that Saving is highly sensitive to changes 

in these three parameters. This implies a strong influence in determining the 

target behaviour and is consistent with the model concept. Intention in the TPB 

is the immediate precursor of behaviour and some studies have suggested that 

it could be a proxy for behaviour, especially where data on behaviour is 

unavailable (Eccles et al., 2006; Godin et al., 2008; Kostelijk, 2017). Also having 

a sensitivity index of 1, the related parameter (IntentionFactor) substantiates that 

the model is consistent with the TPB.  The values of SocialInfluence and 

Interaction suggest that Saving is moderately sensitive to changes in both 

parameters, which are expressions of the TPB variable subjective norms. Where 

peripheral cues bring about positive attitude change, it is usually short term; 

therefore, its low sensitivity index is consistent with the Saving target behaviour 

of the model implying that for producing long term energy saving, the model is 

insensitive to changes in peripheral cues (PeriCues). 

For Resistant—the undesirable end state, the high and negative sensitivity index 

for CognitiveAbility supports the theory that without the cognitive ability to process 

the information being disseminated e.g. in an intervention, the desired 

behavioural changes cannot be achieved.  Similarly, the sensitivity index for 

Argument quality suggests that for Resistant outcomes, the model is highly 
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sensitive to changes in this parameter in the reverse order i.e. the weaker the 

argument for energy saving, the more resistant the output. This supports the ELM 

which proposes that the quality of a persuasive message brings about desired 

attitude change.  This also holds true for PersonalRelevance i.e. motivation. A 

high and negative sensitivity index for PeriCues suggests that the model is 

sensitive to weak peripheral cues and causes resistance to energy saving where 

this is the case. With a magnitude of 0.8, the model is sensitive to perceived 

behavioural control (PBC) for producing Resistant outcomes. This provides some 

support for the concept of the TPB which proposes that PBC increases predictive 

power of behaviour compared to the theory of reasoned action (which is the TPB 

without PBC). Although it appears not to be as strong for predicting Saving, the 

directions of both PBC sensitivity indices offer strong support for their respective 

end states i.e. positive for the desired behaviour and negative for the undesirable 

behaviour.  

The logic on which the above deductions are based are visually represented in 

the ELM-TPB framework in Figure 3.1. 

 Validation 

The model was validated to provide confidence in the results of the model 

(Natarajan et al., 2011). Validity refers to the extent to which a model corresponds 

to a real system. Validation of an agent based model can be done in several 

ways. Liu (2011) suggests that both internal and external validation should be 

done to term an ABM valid. Several methods of validation have been discussed 
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and used by researchers for validating ABMs (Liu, 2011; Sargent, 2013; Xiang et 

al., 2005). Some of these are presented below: 

Face validation: This entails getting expert approval for the model’s adequacy 

with respect to attributes such as its logic, behaviour, relationships and accuracy. 

Although face validity may be regarded as subjective, the use of animation and 

graphs of statistical outputs help to provide a clearer picture of the model 

behaving correctly, making it easy for reasonable conclusions to be drawn.  

Validation by historical data: Here, historical data could simply be data 

collected specifically for building and testing the model e.g. survey data from the 

real system being modelled; or other existing real system data that corresponds 

with the model outputs e.g. periodic performance data.  In this method, available 

data is used to inform the model e.g. for assigning parameter values and to test 

the model e.g. comparing model output to relevant real-world data. This method 

was used in this study. 

Comparison to other models: This method involves comparing model outputs 

with outputs from similar validated models e.g. the same conceptual model, 

modelled and validated using a different platform. The benchmark model may be 

analytic or simulated. It has been referred to as back to back testing or docking. 

This method is beneficial for scenarios where data required for validation cannot 

be obtained from the system being modelled. 

Multiphase validation: As the name implies, this technique consists of several 

stages of validation. The first is to develop the model based on theory, 

observations or common knowledge.  Where possible, validating model 
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assumptions (input validation) through empirically testing provides another layer 

of validation. A final layer of validation would involve comparing model input/ 

output relationships to the real system being modelled. 

Internal validation: This type of validation can also be referred to as output 

validation. It is done by using randomly generated seeds for several runs of the 

model. If there is significant variability present among the run results, it implies 

that there is a problem, possibly with the conceptual or coding aspects of model 

development.    

Statistical tests: Being quantitative, using statistical analysis in the validation 

process can give considerable credibility to a model. Rather than being a 

standalone technique, statistical analyses tend to be used as part of other 

validation methods. For example, statistical tests could be used to compare the 

model’s output to that of the real system being studied (validation by historical 

data) or to understand results from different runs of the same model (internal 

validation).  In fact, most of the techniques mentioned above would require some 

statistical input for credible conclusions to be drawn. Examples of useful statistical 

techniques range from simple measures such as variance, to more complex 

methods such as hypothesis testing. Generally, statistical analyses provide a 

standard means for understanding the extent of a model’s accuracy. 

The validation carried out in this study are mostly statistical in nature and fall 

under a joint umbrella of validation by historical data, internal validation and 

multiphase validation.  
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 Input validation 

Due to the small survey sample size (n=21) and considering that the data for all 

variables showed acceptable normality (see 3.4.4.1), all model parameters were 

statistically validated by hypotheses testing using one sample t-tests.  The 

purpose of using a one sample t-test is to establish the possibility that sample 

came from a population with a given mean (µ). A summary is presented in Table 

5.2. However, two examples (PersonalRelevance and Pericues) are also outlined 

below to provide an understanding of the process used.  

PersonalRelevance: This parameter represents the percentage of aware agents 

that will find the message relevant and is a measure of motivation. From survey 

results, a sample mean score of 2.62 was obtained for the motivation variable.  

A one sample t-test was used to test the hypothesis of having a mean motivation 

score of less than 4. The following considerations were made: 

 A scoring of 1 to 3 implies personal relevance, 4 is indifferent, and 5-7 

means no personal relevance. See questionnaire items in appendices A.3 

and A.4. 

 From the survey sample, the mean motivation score is 2.62.   

 Sample standard deviation is 1.166 
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Table 5.2 Input validation summary 

 

Parameter
Survey mean 

score ( )

Standard 

deviation

Null 

Hypothesis 

(H0)

Alternate 

hypothesis 

(HA)

Considerations 

for hypotheses
t statistic

No of responses 

used to calculate 

parameter value

Personal Relevance 2.62 1.166 µ=4  µ<4

Scoring of 1 - 3 = 

relevance;                  

4 =  indifference

-5.4245 16 out of 21

PeriCues 1.7619 0.4364 µ=1  µ>1

1=familiar with 

sponsors; 2=not 

familiar with 

sponsors

8.0032 4 out of 20

CognitiveAbility 1.86 1.10871 µ=4  µ<4

1=Good; 

4=neutral; 

7=poor

-8.84663 17 out of 21

ArgQuality 2.62 0.92269 µ=4  µ<4

1=strong ; 4= 

neutral; 7= weak 
-6.8513 17 out of 21

SocialInfuence 4.7619 0.98513 µ=4  µ>4

1= no influence; 

4= neutral; 7= 

strong influence

3.5442
14 (4.5 and 

above) out of 21

PBC 5.4643 0.86706 µ=4  µ>4
7.7391 17 out of 21

IntentionFactor 3.2941 1.53153 µ=4  µ>4

1= no intention; 

4=neutral; 

7=strong 

intention

-1.9004 11 out of 21
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 A scoring of 4 is hypothesised as the population mean (µ) because it is the 

middle point score for personal relevance i.e. scores < 4 imply motivation. 

The three-sigma rule was used to determine the validity/significance of this 

estimation. µ - (2 x standard deviations) was greater than zero, implying 

that this estimation is valid and significant with a confidence interval of 

95%. 

A t-statistic was then calculated for 𝐻𝑜 : µ = 4 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻𝐴: µ < 4  (i.e. the null and 

alternative hypothesis respectively) as follows. 

𝒕𝒏−𝟏 =
(𝒙 ̅−𝝁)

𝝈

√𝒏

 ;                                                                                                                                                   

∴ 𝑡20 = 
(2.62−4)

1.166

√21

 = −5.4245 

The null Hypothesis 𝐻𝑜 : µ = 4 is rejected because the t value for a 0.05 

significance level for 𝑡20 is 1.725 and the calculated t statistic is −5.425 

The corresponding one-tail P value for 𝑡20 = −5.425 is 0.000013. This result is 

significant at P<0.05. 

This implies that the ratio of respondents with a motivation score below 4 to the 

total number of respondents can be assigned as the default PersonalRelevance 

value in the model. This value is 16
21⁄  = 0.76  

PeriCues (Peripheral Cues): According to the ELM, when people are unable to 

cognitively process or are unmotivated by a persuasive message, there could be 

other superficial avenues of persuasion present e.g. credibility of the message 

source.  If present, these could lead to a short-term attitude change. PeriCues 
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therefore defines the proportion of unmotivated agents that will become 

convinced due to the presence of peripheral cues in the message. 

Sponsor credibility was used as a measure of peripheral cues and from n=21, 

only 5 respondents were familiar with the intervention’s sponsors. Four out of the 

five respondents agreed that the sponsors made the SSO campaign more 

credible, with the remaining one respondent indifferent. Consequently, the value 

of PeriCues is specified as the ratio of agreeing respondents to the total sample 

size minus the indifferent respondent i.e.  
4

21−1
= 0.2 

To test the validity of the specified value, a one sample t-test was used to test the 

following hypotheses 𝐻𝑜 : µ = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻𝐴: µ > 1  (where 1 is the score assigned to 

familiarity with sponsors) 

 From the survey sample, the mean score for peripheral cues is 1.7619 

 Standard deviation of the sample is 0.4364 

 The three-sigma rule was used to determine the validity/significance of this 

estimation. µ - (2 x standard deviations) was greater than zero, implying 

that this estimation is valid and significant with a confidence interval of 

95%. 

A t-statistic is calculated as follows: 

𝑡𝑛−1 =
(𝑥 ̅−𝜇)

𝜎

√𝑛

 ; ∴ 𝑡20 = 
(1.7619−1)

0.4364

√21

 = 8.0032 
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The null Hypothesis 𝐻𝑜 : µ = 1 is rejected because the t value for a 0.05 

significance level for 𝑡20 is 1.725 and the calculated t statistic is greater than that 

at ~8. 

The corresponding one-tail P value for 𝑡20 = 8 is < .00001. This result is significant 

at P<0.05. 

This means that the PeriCues default value of 0.2 specified can be assumed 

valid. 

 Validation using external data  

Due to the smallness of the primary data set, a larger data set from an external 

source (Wilson, 2014) was also used to validate the model. Data on similar 

variables to that of this study were presented on p. 304 of Wilson’s journal paper 

(Table 5.3 below). The data was collected from 199 respondents (p. 303) and 

showed the average rating score for each variable tested. The data was adapted 

into parameter values and used to run the model. See  

Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.3 Data from Wilson (2014) 

 

To obtain the parameter values, the extent to which each variable was present 

among the sample was determined by calculating the ratio of the variable means 

to the maximum possible rating scores. These were entered in the model and run 

randomly 300 times. The number of runs was chosen following recommendations 

of a minimum of 100 events for validating prognostic models  (Collins et al., 2016). 
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Table 5.4 Adaptation of Wilson's (2014) data for use as input parameters in the 

model. 

 

Model output obtained is presented in Figure 5.3 in comparison with the actual 

data. The mean for energy-saving behaviour from the 300 model runs was 

69.64%; whereas, the level of behaviour obtained from Wilson’s data was 63%. 

This shows a difference of 6.64%. However, some of the items Wilson used to 

elicit responses for the variable intention appear to be identical to those used for 

behaviour.  This is understandable because in some instances, intention may be 

used as a proxy for actual behaviour in the TPB. When taking this into 

consideration, the combined value for behaviour and intention from Wilson’s data 

is 69.8%.  Comparing this to the mean model output, there is a small difference 

of 0.16%.    

Variable (Wilson, 

2014)

Equivalent Model 

Parameter

Mean Variable 

Score  

Maximum  

Possible Score  

Level of 

variable 

present 

(Parameter 

value)

Ability to Process CognitiveAbility 23.1 30 0.77

Involvement PersonalRelevance 24.47 30 0.815666667

Source Credibility PeriCues 22.52 30 0.750666667

Argument Quality ArgumentQuality 21.1 25 0.844

Intention IntentionFactor 7.65 10 0.765

Percieved Control PBC 15.94 20 0.797

Subjective Norms SocialInfluence 11.7 16 0.73125
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Figure 5.3 Comparing model output and actual data 

 Output Validation 

To provide further validation of the model, random seeded runs based on the 

external data and the study’s own survey data were statistically assessed using 

IBM SPSS Statistics software (version 24). The goal of this assessment was to 

check the extent of variability among model outputs and to also assess the 

distribution of data. z-scores were computed to find out if they fall outside the 

95% confidence interval (which would suggest the presence of large variability 

and the possibility of a problem with the model). Histograms and Q-Q plots were 

used to assess normality and goodness of fit. These are discussed below 

5.2.3.1 Goodness of Fit: Normality of model output based on own survey 

data 

 The histograms shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.6 appear to be approximately 

normal in distribution, having mild skewness. Values of the skewness statistic for 
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both Saving and Resistant demonstrate that the skewness in the data is 

acceptable as both values produced are less than twice the standard error of 

skewness  i.e. 0.130 x2=0.26 (Hanna and Dempster, 2012). Also, both skewness 

statistics being quite close to zero provide further support to accept the 

distribution as reasonably symmetrical. The rationale being that the skewness for 

a normal distribution is zero.  

Kurtosis statistics for both end states show negative kurtosis, implying that the 

distributions have lighter tails than a perfectly normal distribution.  

The standardised (z) values for skewness and kurtosis were obtained by dividing 

each statistic by their respective standard errors. z-values obtained fall within the 

range of +/- 1.96, showing that all values fall with the 95% confidence interval of 

a normal distribution.  

Furthermore, the Q-Q plots (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.7) do not show significant 

deviations from the straight line; this gives validity to the distributional assumption 

of normality. 

Based on the above, the conclusion is drawn that the data produced from the 

model do not differ significantly from normality. 
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Table 5.5 Descriptive statistics for 350 model runs based on data own survey 

 

 Statistics 

  Saving Resistant 

N Valid 350 350 

Missing 0 0 

Mean 56.4898 41.1293 

Std. Error of Mean 0.56398 0.56291 

Std. Deviation 10.55114 10.53111 

Variance 111.327 110.904 

Skewness -0.082 0.061 

Std. Error of Skewness 0.130 0.130 

Kurtosis -0.384 -0.499 

Std. Error of Kurtosis 0.260 0.260 

Range 57.14 57.14 

Minimum 23.81 14.29 

Maximum 80.95 71.43 
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Figure 5.4 Histogram of model output "Saving" from own data 

 

Figure 5.5 Normal Q-Q plot of model output “Saving" from own data 
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Figure 5.6  Histogram of model output "Resistant" from own data 

 

Figure 5.7 Normal Q-Q plot of model output “Resistant" from own data 
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5.2.3.2 Goodness of Fit: Normality of model output based on data from 

external source  

The histogram (Figure 5.8) is normal in distribution. Having a skewness statistic 

of -0.004 (see Table 5.6) demonstrates acceptable skewness, considering that 

the skewness for a normal distribution is zero.  

The kurtosis statistics imply that the distributions have slightly lighter tails than a 

perfectly normal distribution.  

The standardised (z) values for skewness and kurtosis also fall within the range 

of +/- 1.96, showing that all values fall with the 95% confidence interval of a 

normal distribution.  

The Q-Q plot (Figure 5.9) shows most of the data points clustering around the 

straight line. This further supports the distributional assumption of normality. 

Therefore, the conclusion is drawn that the data produced from the model do 

not differ significantly from normality. 
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Table 5.6 Descriptive statistics for 300 model runs based on data from external 

source. 

 

 
Statistics 

Saving 

N Valid 300 

Missing 0 

Mean 69.6430 

Std. Error of Mean 0.19444 

Std. Deviation 3.36776 

Variance 11.342 

Skewness -0.004 

Std. Error of Skewness 0.141 

Kurtosis 0.263 

Std. Error of Kurtosis 0.281 

Range 22.60 

Minimum 58.30 

Maximum 80.90 
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Figure 5.8 Histogram of model output from external data 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Normal Q-Q plot of model output from external data 
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5.2.3.3 Total difference expressed as a percentage 

To further understand the extent to which between model output differs from 

historical (external) data, the root mean squared error expressed as a percentage 

was calculated from a fixed seed run of the model.  The formula below was used:  

Root mean squared error = 
𝟏𝟎𝟎

 𝒔
∗ √𝑺 − 𝑴                                                                   

Where S is the survey value and M is the model value. This formula was adapted 

from the RMSE equation in Smith & Smith (2007, p.87), to account for single data 

values available. The total difference between the model and external survey 

results was 7.69%. 
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6 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Following verification and validation of the model (chapter 5), simulations were 

run to explore and provide explanations for the behaviour of the modelled system 

under different conditions.  These were done in view of the research objectives 

and questions. This chapter presents and discusses results from the simulation 

experiments. 

 

Figure 6.1 Illustrating how simulation experiments fit into the modelling process 

 

 Simulation Experiments, Results and Analysis 

Scenarios were formulated to investigate the research questions underpinning 

the purpose of the model (see section 4.2.1). Three sets of experiments were 

conducted to respectively investigate each of the research questions i.e. 

behaviour over a specified time frame, the extent to which theoretical variables 
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of interest influence energy saving and the conditions in which these variables 

result in substantial energy saving behaviour.  Each of these experiments are 

presented in the following sub-sections. 

  Intervention uptake3 over time 

The model was run with the default4 parameter values for each of the population 

sizes5 100, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000 and 20000 over a period of 4 years i.e. 1460 

days, and output values for each end behaviour—energy saving and resistant— 

were obtained.  Behaviours across different sizes of agent population were then 

observed over this period. To provide an equal basis of comparison, percentage 

values were used. Across all population sizes, both behaviours gradually 

increased over time, peaking and then stabilising (see Figure 6.2). Generally, 

model outputs showed that a higher proportion of agents saved energy compared 

to those who did not.  

Among a population size of 100 agents, an increase in both behaviours occurred 

over time and peaked equally at two years with 50% for each behaviour. Similarly, 

energy saving and resistant behaviour each peaked at 2 years among a 

population of 500 agents but at 52.4% and 47.6 % respectively, remaining steady 

over the next two years. Energy saving and resistant behaviour among 

populations of 5,000, 10,000 and 20,000 agents respectively peaked at 3 years. 

                                            

3 Intervention uptake is the proportion of people saving energy                                                                                      

4 Default parameter values are those obtained from the study’s own survey data 

5 The population sizes were not based on any specific data and were intuitively chosen and deemed 
reasonable for demonstrating any related effects or trends. 
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Among the population of 1000 agents, Energy saving peaked at 4 years while 

resistant behaviour peaked at 3 years. These are summarised below in Table 

6.1.  

Table 6.1 Behaviour peak times per population size 

 

Population Peak time (years) % at peak time Peak time (years) % at peak time

100 2 50% 2 50%

500 2 52.40% 2 47.60%

1000 4 57.90% 3 42.10%

5000 3 56.96% 3 43.04%

10000 3 57.27% 3 42.73%

20000 3 56.64% 3 43.37%

Saving Resistant
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Figure 6.2 Energy use behaviours over four years for different agent population 

size 

6.1.1.1 Key observations 

In the results presented above, behavioural trends are observed even though 

increase in the end behaviours are neither proportional to population size nor to 

time. The results are summarised as follows:  

 In each population size, intervention uptake increased with time. 

 Energy saving is stronger than resistant behaviour for all population sizes.  
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 Growth in uptake slows down after the first year. Across all population 

sizes, at least half had taken up energy savings by the end of the first year, 

except for that of 100 agents, where this occurred shortly after the first 

year (day 371) 

 Although intervention uptake peaked at different times (2-3 years) for 

different population sizes, it stabilised by the third year.  

 The impact of population size on intervention uptake. 

Model output was obtained for specified time periods namely 1 month, 3 months, 

6 months, 9 months, 1 year, 2 years, 3 years and 4 years.  Percentage values for 

the behaviours of interest were calculated for different agent population sizes 

(100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 1000, 5000, 10,000 and 20,000). In the first month, 

there was more resistance to the intervention than responsiveness, across all 

population sizes. However, subsequently, agents become more responsive and 

the percentage of responsiveness i.e. energy saving grows and becomes 

consistently higher than that of resistance among all population sizes. 

As seen below in Figure 6.3, the shapes of the graphs are reasonably consistent 

across all time periods apart from the first month.  From the 3rd month onwards, 

the two behaviours tend to converge at a population of 500 where energy saving 

dips and resistant behaviour increases, making the ratio of energy saving to 

resistant behaviour lower, compared to other population sizes (excluding 100).  

From 9 months, the population size of 10000 has the highest percentage of 

energy saving among the various population sizes; whereas in the first 6 months, 
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this was the case for population size of 1000.  Resistant behaviour on the other 

hand recorded its highest percentage among the population size of 100 from 6 

months onwards. Although at 6 months, population sizes of 400 and 500 also had 

equally high percentages and in the first six months, the population of 400 agents 

recorded the highest percentage for resistant behaviour. 

Overall, both behaviours stabilised as agent population increased to 20000 and 

the effect of population size on behaviour can be considered consistent over time.  

In summary,6 

 Ratios of uptake to resistance7 are higher among population sizes above 

500 compared to those below, with the population size of 200 as an 

exception. See  

 Table 6.2. 

 Uptake did not occur incrementally with population size.   

 Behavioural trend is consistent over time across all population sizes. 

 Energy saving is lowest in the population of 500 agents across all periods  

 Energy saving is highest in the population size of 200. 

 

                                            

6 The first month is not taken into consideration as this is deemed the take off period.  

7 Uptake to resistance ratio = 
%𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 

%𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
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Table 6.2 Uptake-resistance ratios per population over time 

 

Population size 1 month 3 months 6 months 9 months 1 year 2 years 3 years 4 years

100 0.50 1.00 1.08 1.02 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00

200 0.61 1.44 1.32 1.47 1.43 1.41 1.41 1.41

300 0.72 1.23 1.22 1.25 1.26 1.27 1.27 1.27

400 0.63 1.13 1.16 1.19 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17

500 0.34 1.04 1.12 1.14 1.11 1.10 1.10 1.10

1000 0.81 1.38 1.36 1.38 1.37 1.37 1.37 1.38

5000 0.77 1.32 1.34 1.33 1.35 1.32 1.32 1.32

10000 0.70 1.28 1.33 1.34 1.36 1.34 1.34 1.34

20000 0.69 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.35 1.31 1.31 1.31

Uptake:Resistance
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Figure 6.3 Percentage behaviour across agent population size over time 
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 Understanding the influence of TPB and ELM variables on 

energy saving. 

To investigate the influence of the theoretical variables on energy saving, model 

parameters were varied and resulting effects observed. Consequently, 

parameters observed to have greater effects on energy saving were combined to 

investigate potentially favourable scenarios for energy saving. The results are 

presented in 6.1.3.1 and 6.1.3.2 respectively. 

6.1.3.1 Varying model parameters 

In using the model to understand how variables from the Theory of Planned 

Behaviour and Elaboration Likelihood Model can influence energy saving, each 

parameter (variables are expressed as parameters in the model) was varied over 

a one-year period at 0, 0.5 and 1 i.e. minimum, medium and maximum values, 

while keeping other parameters constant at their default values.  The purpose of 

doing this was to investigate the impact of different levels of specific variables on 

the target behaviour, within the context of the model’s set-up. Results are 

presented in Figure 6.4. These show that energy saving is highest when 

Peripheral Cues = 1, followed by Personal Relevance = 1 and lastly, when 

Cognitive Ability = 1.  Understandably, a low value of 13.8% energy saving is 

observed when there is no Personal Relevance. When Cognitive Ability and 

Argument quality are each absent, energy saving behaviour is not produced at 

all. The absence of peripheral cues however, did not have a similar effect, with 

56.4% energy saving still achieved. Moderate levels of peripheral cues, personal 
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relevance, cognitive ability and argument quality produced 56.9%, 40.9%, 35.8% 

and 31.6% energy saving, respectively. ` 

At 29.2%, the absence of social influence had a considerable impact on energy 

saving but did not appear to have a similar effect on resistance (40%), when 

compared to values of 55.7% saving and 41.2% resistant obtained at moderate 

presence and 56.4% saving and 40.6% resistant when fully present.  Although 

there were differences in the % end behaviours when intention was varied, these 

are deemed only slight as can be seen in the chart below (Figure 6.4). A moderate 

level of perceived behavioural control yielded more energy saving (56.2%) than 

when at its maximum (54.9%) and interestingly, when absent, 55.1% energy-

saving behaviour was still achieved. As can be expected, a lack of interaction 

resulted in low energy saving of 20.3%, compared to 53% with moderate 

interaction and 56.1% with absolute interaction. 

 

 Figure 6.4 Results from varying model parameters 
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Consistent with the ELM, resistant behaviour is highest at 97.1% when Cognitive 

ability and Argument quality are respectively absent. This is followed by 83.1% 

when there is no Personal relevance. The lowest values for resistant behaviour 

(2.3% and 17.2%) were produced by maximum and minimum levels of Peripheral 

cues, respectively. These results suggest that compared to when moderately 

present, a lack of peripheral cues cannot be significantly linked to resistant 

behaviour. 

6.1.3.2 Investigating conditions for producing energy saving behaviours 

To further understand how theoretical variables can affect energy saving, model 

parameters at levels which produced the highest instance of each behaviour were 

selected and combined, allowing for further investigation of best conditions for 

producing energy saving behaviour.  

For energy saving these are PC@1, PR@1 and CA@1 while for resistant 

behaviour these are CA@0, AQ@0 and PR@0.  Thirteen pairs of possible 

variable combinations were derived using Microsoft Excel. Each combination was 

fed into the model while other parameters were kept at their default values.  

Observing that the absence of Argument Quality (AQ) yielded the highest value 

for resistant behaviour, two more combinations were derived, each testing the 

effect of the total absence and presence of Argument Quality alongside other 

parameter conditions that favour energy saving.  Worth noting is that this variable 

is an intervention feature, not characteristic of the recipient and when absent 

results in the highest resistance to energy saving as seen in Figure 6.4.  
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PC @1 which produced the highest energy saving was also combined with the 

three factors that produced the highest resistance figures. The purpose of this 

was to understand the impact of peripheral cues in the face of strong resisting 

factors. In all, 17 combinations were entered in the model, the last being a 

combination of the three parameters which resulted in the highest energy saving 

values i.e. PC@1, PR@1 and CA@1. Model outputs from these parameter 

combinations are presented in Figure 6.5 and Table 6.3 

 

Figure 6.5 Parameter combinations and behavioural outcomes for energy use 
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Table 6.3 Model results of parameter combinations 

 

 

Additional simulation experiments were conducted to investigate the effects of 

personal relevance on energy saving in the presence of varying levels of 

peripheral cues. These are presented in Figure 6.6 below. 

Parameter combinations Energy saving Resistant

PC@1, PR@1, 942 27

PC@1, PR@0 941 25

PC@1, CA@1 948 23

 PR@1, CA@1 829 140

 CA@1, PR@0  (PC@0.2) 166 802

PC@1, PR@1, CA@1, AQ@1 970 0

PC@1, PR@1, CA@1 945 25

PC@1, PR@0,CA@1 950 19

PC@0, PR@1, CA@1 945 23

PC@1, CA@0 0 0

 PC@1,AQ@0 0 968

 PR@1, CA@0 0 970

 PR@1, AQ@0 0 971

CA@1, AQ@0 0 971

PR@0, CA@0 0 969

PR@0, AQ@0 0 967

CA@0, AQ@0 0 971

PC@1, PR@1, CA@1, AQ@0 0 970

PC@1, PR@0, CA@0, AQ@0 0 0

PC@0.5, PR@1,CA@1 721 246

PC@0.5, PR@0,CA@1 391 580

PC@0.8, PR@1, CA@1 815 156

PC@0.8, PR@0, CA@1 667 301
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Figure 6.6 Investigating the effect of Personal relevance on energy saving with 

medium to high levels of Peripheral cues. 
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7 SYNTHESIS OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 

The results from both phases of the research are presented in this chapter. 

Results from the survey are first discussed followed by those from the agent-

based model. The potential influence of the findings and the value of the methods 

used are then discussed next. The study’s contribution to knowledge is discussed 

in 7.5, followed by an evaluation of the methodology where the limitations of the 

study are presented. 

 Phase 1: Survey 

Results from the correlation and regression analysis carried out on survey data 

are discussed here. These have previously been presented in sections 3.4.5 and 

3.4.6 and summarised in section 0. 

The presence of shared variances between variables from the Theory of Planned 

Behaviour and the Elaboration Likelihood Model demonstrate that both models 

can jointly serve as a useful framework for understanding energy use behaviours 

(objective 2); this corroborates the work of Wilson (2014).  Statistically significant 

correlations with large effect sizes between certain variables of the TPB and the 

ELM (e.g. PBC and Motivation: r= 0.58; Argument quality and Subjective norms 

r=0.53; Intention and Argument quality: r= 0.59; PBC and Argument quality: 

r=0.52) demonstrate this (Cohen, 1988).  

Contrary to findings from a study conducted by (Wilson et al., 2010, p.100), 

Subjective norms were found to be a statistically significant predictor of intention 

(objective 1). Intention was also found to be a statistical predictor of behaviour; 
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although they found a significant (assumed non-causal) relationship between 

Intention and Behaviour. This is consistent with the SSO campaign’s key 

strategies of peer influence and word-of-mouth; and could be regarded as 

evidence of its effectiveness. The intervention’s focal activities—energy saving 

competitions between halls of residences and posting personal photos showing 

engagement in an energy saving action—suggest that descriptive norms have 

been targeted as the main agent of change.  Research shows that this descriptive 

element of subjective (social) norms motivates people to do what others do to 

achieve favourable results (Cialdini et al., 2006, 1990; Reno et al., 1993). Also, 

the competitive element of the SSO strategy ensures that participants are 

focused on outdoing their rivals in achieving a joint goal of energy saving for a 

prize.  

 

According to the focus theory of normative conduct, “norms are only likely to 

influence behaviour directly when they are focal in attention and, thereby, salient 

in consciousness” (Cialdini et al., 2006, p.4). This suggests that the success of 

the SSO is achieved because participants are conscious of what others are doing 

(the norm) i.e. partaking in the competition and posting photos, thereby adopting 

the desired energy saving behaviours (Kallgren, Reno, & Cialdini, 2000). 

Specific energy saving tips given on the SSO website are however injunctive in 

nature (see 3.3.1). The fact that these tips are mainly accessed via the website 

show that descriptive norms are only a first tactic. When people visit the website 

for more information, the energy saving tips are likely to further convince them. 
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This suggests that where descriptive norms have not achieved much success, 

injunctive norms are utilised as a second ‘line of attack’. This further strengthens 

the intervention since studies confirm that when either type of norms is triggered, 

notably different behavioural responses are yielded compared to what previously 

existed (Cialdini and Goldstein, 2004; Kallgren et al., 2000; Nolan et al., 2008; 

Schultz et al., 2007). In practical terms, this has consequences for 

communicators trying to convince an audience to behave in a certain way. They 

must acknowledge that injunctive and descriptive norms have distinct influences 

and steer the target audience towards the specific type of norm that is most 

consistent with their goals, to achieve success (Cialdini et al., 2006). 

By showing that the success of the ‘Student Switch Off’’ does not depend only on 

standalone factors but on relationships and variation among these (objective 3), 

the ELM-TPB framework sheds some light on inter-relationships that are 

potentially significant behavioural influences in energy use.  Thereby, informing 

the understanding of intervention success and highlighting its would-be value in 

an energy saving context, particularly if used with a larger data set. It also 

demonstrates that successfully persuading people to save energy depends on 

more than simply disseminating relevant information. The degree to which 

factors―cognitive, social, environmental, situational etc.―interact in the face of 

persuasive information may be more significant in achieving energy saving than 

communicating useful information or even, the information itself (Petty et al., 

2009). 
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 Phase 2: ABM 

The primary purpose of the model is explanatory in nature. Therefore, the extent 

to which it sheds light on the research questions and overall topic of informational 

interventions for energy saving is paramount. In this section, results obtained 

from the simulation experiments are discussed in the light of the model-specific 

research questions posed in 4.2.1. 

 What behavioural outcomes or trends can be observed from 

using the TPB and ELM to explain energy-saving intervention 

success?  

A trend of aggregate energy-saving and resistant behaviours over time is 

observed to show progressive increase in energy saving, peaking and then 

steadying in a shape reasonably comparable to Rogers' (2003) well-known s-

shaped diffusion of innovations curve (see Appendix B).  

In seeking answers to this question, two factors—population size and time—

were examined. 

7.2.1.1 The impact of time on intervention uptake 

Recipients’ collective response to any intervention determines its success. 

However, for issues with far reaching consequences such as energy use, this 

does not rest with initial or short-term response but with enduring change.  From 

theories of innovation diffusion, it is known that new ideas and technology take 

time to spread (Darley, 1977; Rogers, 2003). As time progresses and people 
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become more aware of an intervention, they start to consider its message and 

other supporting factors and decide whether to adopt or not. Results from the 

model support this fact, also showing that after intervention impact peaked, it 

steadied over the remaining period studied i.e. 4 years. When planning for an 

intervention, understanding the possible time frames required to achieve optimal 

success would be useful for deciding the length of time in which, and how an 

intervention should be actively managed.  Therefore, estimating the life span of 

an intervention should be an informed choice and not arbitrarily chosen. 

Although there is an abundance of empirical research on energy saving and 

interventions (Sweeney et al., 2013), recent studies into long-term effects of 

informational interventions for energy saving are scant. Considering that 

informational interventions are still a much-used means of encouraging energy 

saving, it is necessary that long term effects be understood. Findings from Staats 

et al. (2000) longitudinal study (previously mentioned in section 2.2) showed that 

in roughly half of the cases studied, there were temporary relapses in the target 

behaviours, suggesting that applying the intervention at intervals may have 

helped in achieving energy savings. Conversely, this implies that if the 

interventions were not re-applied, success would not have been achieved. This 

provides a possible explanation for the reduction in intervention uptake observed 

from the model’s results and is not surprising because the importance of regular 

and relevant feedback for inducing change from habitual behaviours have been 

highlighted by several studies (e.g. Darby 2006; Ehrhardt-martinez 2010; Faruqui 

et al. 2010; Nye & Hargreaves 2009). 
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In a real-world situation (as opposed to a study), interventions of this type could 

benefit from prior understanding of potential peak times and causes of relapses. 

Informed modelling of the target population’s response to the intervention (e.g. 

via surveys, interviews etc.) should be useful for providing such guidance. 

Different modelling types may be explored for this purpose. However, as already 

discussed in section 1.1.6, the use of agent-based modelling is recommended 

because of its capacity to model details such as social complexities and 

interactions which other modelling types may not be able to capture adequately. 

While the intervention is live and actively being maintained but before the 

predicted peak, maintenance investigations can be carried out to further 

understand drivers and barriers most responsible for uptake achieved so far.  

These can subsequently be built upon for increasing the adoption rate or the 

intervention’s peak figures; thus, helping to direct the intervention’s effort while 

minimizing loss of resources and maximising energy savings. 

In a similar vein, data obtained from the Staats et al. (2000) study implied that the 

interventions not only needed re-administering but would also need to be boosted 

if the energy savings initially achieved were to be sustained.  Although due to 

methodology limitations, they advised caution in applying their results, their 

preliminary findings buttress the viewpoint that response to energy saving 

interventions wane over time. Also, understanding the potential behaviour of the 

target population in relation to this is important for guiding intervention efforts 

which is vital to intervention success. Bator & Cialdini (2000)  also support this 

view point expressing that when developers of public service announcements—

a type of informational intervention—overlook such guiding principles which are 
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backed up by relevant research, “their efforts to bring about behavioural change 

are likely to be unsuccessful” (p.528) 

Overall, results from the model demonstrate that using the TPB and ELM 

framework within an agent-based model for explaining energy-saving behaviour 

provides useful information on intervention induced energy-saving uptake by 

showing how responses emerge in a population over time.  

7.2.1.2 The impact of population size on intervention uptake  

Although intervention uptake (measured by the number of agents saving energy) 

is seen to increase over time in all population groups, the relationship between 

population size and intervention uptake is not incremental.  This suggests that 

the size of the target population has little or no significance to the adoption of 

energy saving interventions. This is somewhat interesting as it could be expected 

that in a larger population, there will be more opportunities for social interactions. 

Going by research evidence of the positive effect of social influence on pro-

environmental behaviours (Abrahamse and Steg, 2013; Farrow et al., 2017a; 

Nolan et al., 2008), this should imply more social influence to bring about 

consistently higher adoption ratios.  In an ABM innovation diffusion study of hybrid 

electric vehicles, Tran (2012) found that indirect influence from a larger population 

had a stronger effect on individual adoption than person-to-person interaction. In 

spite of these, the influence of social norms should not be assumed as there is 

still a lot to understand about its dynamics (Abrahamse and Steg, 2013; Hahn 

and Metcalfe, 2016). Social influence can have mixed effects for several reasons 

e.g. varying motivation levels, no perceived effect on reputation, or if an individual 

is already overachieving compared to the norm (Delmas and Lessem, 2014). A 
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study by Schultz et al.( 2007) showed that social norms could have a rebound 

effect depending on what type it is. In their case, descriptive norms conveyed by 

giving information on average collective energy use, yielded a rebound effect 

subject to whether people where already saving energy or not.  In the case of a 

study conducted in China, urbanisation—and by inference population increase—

had a negative impact on energy saving (Ji and Chen, 2017). However, this was 

not measured in direct response to an intervention.   

Several factors can contribute to a variety of reactions to interventions within a 

population; therefore population size  may not  necessarily determine  energy 

saving or pro-environmental behaviours (Quaglione et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017). 

Even within a community of people with seemingly similar characteristics, 

response to energy saving can differ significantly due to a range of possible 

reasons as in the case of mixed effects of social influence mentioned in the 

preceding paragraph.  These differences—which imply that different intervention 

strategies may be required—include intellectual differences (Corradi et al., 2013; 

Stephenson et al., 2010), motivation (Li et al., 2017; Sweeney et al., 2013), 

previous environmental awareness (Schultz, 2002; Trombley and Halawa, 2017), 

context (Han et al., 2013; Šćepanović et al., 2017) and so on. Considering these, 

identifying and targeting specific characteristics present in a population is likely 

to yield greater intervention success (Casado et al., 2017).  For instance, in the 

case of Staats et al. (2000) (earlier cited in 7.2.1.1), the offices studied could be 

separated into two categories—those that were already behaving in line with the 

intervention and those that were not. At the end of the intervention period i.e. 2 

years, 58.6% of the group that were already acting mostly in line with the 
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intervention’s requirements did not do anything different; however, the remaining 

41.4% showed improvements in their energy saving behaviour.  The other 

category i.e. the ‘newbies’, all adopted the target behaviour at different levels—

54% showed the adoption of one target behaviour while 46% adopted more than 

one energy saving behaviour. It could be argued that intervention efforts were 

wasted on the 58.6% of offices that didn’t change because applying the 

intervention did not yield further savings with this group. Findings from a study 

conducted by Trombley & Halawa (2017) corroborate this, showing that in 

instances where people were already aware of energy saving, informational 

interventions were not significantly beneficial. In such cases, it is likely that a 

different but suited type of intervention or even a combination will achieve better 

success (Casado et al., 2017; G. Thondhlana and Kua, 2016). 

The Theory of Planned Behaviour and Elaboration Likelihood Model which 

underpin this research also highlight motivation, context, social influences, 

cognitive factors etc. as possible contributors to behaviour.  Identifying and 

understanding such contributors within a target population and focusing on these 

as key change agents within an intervention could be critical to achieving optimal 

intervention success.  This means that even within a given population, 

interventions would have to be tailored to specific groups or audiences to achieve 

maximum energy savings. (Abrahamse et al., 2007; Han et al., 2013; 

Khosrowpour et al., 2016).  

A recent study from the health domain used structural analysis to hone in on 

influential community members as a potentially strong inspiration for community-

wide behaviour change and subsequently targeted this for intervention (Shakya 
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et al., 2017). In addition to reinforcing the support for tailored interventions, the 

study (and several others e.g. Hahn and Metcalfe, 2016; Miniard et al., 1992; 

Mosler, 2006; Rosenthal, 2012) highlights the value of peripheral cues such as 

social influence—constructs of the ELM and TPB respectively—in attaining 

behavioural change. The role of these and other constructs in allowing for 

optimum conditions for energy saving as determined from results of the model 

are discussed in 7.2.2 below.  

 To what extent do the constructs of the TPB and ELM influence 

energy saving behaviour? 

Results from the model show that constructs of both theories influence energy 

saving behaviour in varying degrees (see Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5). Generally, 

findings appear consistent with the standpoint of the theoretical framework which 

underpins the study.  Constructs shown (in section 6.1.3.1) to have the most 

significant effects on energy-saving are discussed.    

Peripheral Cues 

According to the ELM, peripheral cues provide an alternate route for persuasion 

where recipient motivation is lacking, they are unable to think through a message 

or the ability to do so is compromised (Bhattacherjee and Sanford, 2009; Briñol 

and Petty, 2015; Petty et al., 2009b; Petty and Cacioppo, 1986a). Without this 

alternate route, cognitive barriers are likely to result in negative behavioural 

outcomes. In some cases, however, such limitations may result in positive 

outcomes for example enabling an individual to focus and make sense of a few 

good sources of information (Savolainen, 2015). Depending on context, such 
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cognitive limitations may be due to illiteracy, lack of concentration, a reluctance 

to admit to having an information need, being ignorant of information sources, 

inability to deal with excessive information and so on (Rosenthal, 2012; 

Savolainen, 2015). Many types of peripheral cues exist and some of these have 

been identified by Cialdini (2001) as reciprocation, consistency, social proof, 

liking, authority, and scarcity.  

A study by Graffeo et al. (2015) showed that in addition to being informed about 

the energy saving behaviour of others, the knowledge of who they were resulted 

in less energy consumption. Such evidence strengthens the role of social norms, 

an example of peripheral cues (Krcmar et al., 2016), in enabling favourable 

energy use behaviour. Results from the model corroborate this, with energy 

saving behaviour highest when Peripheral cues were highest.  

In the complete absence of the variable and when it was semi-present (@ 0.5), 

similar values (56.4% and 56.9% respectively) were obtained for energy saving 

with more than half of the population still saving energy.  This suggests that the 

success achieved when Peripheral cues was fully present has other contributory 

factors. Going by these findings, it is considered precarious to make it the sole 

foundation of an intervention especially as the ELM theorises that change 

achieved via the peripheral route is often short-term. Bator & Cialdini (2000) also 

consider it a risky path for informational interventions, particularly pro-

environmental campaigns. This is mainly because it can be expected that 

behaviours such as energy saving would require some thought and commitment, 

as opposed to cognitive shortcuts which characterise the peripheral route. 

Nonetheless, it may be argued that peripheral cues can result in long term change 
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by triggering cognitive processing while in the state of short-term attitude change 

associated with the peripheral route.  However, this is likely to be dependent on 

factors such as the type of peripheral cue involved and specific scenarios.   

The extent to which peripheral cues are effective can be dependent on cultural 

orientation such as individualist or collectivist (Kim et al., 1994; Triandis, 1994, 

1989). In individualist cultures, people are primarily independent and “self” is 

determined by an individual’s internal qualities (Geertz, 1975). Therefore, social 

cues such as the opinion of others are only effective to the extent to which it 

provides self-validation, introspective evaluation or a yardstick for comparison. 

On the other hand, collectivist cultures tend to be defined by social interactions, 

where people depend on each other. This implies that in a collectivist population, 

others are fundamental in the definition of “self” and are therefore important 

considerations in the choices a person makes (Aaker and Maheswaran, 1997; 

Markus and Kitayama, 1991). Apart from cultural orientations, people’s personal 

individualistic or collectivistic tendencies have been shown to have significant 

impact on choices made (Cialdini et al., 1999; Joireman et al., 2001; Van Lange 

and Joireman, 2008).  Differences like these would therefore require separate 

approaches from an intervention. Understanding issues of this nature are 

therefore vital for intervention success.  

Personal Relevance (a.k.a. Involvement or motivation). 

In the literature, this construct has also been referred to as involvement and the 

motivation to process information (Li et al., 2017; Poiesz and Bont, 1995). In this 

study, it is used in an experiential context i.e. as perceived by the individual (Petty 
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and Cacioppo, 1986b). In the ELM, it is one of two triggers of the central route to 

persuasion, the second being thinking ability. Regardless of any differences in 

the operationalisation of this construct, it has been established in the literature 

that motivation/involvement/personal relevance plays a firm role in the journey to 

attitude change, not only in energy saving or pro-environmental domain but 

across many other fields.  In a study which involved investigating the design of 

web-based interfaces for engaging users in energy saving, participants of a focus 

group all indicated the importance of having energy saving strategies that were 

relevant to them in some way e.g. lifestyle, values or circumstance (Burrows et 

al., 2015). However, the motivation that comes from finding energy saving 

personally relevant doesn’t guarantee change in attitude or behaviour. It has been 

shown that the aspiration to save energy can be challenged by an array of factors 

which could be within or outside of the consumer’s control. 

A key consideration in the touting of motivation as a major influencer of energy 

saving behaviour lies in the fact that motivational orientations may be varied. This 

suggests that  factors like morality, rationality and power which are central to 

motivation are likely to be perceived differently by different  people depending on 

their orientation (Joireman et al., 2003). This poses a real challenge for 

intervention planners because prevalent orientation types will need to be 

systematically identified and considered during intervention design (Kok et al., 

2011). However, it is recognised that other practical or situational limitations may 

stand in the way of this being achieved in real life. For some reason, it appears 

that evidence from research does not in many cases translate to real world 

practice. Taking rationality as an example; although it is acknowledged in the 
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literature that energy use does not always involve rational thought, this appears 

to often be overlooked during intervention design and planning (Abrahamse et 

al., 2005; Kok et al., 2011; Uitdenbogerd et al., 2007).  Unfortunately, the notion 

of rationality tends to ignore other far-reaching elements like cultural and social 

factors which have been shown to influence energy use and assume that when 

presented with relevant information, people will reduce their consumption 

because of the resulting awareness or knowledge gained.  

These identified issues put a crack in the strength of personal relevance as a 

determining factor of energy saving behaviour.  

Also, a person could find an energy-saving information relevant to their situation 

but choose not to deliberate further on it for a number of reasons (Corradi et al., 

2013; Steg, 2008) e.g. strong cultural implications. In such a case, personal 

relevance does not do anything for energy saving. However, if the same individual 

realises that other people in his social or cultural circle are reducing their energy 

use, given the evidence for social norms and peripheral cues in the literature, 

there is a likelihood that they would begin to practice energy saving (Abrahamse 

and Steg, 2013; Axsen and Kurani, 2012; Farrow et al., 2017; Gifford and Nilsson, 

2014). Results from the model support this view with maximum peripheral cues 

producing considerable higher energy saving (94.4%) than personal relevance at 

the same value (66.3%). 

Cognitive ability (Ability to process or think) 

From the model’s results, when Cognitive ability is highest, and all other 

parameters are at default values, 65% of energy saving behaviour is produced. 
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However, in its absence, energy saving does not occur at all. This suggests that 

cognitive ability is a strong determinant of energy saving. However, this also 

indicates that energy saving did not occur via the peripheral route, most likely 

because the default value for Peripheral cues is low, at 0.2. While the importance 

of cognitive ability is acknowledged, it only accounts for rational aspects of the 

decision making process and is   considered most beneficial when the information 

to be processed is perceived as personally or issue relevant (Cacioppo et al., 

1985).  

The ability to think through a message (as a key determinant of energy saving) 

may hinge not so much on a person’s intellectual or educational level, but on 

other considerations which could obstruct the thinking process instead of 

enabling it.  Other actions may compete for mental resource e.g. reducing the 

setting on a pressing iron (or even leaving it on) instead of unplugging it when 

instinctively running of a room in response to the oven’s alarm going off in the 

kitchen.  In such a scenario, responding to the alarm trumped the energy-saving 

action of unplugging the iron. Other real issues like inability to pay close attention 

to activities which are susceptible to energy wastage (e.g. charging a battery), 

tiredness—which can cause temporary cognitive impairment, distractions and 

even absent-mindedness can all contribute to energy wasting, thereby 

weakening the role of cognitive ability in energy saving.  

From the discussion so far, it is reasonable to assert that a combination of the 

theoretical variables identified and discussed above are best considered when 

designing informational interventions for energy-saving.  In view of this, 

combinations of these variables were derived and simulated (see 6.1.3.2). 
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Conditions which resulted in the highest levels of resistance were also included 

in some of the combinations to account for any effects on energy saving.  The 

results are discussed below in 7.2.3 

 In what conditions do elements of the TPB and ELM produce 

energy saving behaviours? 

 Results presented in Figure 6.5 and Table 6.3 are discussed here. 

Consistent with the Elaboration Likelihood Model, almost the entire population 

(97%) saved energy in an ideal situation of maximum Peripheral cues, Motivation, 

Cognitive ability and Argument quality. This combination demonstrates that when 

both the central and peripheral pathways are fully engaged in processing a 

message containing superior quality arguments, a high intervention success rate 

may be expected.  In the absence of such a message, a difference of 2.5% is 

observed with both pathways fully engaged. Interestingly, when personal 

relevance is at the default level, maximum levels of peripheral cues and cognitive 

ability result in more energy saving than at its highest. The implication (of both 

peripheral and cognitive pathways being engaged) for intervention success is 

three-fold. Firstly, the energy saving achieved is likely to be long-term since 

cognition is involved. Secondly, behaviour change achieved via cognition can be 

sustained by the presence of peripheral cues like celebrity involvement etc. The 

rationale here is that the presence of peripheral cues can reinforce actions 

already committed to.  Thirdly, continuing in the behaviour (achieved via 

cognition) can encourage those persuaded via the peripheral route to begin to 

rationally consider their energy saving actions, resulting in firmer commitment. 
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When either central and peripheral pathways are fully engaged, Personal 

relevance does not appear to make much difference for energy saving. When 

Peripheral cues are fully present, a lack or full presence of Personal relevance 

does not appear to make any significant difference (0.1%). This might raise 

questions regarding the case for personal relevance as a prerequisite for the 

cognitive processing of energy saving information, especially considering that 

with the default level of personal relevance, optimal levels of Peripheral cues and 

Cognitive ability combined, yielded 94.8% energy saving and when equal to zero, 

95%.  

Maximum Cognitive ability with zero Personal relevance yielded only 16.6% of 

the desired behaviour. This may appear to contradict the preceding stance; 

however, it must be noted that these variations are done against a back drop of 

default values (i.e. holding other parameters constant at their default values).  

Therefore, the default Peripheral cue value (0.2) means that energy saving via 

the peripheral route will be minimal in such an instance. In addition to questioning 

the effect of Personal relevance, this finding strengthens the position of 

Peripheral cues as a strong determinant of energy saving. Nevertheless, 

combining full Cognitive ability with full Personal relevance resulted in 82.9% 

energy saving suggesting that in a situation of high cognitive ability, personal 

relevance is most beneficial for energy saving when peripheral cues are low.  To 

test this premise, the model was run with maximum levels of Cognitive ability and 

Personal relevance and zero peripheral cues. Interestingly, this resulted in 94.5% 

energy saving, the same as when peripheral cues are at their highest. Rejecting 

the premise, this outcome instead suggests that at both extremes of peripheral 
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cues (i.e. 0 and 1) and high cognitive ability, personal relevance does not have a 

considerable effect on energy saving.  Further experiments with other levels of 

Peripheral cues (0.5 and 0.8) yielded substantially different results (see Figure 

6.6) which suggests that Personal relevance has an impact on energy saving only 

when Cognitive ability is present and Peripheral cues are not at extreme states.  

By suggesting that being motivated only results in energy saving when a person 

has the cognitive capacity to think about the intervention, this finding partly 

reinforces the ELM’s central route of persuasion.  However, it also demonstrates   

that unexpected and seemingly inexplicable properties can emerge from 

collective behaviour, especially over time. 

In all combinations where either Cognitive ability or Argument quality had zero 

value, energy saving was not achieved. However, this does not imply total 

resistance to energy saving in every case. Depending on the extent to which other 

parameters were present, other states were also achieved.  For example, in the 

absence of both Cognitive ability and Argument quality, even with high Peripheral 

cues, neither energy saving, nor resistant behaviour occurred as may be 

expected. However, 66.9% temporary attitude change occurred, which is 

indicative of persuasion by Peripheral cues. 30.2% where motivated but did not 

have the ability to process the information. For the model output page showing 

these, see Figure D.1 in Appendix C.  
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 Potential influence of findings on the theoretical method for 

understanding behavioural responses to informational 

interventions for energy saving. 

In the first phase of this study, observed inter-relationships between variables of 

the Elaboration Likelihood Model and the Theory of Planned Behaviour contribute 

to theoretical knowledge. Of interest are correlations between Attitude and 

Motivation; Attitude certainty and Motivation; Perceived behavioural control and 

Motivation. Although these relationships are non-causal, the presence of 

Motivation in each of these suggest its potential as a strong precursor to Attitude 

and Behaviour and further links both theories for use in understanding energy 

saving behaviour.  Sheeran et al. (2003) showed that Perceived behavioural 

control can by itself predict behaviour in situations where it reflects actual control. 

Together with the correlation above, this suggests that Motivation could also be 

a direct precursor of Behaviour, which is likely to be lasting. This is supported by 

findings from the agent-based model which showed that when the ability to 

process the information was present, Personal relevance i.e. Motivation resulted 

in energy saving. These suggestions buttress the ELM’s assertion that being 

motivated is the start-off condition that determines the elaboration process (Petty 

& Cacioppo 1986) i.e. without Motivation, persuasive information cannot result in 

lasting attitude change.  

Furthermore, the correlations between the attitudinal constructs (Attitude and 

Attitude certainty) and Motivation suggest that (perhaps) indirectly and depending 

on the context, Motivation may also be regarded as an outcome of the message 
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rather than solely as the determinant of whether a message is processed on 

receipt.  Where motivation is initially non-existent and the peripheral route to 

attitude change is fully engaged, a person could begin to appreciate the 

significance of their actions and become motivated to continue.  Also, motivation 

already present is likely to be strengthened. As this type of motivation is regarded 

as being fully persuaded, it is expected to be more deeply seated, further ratifying 

the attitude change. It has been suggested that these type of ratified attitudes 

appear to be better predictors of behaviour (Glasman and Albarracín, 2006). 

Secondly, the correlation between Argument quality and Subjective norms 

appears to be an unusual one, considering that the former is a message 

characteristic while the latter directly relates to the recipient.  More so, each 

variable belongs to a distinctly different theory. The TPB does not have a 

message component and Subjective norms are an antecedent to Intention and 

do not directly influence attitudes; whereas in the ELM, Argument quality is 

theorised to directly influence attitudes.  The observed correlation between 

Argument quality and Subjective norms suggest that Subjective norms may 

(possibly, to some extent) strongly influence Attitudes in a similar vein as 

Argument quality and not only Intention as proposed by the TPB.  Although the 

aforementioned correlation is uncommon, it should be noted that correlations 

between Attitudes and Subjective norms are not unusual (O’Keefe, 1990). 

Several studies have shown positive and significant relationships between 

Attitudes and Subjective norms (e.g. Greene et al., 1997; Wan et al., 2017).  This 

suggests a lack of singularity in attributing the effect of either variable on 

Intention. However, Fishbein and Ajzen (1981) in response to criticisms from 
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(Miniard and Cohen, 1981) maintain that both variables correlate more strongly 

with Intention than with each other. They supported their stance with evidence 

from a manipulation experiment intended to influence Attitude which did not have 

any effects on Subjective norms (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975).  

In providing further explanations about the attitude-subjective norms association, 

Park (2000) categorised attitudes into personal attitudes and social attitudes and 

investigated  relationships between both categories and subjective norms. His 

findings showed a strong relationship only between social attitudes and 

subjective norms. When seen from this perspective, the premise that subjective 

(social) norms influence attitudes in a similar fashion (i.e. directly) to argument 

quality is justifiable. However, it must be noted that attitudes influenced by the 

quality of an argument is personal in nature as opposed to social type implied 

above.  

Furthermore, it is argued that Subjective norms could be regarded as a type of 

peripheral cue8  (Krcmar et al., 2016) because subjective norms are often about 

other people’s opinions or actions e.g. “people important to me are doing it so it 

must be a good thing to do”. This suggests that it can influence short term attitude 

change. (Conner and Armitage, 1998) have already highlighted not accounting 

for affective processes as a weakness of the TPB. The affective bias of subjective 

norms being suggested, and the short-term attitude change associated with it 

may be contributory to the intention-behaviour gap often observed in real life 

                                            

8 an ELM construct that does not require cognition but tends to be more affective and could lead to 
temporary attitude change 
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which has been acknowledged by several studies (Bhattacherjee and Sanford, 

2009; Carrington et al., 2010; Mohiyeddini et al., 2008).  These submissions could 

be foundational to extending the ELM-TPB framework for application in predicting 

the behavioural responses to informational interventions for energy saving. 

Future work to explore this possibility is encouraged. 

Overall, results from the model are consistent with the theories studied. However, 

the effect of social influence (subjective norms) on energy saving did not seem 

as strong as could be expected.  Although, it has been reasoned to be a type of 

peripheral cue, at its highest it resulted in 56.4% energy saving. Compared to the 

actual Peripheral cue variable which at maximum influence resulted in 94.4% 

energy saving, it did not have as much impact. A possible explanation for this is 

how the variable is operationalised in the model. In the TPB, Subjective norms 

are at par with Attitude and Perceived behavioural control in terms of direct impact 

on intention. It represents the influence of important others on a person’s 

behaviour. This implies relationship and therefore in the model, it is accounted 

for based on interaction only.  Peripheral cues on the other hand is not limited to 

interaction with other people but is more broadly defined, encompassing a range 

of affective tendencies like celebrity buy-in, improved reputation etc.  Although 

the TPB has been updated in recent years to accommodate descriptive social 

norms, these are still in relation to important others. This ignores external 

influences like source credibility which can be regarded social norm. By 

suggesting a possible limitation in the scope of subjective norms and a resultant 

implication for investigating energy saving, a real issue in the sole use of the 

Theory of Planned Behaviour for predicting energy-saving behaviours is 
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exposed.  Thus, providing further support for studies that criticise the theory’s 

scope of application (see Bamberg and Möser, 2007; Conner and Armitage, 

1998; Klöckner, 2013; Rivis et al., 2009). Some of these have also been 

highlighted in 1.1.4 and 2.8. The objective here is not to undermine the usefulness 

of the TPB—as it has been widely used successfully for understanding 

behaviours—but to advocate that the drawbacks exposed should be considered 

and accounted for during application where necessary.  Furthermore and in light 

of this, extending the theory e.g. by including relevant personal and social factors 

can enhance its predictive and explanatory validity (Gifford and Nilsson, 2014).  

In summary, the study’s findings contribute to theory within the context of 

understanding success factors of a UK-based HEI informational intervention for 

energy saving by:  

 Suggesting that motivation (personal relevance, involvement) could be an 

outcome of the elaboration process as opposed to the precursory role it 

currently plays in the Elaboration Likelihood Model 

 Exposing a correlation between the quality of a message and subjective 

norms, therefore highlighting the possibility of subjective norms having a 

direct influence on attitude change towards energy saving.  

 Indicating that the context in which subjective norms is applied in the 

Theory of Planned Behaviour may pose a limitation to its predictive and 

explanatory power in some contexts; thereby suggesting that its scope be 

extended to include other social factors like peripheral cues where 

relevant. 
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 A brief appraisal of the study in view of previous studies 

The ELM-TPB framework is known to have previously been applied to energy 

saving only in research conducted on six communication-based interventions—

Wilson et al. (2010), Wilson & Irvine (2013) and Wilson (2014)—the key 

objectives were to investigate the plausibility of the combined framework for 

evaluating communication approaches for energy conservation. Although 

similarly, the usefulness of the framework for evaluative purposes may be inferred 

from the findings of this research, the focus here was to understand factors which 

could influence the success of informational interventions for encouraging energy 

saving within the context of UK HEI where in many cases, energy bills are not 

borne directly by the student, having been pre-paid in accommodation charges. 

This context rules out the effect of external factors such as cost savings on the 

decision to save energy.  

Although the joint use of ELM and TPB in energy conservation studies may be 

regarded as still in infancy, it has been used in the work of several researchers 

across other fields. For example: Beale & Bonsall (2007)―in transportation 

research; Brown et al. (2010)―in Tourism related pro-environmental behaviour; 

Bae (2008)―in health communication research; Hill et al. (2007)— for an 

intervention to encourage exercise in children. Wilson et al. (2010) however 

pointed out that in most of these studies the ELM aspects were not actually 

measured but only used to provide insight needed for designing the respective 

interventions with recommendations for further empirical work on both elements 

of the framework. 
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 Contribution to knowledge 

Combining the use of a theoretical framework and agent-based modelling, this 

study developed an original method for testing theory and explaining how known 

persuasion and behavioural variables can interact to produce behavioural 

outcomes.  Therefore, it contributes to the knowledge of how theory may be used 

in conjunction with agent-based modelling to understand the success of 

information-based interventions for energy saving. This is discussed in more 

detail below. Findings from the study will be beneficial for informing decision-

making aspects of energy-saving intervention design.  

Wilson (2014) demonstrates that using the ELM-TPB framework in the design, 

monitoring and evaluation of energy conservation interventions is a promising 

approach and calls for further research as “repeated use of the framework would 

confirm more detail about the relationship between the two theories and highlight 

differences in communication acceptance according to situation and context” 

(p.307).  This research supports and responds to that call.  

Findings from the first phase of the study suggest that subjective norms can 

influence not only behaviour but also attitudes towards energy saving. This is not 

currently accounted for in the TPB and suggests that due to its social features, 

subjective norms may have value as a type of peripheral cue, hence its influence 

on attitude change. This contributes to knowledge by highlighting the potential 

value of peripheral cues for extending the theory of planned behaviour and 

strengthens the role of social norms as a peripheral cue in enabling favourable 

energy use behaviour (Krcmar et al., 2016). Results from the model corroborate 
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these thoughts, showing that energy saving behaviour was highest when 

Peripheral cues were fully present (section 7.2.2). 

 

Following on from the discussion in 7.4, this study also makes an original 

contribution to knowledge by measuring individual variables of the Elaboration 

Likelihood Model and the Theory of Planned Behaviour and investigating these 

in relation to each other within the context of energy saving interventions in Higher 

Education Institutions. 

The use of agent-based modelling to gain further insights for answering the 

research questions also provides a secondary benefit of further testing the 

suitability of the ELM-TPB framework for understanding attitude and behaviour 

change as agent rules and behaviour in the model are specified based on both 

theories.  This is not only considered useful from a theory development and 

testing perspective but the method with which the different elements of the 

framework are represented in the model are original and thereby contributes to 

the agent-based modelling body of knowledge. 

Overall, developing an agent-based model in the context of the ELM-TPB 

framework for investigating energy saving provides a different means of 

analysing the framework. It allows for varied experiments, thereby providing more 

facts about the relationship between the two theories which will be relevant for 

future use within and outside the domain of energy conservation behaviours.  

Table 7.1 below gives a summary of how the study addresses research gaps 

highlighted in 1.2. 
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Table 7.1 Summary of research gaps and contributions 

 

 

 

Research gap/need Contribution to bridging the gap

Limited research that applies both theory and agent 

based modelling in the uderstanding of informational 

interventions for energy saving.

This study demonstrates how this approach could be 

applied within the given context.  

Scant information on how individual level factors 

contribute to the impact of behavioural interventions 

for energy saving at a group level (Staats et al. 

2000; Scherbaum et al. 2008; Dixon et al. 2015; Lo 

et al. 2012).

The theories used address individual level factors via 

their constructs which form the basis for findings in 

the first phase of the research. Also, as agent rules 

are based on these individual-level variables, the 

model sheds more light on how interactions between 

such factors influence energy saving in response to 

interventions.

New methods for empirical testing of ABMs and 

methods that allow for more generalizable ABMs  

(Janssen & Ostrom 2006)

The agent based model was verified and validated 

statistically with a combination of methods including 

hypothesis testing, sensitivity analysis, input 

validation, external validation. Also, Agent decision 

rules are based on established theories (TPB & 

ELM). Therefore, the extent to which the model re-

produces a known or theorized outcome as a result 

of specific input provides a means of empirically 

testing the model and applying it in different contexts.

Limited use of theory and measurement of impacts 

for evaluating energy use behavioural change 

projects (Wilson 2014).

The research demonstrates how the Theory of 

planned behaviour  and Elaboration Likelihood 

Model  may be used as a framework to understand 

factors that impact on the success of energy saving 

interventions. Findings also suggest how the TPB 

can be extended with specific variables from the 

ELM for this purpose. 

Decline in studies on social aspects of energy use  

over the years UKERC website (2016); (Wilhite et al. 

2000)

The study provides an additional information 

resource for demonstrating factors that could 

influence energy saving from a social perspective. 

A vital need for relevant information required for the 

planning and design of successful energy-saving 

interventions (Wilson and Chatterton, 2011).

Findings from the study offer explanations and 

information on influences to consider during planning 

and design of informational intereventions for energy 

saving. 
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 Evaluating the methodology 

One of the criticisms of the TPB is that in spite of the insight that it provides, 

measures of its key constructs are largely by means of self-reports, and these 

may not always capture actual states (Gifford, 2014). However, the results of the 

study were reasonably consistent with the intervention strategy and supports that 

using the TPB-ELM to investigate the intervention’s success was an effective 

methodology. Although the study did not set out to measure tangible energy 

savings as proof of intervention success, feedback provided from the SSO 

indicate that the intervention is making good impact (see 3.3.1). 

Wilson (2014) highlighted a lack of theoretically and impact-based evaluations of 

behavioural change projects for energy saving. By using two established theories 

—the Theory of Planned Behaviour and the Elaboration Likelihood Model—

conventionally and within an agent-based model to investigate and provide a 

visual demonstration of the impact of their constructs within the stated context, 

this study contributes to filling that gap.  Also, with findings specific to an HEI-

focused energy demand reduction scheme, it provides information that could be 

further investigated for creating tailored interventions to achieve increased 

energy savings in the sector.  Such information could be a source of additional 

motivation in the continual striving for energy conservation (Altan, 2010). 
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 Value of methods used  

Wilson et al. (2009) advocate Zanna and Fazio's (1982) approach to investigating 

by asking questions  relating to ‘when?’ and ‘how?’ rather than following only 

either line of questioning. In the ELM-TPB framework, output from the ELM 

informs the “how” (i.e. how attitudes change) while the TPB provides explanations 

for the “when” (e.g. behaviour change is achieved when influencing factors 

interact favourably) and may be useful in explaining situations where despite 

positive attitudes toward the behaviour, actual behaviour change is not achieved 

(Ozawa-Meida and Fleming, 2016; Petty et al., 2009a) 

A criticism of the TPB is that even though it can help identify beliefs that influence 

behaviour (Ajzen and Manstead, 2007), it does not provide information on how 

such beliefs may be changed (Sutton, 2010). With respect to attitudes, The ELM 

is able to fill this gap (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986b). On the other hand, even 

though the ELM provides information on external and internal variables which 

influence attitudes, it does not proffer explanations on the extent to which 

attitudes can result in behaviour (Conner and Armitage, 1998; Devine and Hirt, 

1989). 

Variables of the ELM and TPB jointly encompass key elements of 

communication—source, message, receiver and channel (Shannon and Weaver, 

1948)—and therefore it seems justifiable to assert that the framework fulfils to a 

considerable degree, requirements necessary for investigating information based 

interventions. 
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Although the use of questionnaire surveys has been criticised for reasons such 

as validity, subjectivity, inaccuracy and a host of other possible issues that could 

arise with self-reporting (Alt and Lieberman, 2010; Gifford, 2014; Kormos and 

Gifford, 2014), it provided quantitative data which could be analysed  objectively 

via statistical methods. Also, unlike interviews, the electronic questionnaires used 

provided an anonymous means by which useful data could be collected 

suggesting that responses were likely to be more truthful and relaxed. Smart 

objectives (see appendix A.1) were formulated to guide questionnaire 

development and to ensure that the questionnaires achieved their purpose.  

Taking the drawbacks of the survey methodology into consideration, the 

additional use of agent-based modelling lends robustness to the overall 

methodology, providing further means by which the theories used can be 

assessed within the context of the research. 

By demonstrating and exploring behaviour which tends to arise from the adaptive 

way by which individual agents change their decision rules (Balke and Gilbert, 

2014; Bianchi et al., 2007; Wilensky and Rand, 2015), agent-based modelling as 

used in this study shows how multiple factors in the TPB-ELM framework interact 

to produce outcomes beneficial for understanding informational interventions for 

energy-saving.   

The use of the Theory of Planned Behaviour and the Elaboration Likelihood 

Model provides an empirically sound backing for the model’s decision-making 

rules (Greaves et al., 2013b; Jager and Mosler, 2007; Mosler, 2006). In addition 

to this, the model provides a straightforward means by which both single and 
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multiple theoretical variables can be varied, and their dynamic effects observed 

in a virtual social system. This holds an advantage over mathematical models in 

which varying multiple parameters can quickly become complicated, 

unmanageable and prone to error (Jager and Mosler, 2007; Law, 2015). That 

said,  Tran (2012) noted that in spite of the variability characteristic of agent-

based models, they are not necessarily  superior to mathematical models such 

as differential equations for predicting. Moreover, calibration and validation 

issues also challenge the credibility of ABM results. Notwithstanding, the capacity 

to produce a range of possible outcomes from non-linear relationships is 

considered a benefit associated with agent-based modelling.  

Acknowledging that social systems can be complex and unpredictable, using an 

agent-based model helps to demonstrate and perhaps, understand how the 

whole can become more than a sum of its parts. For example, in Figure 6.2 and 

Figure 6.3, reasonably consistent patterns can be observed from the results even 

though the adoption of, and resistance to energy saving were neither proportional 

to population size nor to time. Such information can be of benefit in intervention 

design and planning. 

 Comparing the findings 

Considering that the regression analysis and agent-based modelling aspects of 

the study (i.e. phase 1 and phase 2 respectively) are both geared towards 

demonstrating causal relationships, a comparison of their key findings was done 

and are set out below.  To achieve this, versions of the ABM were created with 

the end states being the dependent variable from each regression model. i.e. 
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Intention in the regression model = Committed in ABM; Attitude in the regression 

model = Persuaded in ABM. These model versions are illustrated in 7.7Appendix 

E, Figure  E.1 and Figure  E.3 respectively. Effects of Intention on Behaviour were 

deduced from the complete model. 

 Similarities:  

 Subjective norms and Attitudes had a positive effect on Intention. At the 

end of the relevant simulation, no agent was left in the persuaded state. 

Considering that Persuaded (i.e. attitude), Subjective norms and PBC 

play a precursory role to Committed in the model, it shows that these 

independent variables resulted in agents’ intention to save energy.  See 

Figure  E.1 and Figure  E.2 in Appendix E for the state chart and output 

window.  

 Consistent with the regression model, argument quality has a positive 

effect on attitude in the model. (Appendix E, Figure  E.5)   

 Motivation had a positive effect on attitude in both cases. See Appendix 

E, Figure  E.6. All Committed agents in the ABM became energy-savers 

indicating that intention positively influenced behaviour as suggested by 

the regression model.  (Appendix E, Figure E.7) 

Differences:  

 Model output (Appendix E, Figure E.8) shows that without Cognitive ability, 

all aware agents demonstrated resistant behaviour, suggesting that the 

variable has a positive effect on Attitude.  However, results from the 

second set of regression analysis in 1.1.1.1 suggest that cognitive ability 

has a negative effect on attitudes. 
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 The ABM demonstrates that PBC does not have a negative effect on 

Intention unlike in the regression model. See Appendix E, Figure E.9 

Reasons for the inconsistences identified may be investigated in further research; 

however, these may also be attributed to limitations of the study, some of which 

are identified and discussed next. 

 Limitations of the study 

Limitations to the study have been identified from both phases of the research 

and are discussed here. These provide opportunities for future research 

(discussed in 7.6.4). 

The response rate for the survey conducted was low (32 responses); 

consequently, the sample size (21 respondents) used for the study was small. 

Although, the model was validated using representative data from an external 

source, default values for model parameters were calculated from these 

responses. Although necessary statistical tests were conducted to ascertain data 

reliability and validity, a larger sample size, especially one representative of the 

population, would have made the findings from this study more generalisable. 

Although the intervention is within a HEI context, using student subjects may pose 

a limitation in terms of generalising findings of the study as other groups in the 

society may respond differently to the same or similar interventions.  Conducting 

similar studies with other groups or sectors will provide additional insight and a 

basis for comparative studies. 
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The focal intervention (the Student Switch Off campaign) targets student 

behaviour within their living areas. In view of this, findings of this study should not 

be generalised to include students’ energy-saving behaviour elsewhere e.g. 

behaviour in study areas; although, it is hoped that desired behaviours adopted 

would be carried over where applicable.  Nevertheless, the study could be 

extended to investigate the influence of the intervention in establishing general 

and long-term energy saving behaviour. 

The agent-based model does not include details of network effects i.e. how 

information and norms spread. This is because the aim was to keep it simple and 

to focus on understanding the effect of individual level variables on collective 

behaviour. 

Model simulations occurred over time whereas survey results represent only 

responses in obtained at a specific point in time. This means that model results 

account for changes in behavioural states over time whereas survey results do 

not. This should be considered when reflecting on the comparisons made. 

In discussing results of the study, subjective norms were assumed in the context 

of peer influence. However, social influence may also come from different 

sources such as family, groups and so on (McDonald and Crandall, 2015). 

Cultural background may also play a role because sources of social pressure 

vary in different cultures. Several studies imply that it would be erroneous to 

ignore the way culture influences social behaviour (Quaglione et al. 2017; Aaker 

& Maheswaran 1997; Han & Shavitt 1994). For example social influence in some 

cultures lean towards collectivism, while others are individualistic (Kim et al., 
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1994). However, as already argued earlier in the discussion, this is likely to be 

more adequately represented by peripheral cues.  

Regardless of these limitations, the methods used promote constructive 

deliberation on using theories within agent-based modelling to explain how 

individual level variables can interact to produce collective outcomes.  Also, 

findings from the research proffer practical and valuable considerations for 

planning informational interventions for energy saving.  

 Recommendations 

Suggestions for future research are proffered following on from the study’s 

findings and limitations.  

Further studies combining theory and agent-based modelling will be beneficial for 

visualizing the dynamic effect of theoretical variables on energy-saving behaviour 

and contribute to the literature on both agent-based modelling and the 

understanding of energy-saving behaviours. 

The TPB-ELM framework will benefit from more empirical use with large enough 

data sets in the energy conservation domain, to better explore its potential and to 

further develop its use as a theoretical tool useful for explaining and evaluating 

information-based behavioural interventions.  In addition, other approaches to 

using the framework could also be explored e.g. extending the framework to 

include established theories which provide insightful and reasonable 

explanations for the subjective norms and perceived behavioural control 

elements of the Theory of Planned Behaviour.  This will potentially give a deeper 
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understanding of factors that can significantly influence energy use behaviour 

change. 

Future studies can be carried out to determine the strongest reference groups for 

specific societies or national cultures in relation to energy use behaviour. Such 

findings can be useful for designing targeted energy-saving interventions for 

multi-cultural societies. 

Further research to investigate the (suggested) affective tendencies of subjective 

norms and any effects on attitude and the intention-behaviour gap will be 

beneficial for gaining more insight to this notion which may prove valuable for 

expanding the Theory of Planned Behaviour, especially for use in the energy 

saving domain. 

Other analytical methods may be used to investigate interactions between 

variables of the theoretical framework used. This will provide a basis for 

comparison which can be useful for evaluating the effectiveness of the theoretical 

frame work for explaining the adoption of energy saving. 

As combining the use of the TPB and ELM for understanding energy-saving 

behaviour is still somewhat uncommon, the applicability of the framework could 

be explored using other simulation methods and contexts.  This would contribute 

to the diversity of the literature available on the subject. 

 Summary and Implications for Policy and Practice 

This research has demonstrated how the use of theory can aid in understanding 

the influence of behavioural interventions on outcomes for energy conservation 
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projects. By jointly using the Theory of Planned Behaviour, Elaboration Likelihood 

Model and agent-based modelling, it informs a gap in the use of theory and 

measurement of impacts in evaluating behavioural change projects for energy 

saving as identified by Wilson (2014). By presenting findings applicable to an 

HEI-focused energy demand reduction scheme, it provides information on 

potential areas of focus, serving as added motivation in the continual striving for 

energy conservation, in line with submissions by Altan (2010). Interactions 

between behavioural and informational variables shown facilitate an 

understanding of potential mechanisms of change vital to the purposeful planning 

required for successful intervention design.  

The project set out to achieve 4 objectives which have been realised and set out 

in this thesis. To achieve the first objective, literature searches were conducted 

to identify theoretical factors that affect energy saving intentions and behaviour; 

a questionnaire survey was conducted to elicit responses for measuring these.  

Correlation and regression analysis were performed on survey data to realise the 

second objective. These helped to determine relationships between the core 

constructs of the TPB and ELM and demonstrated that the two theories could be 

used effectively for behavioural responses to informational interventions for 

energy saving.  The analyses also shed light on the effect of the theories’ 

constructs on one another; therefore, achieving the third objective by showing 

how variations in one construct can bring about changes in the target behaviour.  

Varying parameters in an agent-based model also contributed to achieving this 

objective.  
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With agent-based modelling being a burgeoning technique, a literature search 

was done to gain an understanding of the extent of its use in the energy 

conservation domain and the different approaches used.  Subsequently, the 

fourth objective was achieved by developing an agent-based model. In doing this, 

research questions specific to the purpose of the model were first created to guide 

the development process. Part of the modelling process included validation and 

verification by external data and parameter variation, respectively.  

Based on the findings, the aim of the research was achieved, and some key 

conclusions drawn: 

 By linking information, attitudes and behaviour, the ELM-TPB framework 

can expose interactions which offer explanations (for different processes 

of behavioural choices) necessary for targeted planning and design of 

successful interventions—a vital need from a policy perspective (Wilson 

and Chatterton, 2011). However, it needs to be put to further empirical use 

with large enough data sets, to fully explore its potential and to develop its 

use as a theoretical tool useful for explaining and evaluating information-

based behavioural interventions. 

 Intervention success is a gradual process which peaks; Gaining prior 

evidence of potential scenarios through methods such as preliminary 

surveys combined with agent-based modelling can be beneficial in guiding 

intervention planning and design e.g. by indicating areas and periods to 

focus on. 
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 Energy saving intervention success is most guaranteed when an excellent 

case is made for energy saving alongside high levels of peripheral cues, 

motivation and cognitive ability in the target population.  

 Accounting for peripheral cues within the subjective norm construct of the 

Theory of Planned Behaviour is likely to accord the theory better predictive 

value.  

In terms of direct implications for policy, the findings of this study suggest that 

programmes designed to encourage energy conservation behaviours should 

target using peripheral cues and social norms as key change agents.  This 

may be achieved by seeking to understand prevalent sources of social 

pressure and dominant types of subjective norms among targeted groups or 

sectors, and then guide intervention efforts using this knowledge.  Also, 

understanding the dominant level of cognitive ability in a population and 

tailoring the rationale for energy saving to appeal to this group could contribute 

significantly to intervention success.
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A  Further information originating from chapter 3 

A.1 Ethics approval 

 

Figure A.1 Email confirming ethics approval from CURES 
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A.2 Objectives for a Theory of Planned Behaviour and Elaboration 

Likelihood Model questionnaire to understand factors influencing 

energy saving intentions and behaviours in the work place. 

1. To elicit and record energy saving beliefs on a bipolar rating scale 

as a measure of the attitude, subjective norm, perceived 

behavioural control, source, message and receiver variables of the 

above theories and to determine combined effects on reducing 

energy demand among students in HEI. 

SMART Elements explained. 

Specific: attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioural 

control constructs of the Theory of Planned Behaviour and source, 

message and receiver variables in the Elaboration Likelihood Model 

Measurable: beliefs 

Achievable: using bipolar adjectives in a rating scale e.g. semantic 

differential scale 

Relevant: to energy saving behavioural initiatives in the workplace 

 

2. To understand the type of message elaboration suited to energy 

saving interventions by collecting information on associated 

attitudes, attitude certainty and thoughts  

SMART Elements explained. 

Specific: message elaboration (central i.e. deep processing or 

peripheral i.e. shallow processing) 
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Measurable: attitudes, attitude certainty and thoughts  

Achievable: attitude and attitude certainty can be measured using 

bipolar adjectives on a semantic differential scale, thoughts about 

the intervention can be collected in a listed format (e.g. numbered 

or bullet points)  

Relevant: to energy saving interventions in the workplace 

 

A.3 Questionnaire 1 

Questionnaire 1  
 

Start of Block: Default Question Block 

 

 Thank you for choosing to participate in this survey. The following questionnaire is part 

of a research study at Cranfield University. Your responses will be kept confidential and 

anonymous. All information will be held securely. 

  

 The survey is in two parts. Part 1 asks about demographic details. Part 2 contains 

questions about an energy saving initiative. Some of the questions may seem similar or 

unnecessary, however these are all vital to testing the research framework.   The 

survey should take approximately 10 minutes to complete. There are no right or wrong 

answers, all responses would be appreciated. Please click the ">>" button below to 

continue.    

 

 

Page Break  

 

 PART 1 About your BACKGROUND 

 

 

Page Break  
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Q1    what is your gender? 

o Male (1)  

o Female (2)  

 

 

 

Q2 what is your age group? 

o 20-24 (1)  

o 25-29 (2)  

o 30-34 (3)  

o 35-39 (4)  

o 40-45 (5)  

o 46-50 (6)  

o 51 and above (7)  
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Q3 What is your cultural background? 

o Africa (1)  

o Asia (2)  

o Australia (3)  

o Europe (4)  

o Middle East (5)  

o North America (6)  

o South America (7)  

o Other (8) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Q4 Please state your Cranfield University course of study and School (e.g. MSc 

Energy from Waste, SEEA) 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q5 Do you live on campus? 

o Yes (1)  

o No (2)  

 

 

  

 PART 2 Each question in this section refers to the CRANFIELD STUDENT SWITCH 

OFF campaign 

 

Q6 Are you aware of the Student Switch Off campaign? 

o Yes (1)  

o No (2)  

 

 

Display This Question: 

If Are you aware of the Student Switch Off campaign? = No 

 

 The Student Switch Off Campaign is an initiative designed to encourage energy saving 

behaviours in students. It raises energy saving awareness by engaging students in an 

inter-hall energy saving contest and other competitions, giving them a chance to win 

prizes. Specific information is given via four energy saving tips namely:    Switch off 

lights and appliances  Do not overfill the kettle  Put a lid on it (when cooking) 

 Put a layer on, not the heating (when feeling cold)   For more information 

on the campaign kindly look it up (by following the link below or copy and paste it in 

your browser) before returning to complete the 

survey.     http://www.studentswitchoff.org/unis/cranfield-university 

 

 

Page Break  
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Q7 The student switch off campaign is: 

 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7)  

Relevant to 
me (1) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Irrelevant to 
me 

Important 
to me (2) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Unimportant 
to me 

Exciting to 
me (3) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Unexciting 
to me 

Interesting 
to me (4) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Of no 
interest to 

me 

Engaging 
to me (5) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Not 
engaging to 

me 

Fascinating 
to me (6) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Repelling to 
me 

Valuable to 
me (7) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Worthless 
to me 

 

 

This Question elicits the theoretical construct “Motivation” (from the ELM). 

 

 

Q8 The four energy saving tips given in the Student Switch Off campaign are: 

 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7)  

Easy to 
remember 

(1) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Difficult to 
remember 

Easy to 
understand 

(2) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Difficult to 

understand 

Clear (3) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Unclear 

 

This Question was used to elicit the theoretical construct “Ability to Process” 

(from the ELM). 
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Q9 The message of the Student Switch Off campaign is: 

 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7)  

Valid (1) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Invalid 

Convincing 
(2) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Unconvincing 

Clear (3) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Unclear 

Informative 
(4) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Uninformative 

Useful (5) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Useless 

Strong (6) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Weak 

Distinct (7) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Right 

 

 

This Question was used to elicit the theoretical construct “Argument 

Quality” (from the ELM). 
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Q10 I fully understand the message in the Student Switch Off campaign 

o Strongly Disagree (1)  

o Disagree (2)  

o Somewhat Disagree (3)  

o Somewhat Agree (4)  

o Agree (5)  

o Strongly Agree (6)  

 

This question was used to elicit the theoretical construct “Ability to Process” 

(from the ELM). 

 

 

Q11 Are you familiar with the sponsors of the Student Switch Off campaign? 

o Yes (1)  

o No (2)  

 

 

Display This Question: 

If Are you familiar with the sponsors of the Student Switch Off campaign? = Yes 
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Q12 The sponsors of the Student Switch Off campaign make it more 

 
Strongly 
Disagre

e (1) 

Disagre
e (2) 

Somewh
at 

Disagree 
(3) 

Neither 
Agree 

nor 
Disagre

e (4) 

Somewh
at Agree 

(5) 

Agre
e (6) 

Strongl
y 

Agree 
(7) 

Credible 
(1)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Likeable 
(2)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Believabl
e (3)  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 

 

 

This question was used to elicit the theoretical construct “Peripheral cues” 

(from the ELM) 

 

 

 

 

A.4 Questionnaire 2 

Questionnaire 2  
 

Start of Block: Default Question Block 

 Thank you for choosing to participate in this survey. This questionnaire is a follow-on 

to a previous survey about the Student Switch Off campaign. Please proceed only if 

you completed the preceding survey.      As part of a research study at Cranfield 

University, your responses will be kept confidential and anonymous. All information will 

be held securely.      

 The survey is in two parts. Part 1 asks about demographic details. Part 2 contains 

questions about energy saving.  Some of the questions may seem similar or 

unnecessary, however these are all vital to testing the research framework.     The 

survey should take approximately 10 minutes to complete. Please answer openly, there 

are no right or wrong answers.      Please click the ">>" button below to continue. 
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 PART 1 About your BACKGROUND 

 

 

Page Break  

 

Q1 What is your gender? 

o Male (1)  

o Female (2)  

 

 

 

Q2 What is your age group? 

o 20-24 (1)  

o 25-29 (2)  

o 30-34 (3)  

o 35-39 (4)  

o 40-45 (5)  

o 46-50 (6)  

o 51 and above (7)  
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Q3 What is your cultural background? 

o Africa (1)  

o Asia (2)  

o Australia (3)  

o Europe (4)  

o Middle East (5)  

o North America (6)  

o South America (7)  

o Other (8) ________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Q4 Please state your Cranfield University course of study and School (e.g. MSc 

Energy from Waste, SEEA) 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q6 Have you given further thought to the message of the student switch off campaign? 

o Not At All (1)  

o Occasionally (2)  

o Frequently (3)  

This question was used to elicit the theoretical construct “Elaboration” (from the 

ELM). 

 

 

Q5 Do you live on campus? 

o Yes (1)  

o No (2)  

 

Skip To: Q9 If Do you live on campus? = No 

 

 

Q7 Have you  

 Yes (1) 
Probably yes 

(2) 
Probably not 

(3) 
Not (4) 

Spoken in favor 
of the Student 

Switch Off 
campaign to 

other students? 
(1)  

o  o  o  o  

Enquired 
further about 
the student 
switch off 

campaign? (2)  

o  o  o  o  

 

This question was used to elicit Attitude change (from the ELM). 
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Q8 I tend to look out for energy saving opportunities in the halls of residence more than 

in other areas on campus 

o Strongly Disagree (1)  

o Disagree (2)  

o Somewhat Disagree (3)  

o Neither Agree nor Disagree (4)  

o Somewhat Agree (5)  

o Agree (6)  

o Strongly Agree (7)  

 

This question was used to elicit the theoretical construct “Intention” (from 

the TPB). 

 

 

 

Q9 Have you adopted any new energy saving habits (on or off campus) since you 

became aware of the student switch off campaign?   

o Yes (1)  

o No (2)  

 

This question was used to elicit the theoretical construct “Behaviour” (from the 

TPB) 
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Q10 Saving energy on campus is 

 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7)  

Good (1) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Bad 

Convenient 
(2) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Inconvenient 

A waste of 
effort (3) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Worthwhile 

Satisfying 
(4) o  o  o  o  o  o  o  Dissatisfying 

 

This question was used to elicit the theoretical construct “Attitude” (from 

the TPB). 
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Q11 People who are important to me 

 

Strongl
y 

Disagre
e (1) 

Disagre
e (2) 

Somewh
at 

Disagree 
(3) 

Neither 
Agree 

nor 
Disagre

e (4) 

Somewh
at Agree 

(5) 

Agre
e (6) 

Strongl
y 

Agree 
(7) 

Expect me 
to always 

save 
energy on 
campus (1)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Think that 
consistentl
y saving 
energy is 
important 

(2)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Would 
always 
save 

energy if 
they were 

in my 
shoes (3)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Disapprove 
of me 

taking part 
in Student 
Switch Off 
competitio

ns (4)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 

This question was used to elicit the theoretical construct “Subjective 

Norms” (from the TPB). 
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Q12 Please select as appropriate 

 
Strongly 
Disagre

e (1) 

Disagre
e (2) 

Somewh
at 

Disagree 
(3) 

Neither 
Agree 

nor 
Disagre

e (4) 

Somewh
at Agree 

(5) 

Agre
e (6) 

Strongl
y 

Agree 
(7) 

I am 
confident 
that I can 

consistentl
y save 

energy on 
campus if 
I want to 

(1)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

I find it 
difficult to 
consistentl

y save 
energy on 
campus 

(2)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

The 
decision to 
consistentl

y save 
energy on 
campus is 

beyond 
my control 

(3)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

Whether I 
consistentl

y save 
energy on 
campus is 
entirely up 
to me (4)  

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  

 

 

This question was used to elicit the theoretical construct “Perceived 

Behavioural Control” (from the TPB). 
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Q13 I feel under social pressure to save energy on campus 

o Strongly Disagree (1)  

o Disagree (2)  

o Somewhat Disagree (3)  

o Neither Agree nor Disagree (4)  

o Somewhat Agree (5)  

o Agree (6)  

o Strongly Agree (7)  

 

This question was used to elicit the theoretical construct “Subjective 

Norms” (from the TPB). 

 

 

 

Q14 How certain are you of your attitude towards energy saving on campus? 

 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 (7)  

Not at 
all 

certain 
(1) 

o  o  o  o  o  o  o  
Very 

certain 

 

 

This question was used to elicit Attitude certainty. 
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Q15 Please list any thoughts you have about saving energy on campus. Please list one 

thought per line.  

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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A.5 Survey data in SPSS 

Table A.1 Survey data in SPSS 
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A.6 Standardised (z) values for assessing normality in questionnaire data 

 

Table A.2 standardised (z) values for skewness and kurtosis in survey data 

 

 

 

 

 

statistic standard error standardised (z) value statistic standard error standardised (z) value

Motivated 0.0170 0.5010 0.0339 -1.2360 0.9720 -1.2716

ATP 1.0380 0.5010 2.0719 -0.3150 0.9720 -0.3241

Argument Quality 0.3470 0.5010 0.6926 -0.5470 0.9720 -0.5628

Peripheral Cues -1.2930 0.9130 -1.4162 2.9170 2.0000 1.4585

Attitude 0.8990 0.5010 1.7944 0.0560 0.9720 0.0576

Subjective Norms -0.6200 0.5010 -1.2375 0.9880 0.9720 1.0165

PBC -0.1690 0.5010 -0.3373 -0.5650 0.9720 -0.5813

Intention -0.7380 0.5500 -1.3418 -0.2910 1.0630 -0.2738

Behaviour 0.8620 0.5240 1.6450 -1.4190 1.0140 -1.3994

Skewness Kurtosis
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Appendix B Updates resulting from model verification. 
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Figure B.1 Initial model state chart before verification 
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Following the parameter variation shown in Figure B.2, the area highlighted in the initial state chart in Figure B.1 was amended 

to rectify the error identified. The updated model state chart is shown in Figure B.3 

 

Figure B.2 Parameter variation on initial model 
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Figure B.3 Current Model (after amendment) 
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Appendix C The diffusion of innovations curve 

 

Figure C.1 The diffusion of innovations curve (Mahler and Rogers, 1999) 
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Appendix D Model output in the absence of Cognitive ability and Argument quality  

 

Figure D.1 Model output screen showing states achieved in the absence of Cognitive ability and Argument quality 
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Appendix E Model versions  

 

Figure  E.1 Model with end state Committed (i.e. Intention) 
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Figure  E.2 Model output screen for end state Committed (Intention) 
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Figure  E.3 Model version with end state Persuaded (i.e. Attitude) 
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Figure  E.4 Model output screen for Attitude as end state 
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Figure  E.5 Demonstrating that when Argument quality is lacking, there is no attitude change 
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Figure  E.6 Demonstrating that when Motivation is lacking, there is no attitude change 
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Figure E.7 Showing that all committed agents became energy savers 
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Figure E.8 Showing that attitude change is not achieved in the absence of Cognitive ability. 
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Figure E.9 Showing that Intention reduced in the absence of Perceived behavioural control (compare this to Figure  E.2) 


